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ABSTRACT

More thm 95% of lhc caslern Sn*e River Pbin (ESRP) b covercd by brueftic hva
fows crupted in th Brunh.3 NcrrrftPolrity Clroo; ttur they rt youngE th 730
le. About 13% of the rta of the ESRP b cover,ed by hvr 6eHs of hlcat Pbi!ilocenc rnd
Ilolocene ege < 15 te" More thm 9096 of thc basrt volume of lhe ESRP b hc|rdd ir
codecccd shtdd od hve..cm volcanoes E de rp dodtndy of tube. ud grhce-fed
pamene 0owa DepclC of fisg|re-tyF, tcphnonc, ad hydrovolmic erupfims
consdtxe a mhor F l of tlp bcsel vohtne ol lhe ESRP.

Eight bted Pk&rtDceoe and llolocene lerz lieldc scrve .s doddr of vohrnic proc-
cse. lhrt drrsGriz. flrc bcsdllc vohanigur of thc ESRP. Ihc Nordr Robbcrs, South
Robb€rs, rnd King! Bowl leve fidds formed in shoradun[ion (e few deys), low-volume
(€.clr <0.f Lm3), fissure-controld erupdoru. The Hdb ltrtr Acre, Ccmo Gnnde,
Wai, md Slrodrme lave ffdds formed ln loog-durdm ($v€rrl nonlb), higlFvolunc
(l io 5 tm), hvr cme md Cd€H-fordlg enrpdos, Eech ot thcee sevm leve fields
r€pnsents mnog€ocdc €ruptbB rhr| were mftlE pr€ceded rmr folbw€d by €rupdong
et tbc srtrc tr ncrrby vcnts. The Cretcrs of lhe Moon lava fuH ls polyg€ncdci rbqrt 60
[ow3 werc .rulacd fron clocely spaccd ven|s ovcr . period of 15,0fl1 ycs

Most of tbc bsltfu volclicm of lhe ESRP b bcdized in volcoic rifr zotrca, whidl
are long nrnow beftr of volcnfu hndfomr rnd saructures. Mcl volcanic rfr zmcc rrt
co[imar co|rfmurtbE of bodn-rrd{$ge-fype, n|rge-front hu||s bordering nornlrins
thrt rdjoln lhe ESIRP. ll ls not cker wb.ther lh€ hufts er3md hto tbe ESRP h b€droct
beneaft ahe bolic bve f,ows.

Ihc gr€.r hr|l of bselrto fiows h O|G ESn"P erc olivir barelb of [lolciitic |rd
a&rlne afrdtiB. Thc oliviae bocdtr rrl rcoelkrbly sioih iD ch€Eicrl,
ard tertnl ct nffiics. Tb€y w.re derlved by ptrfd Dcfring of drc Eftocpterh
n n{e ri t(t to 6al kn, ryd lhey heve bcen [frle atredcd by hcairnrlim or omtrninr.
tim. Evohnd rnogmrs hrvbg SiO2 contents es higb s 65% occur locrly i! rd ne|r lhc
ESRP. Ih chm*rl ad |ninembgid vdrbf,ity of Ore evolved rocts b due to crfa{rl
Monrdoo h &e crusa rd to codemimtidr by crustel ninenb and pardd nelb of
cnrdal rocls. Ihc trrceclcnem compordtbns ofthc oliyfrre b{r.ftr rnd lh€ orost prtri-
tivc cyohnd bGdta do not ovcrhp, $tE€sltE ih"t the et olv€d rodc rrcre dedved froo
Frenl |ngDs8 rhot rre fun&nentdly dificrerd ft,om thc porent rngmrs of lhe ofivlnc
b.s.fts.

KunE, M. A" Covitrttoq lL R. |td Scfar, L J., 1992, An ovrrvi.v olba€.ltic wkrritE ofthc..!t rtr SnrLc Rivs n i& ld.ho, rr Linl, P. K, Koot?. M. A. rd
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ABSTRACf 

More than 95% of the eastern Snake River Plain (ESRP) is covered by basaltic lava 
Dows erupted in the Brunhes Normal-Polarity Chron; thus they are younger than 730 
1m. About 13% of the area of the ESRP is covered by lava fields of latest Pleistocene and 
Holocene age <15 b. More than 90% of the basalt volume of the ESRP is included in 
coalesced shield and lava-cone volcanoes made up dominandy of tube- and surface-fed 
pahoehoe ftows. Deposits of fissure-type, tephra-cone, and hydro volcanic eruptions 
constitute a minor part of the basalt volume of the ESRP. 

Eight latest Pleistocene and Holocene lava fields serve as models of volcanic proc
esses that characterize the basaltic volcanism of the ESRP. The North Robbers, South 
Robbers, and Kings Bowl lava fields formed in short-duration (a few days), low-volume 
(each <0.1 kmJ), fissure-controUed eruptions. The Hells Half Acre, Cerro Grande, 
Wapi, and Shoshone lava fields formed in long-duration (several months), high-volume 
(l to 6 km3), lava cone- and shield-fonning eruptions. Each of these seven lava fields 
represents monogenetic eruptions that were neither preceded nor foDowed by eruptions 
at the same or nearby vents. The Craters of the Moon lava field is polygenetic; about 60 
Dows were erupted &om closely spaced vents over a period of 15,000 years. 

Most of the basaltic volcanism of the ESRP is localized in volcaaic rift zones, which 
are loog, narrow belts of volcanic landforms and structures. Most volcanic rift zones are 
collinear continuations of basin-and-range-type, range-front faults bordering mountains 
that adjoin the ESRP. It is not clear whether the faults extend into the ESRP in bedrock 
beneath the basaltic lava Dows. 

The great bulk of basaltic Bows in the ESRP are olivine basalts of tholeiitic and 
alkaline affinities. The olivine basalts are remarkably similar in chemical, mineralogical, 
and textural characteristics. They were derived by partial melting of the Uthospheric 
mande at 45 to 60 km, and they have been Uttle affected by fractionation or contamina
tion. Evolved magmas having Si02 contents as high as 65% occur locally in and near the 
ESRP. The chemical and mineralogical variability of the evolved rocks is due to crystal 
fractionation in the crust and to contamination by crustal minerals and partial melts of 
crustal rocks. The trace-element compositions of the olivine basalts and the most primi
tive evolved basalts do not overlap, suggesting that the evolved rocks were derived from 
parent magmas that are fundamentally different from the parent magmas of the olivine 
basalts. 

Kuntz, M. A., Covington, H. R., and Schorr, L J., 1992, An overview of basaltic volcanism oftheeastem Snake River Plain, Idaho, in Link, P. K., Kuntz, M. A., and 
Platt, L. B., eds., Regional Geology of Eastern Idaho and Western Wyoming: Geological Society of America Memoir 179. 
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Ttrc dlilributftm and chanc{cr of volcanic rift zoncs in the ESRP are partly cur

troled by underrying Neogere rhyorite calderes Areas that lack basett vents and have

only poorly devebfr vottnic ih ,-o overrh calderas or parts of ceHeras fillcd by

thich,low-density sedimmts and rakq uftictr sened es density barriers to the buoyant

rise of bosaltic n|gma. volcanic rift zones are locafus of concentrated extereirnel

strab thy define regional stress petterre in |he ESRP'

INTRODUCTION

We studied the Quaternary basaltic lava fields of the eastem

SnakeRiverPlainGsnp),Idaho,intheperidlgT5through
l98l and at variors times since then The study area covers

t0p00 km2 within nearly 25o 7u!-minute quadrangles and ex-

,"o4, from Twin Falls tofuhton (Fig. l). our studies includcd

interpraation of volcanic features on aerid photos; ficld mapping

of .rents, flow featureg and contacts; and sampling of flows

and inciusions for petrographig , sd dating

investigations.
This chaptcr characterizes the basaltic volcanism of tbe

ESRP bas€d on our field and laboratory studies and the 
-studies 

of

coworkers. We emphasize the latest Pteistocene and Holocene
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The distribution and character of volcanic rift zones in the ESRP are partly con
troUed by underlying Neogene rhyolite calderas. Areas that lack basalt vents and have 
only poorly developed volcanic rift zones overlie calderas or parts of calderas 6Ued by 
thick, Iow-density sediments and rocks, wbich served as density barriers to the buoyant 
rise of basaltic magma. Volcanic rift zones are locations of concentrated extensional 
strain; they define regional stress patterns in the ESRP. 

INTRODUcnON interpretation of volcanic features on aerial photos; field mapping 
of vents, flow features, and contacts; and sampling of flows 
and inclusions for petrographic, petrochemical, and dating 
investigations. 

We studied the Quaternary basaltic lava fields of the eastern 
Snake River Plain (ESRP), Idaho, in the period 1975 through 
1981 and at various times since then. The study area covers 
20,000 km2 within nearly 250 7Yz-minute quadrangles and ex
tends from Twin Falls to Ashton (Fig. 1). OUf studies included 
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This chapter characterizes the basaltic volcanism of the 
ESRP based on our field and laboratory studies and the studies of 
coworkers. We emphasize the latest Pleistocene and Holocene 
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lava fields, volcanic rift zones, and the interrelationships between
Quaternary basaltic volcanism and Neogene rhyolite ou"r . to
addition, we describe the volcnnic morphology, p"trotogy, petro-
chemistry, and stratigraphy of the basaltic ;;rlo, ne iiructurat
oontol of vcnts, and magma output rates. we treet only those
topics we feel are m6t important in characterlzing uasariic vol-
canism of the ESRP. The reference scction wiu g;ae those who
wish to investigate these and other topics norc m.ptetety.

Notes on termitologt

several oftcn-used terns in this chapter are defined here to
avoid possible confusion in their meaning. Many of the terms are
described by Holcomb (1987) and ilrrutrat€d i; photographs by
Takahashi and Griggs (1997). Lavaflow denotes thin-shees of
lava erupted from fissure or pipelike vents. Typical basaltic lava
flows of the ESRP are pahoeh--, shb p,h*ii"(iurnHJ flatcsor slabs of broken pahoehoe cn$t, typicafly <r0; across), and
shelly pahoehoe (flows near vents having small op"n tobo, blis-
ters, and thin cnrsts that formed from gas-chargdiava; swanson,
1973)- Tube-fed flows are large-volume pahoehoe flows that ad-
vanoe chiefly by supply-of lava through lava tubeg surface-fed
flows advane by supply of rava in iurface conduits 

"such 
as

channels. A'a and block-rava flows are rare; the few that are
known in this ar,,, areseveral kilometers wide and several tens of
kilometers long and are typicalry 5 to 15 m thick but as thick as
50 m where ponded.

Flou lobes are nearly contemporaneous discharges of lava
that formed during a single eruptive episode. They rlge frorn
several centimeters to several meters thick. The len$h of a flow
lobe is variable, ranglng from rocal outpourinp thaimoved onry
a tiw meten over slightly older surfaces oithe same flow to
shees that flowed several kilometers panly or entirely over earlier
flow lobes of the same eruption (*entworth and Macdonard,
1953)- In vertical sections and cores in lava flows of the ESRP, it
is diflicult to determine whether successive flows of similar lava
that lack an intervening soil or alluvial horizon 

"r, 
i"r"ry differ_

ent flow lobes of the same major flow or independent flows
extruded during diffcrent eruptions. Inva fterd iefers to a se-
quence of flows, flow lobes, and associatedpyroclastic depcits
that accumulated during synchrono* .*ptiorrs from single or
multiple vents along an eruptive fissure. vorcanic ,iyr ro,r"r rr"
finear arra)6 of volcanic landforms and structures. The volcanic
landforms include erupdve fissures, spatter ramparts, tephra
cones? lava coneg shield vorcanoes, and dikes at depth. Tir" rt-.-
tures include noneruptive fissures, faulB, and grabens.

REGIONAL GEOLOGY AND STRUCTURE

Tl@ Srralce River plain

The snake River plain is a rerativery flat depression, 50 to100 km wide, that cuts an arcuate swath across southern ldaho. Itexbnds from Payette on the northwest 250 km southeast to Twin

Falls and thence 300 km northeast to Ashton (Fig. l). Erevation
of the snake River ptain rises graduany t o. i00-. oo ,1" ,o,
to 2,000 m on the east. The snake River plain is bounded on the
southeast by folded, thnst-faulbd mountains of the Basin and
Range provinoe, consisting of upper precambrian through lower
Mesozoic sedimentary rocks that were uplifted .rong- normal
3:lO 9utiog Neqgene and euaternary tecronism. The Snake
River Plain is bounded on the north by similar basin-and-range
type mountains and also by mountains consisting of Mesozoic
and lower Tertiary granitic rocls of the ldaho balhofith. south_
west of thc snake River plain are the mid-Miooene rhyolitic and
basaltic rocks of thc owyhee plateau At the norttreast end of the
Snake River Plain are the euaternary rhyolitic and basaltic rocks
of the Yellowstone plateau

The Snake River plain is divided into western and eastern
para at about I14" w. longitude. Mabey (19s2) defincd a centrar
part based chiefly on geophysical characteristics. The eastern and
western parts have contrasting structural, geophysical, and geo-
logrcal charaaeristics, suggesting aifferent moal tr origio.

The western snake River prain (wSRp) is a late-Neogeng
faulrbounded graben containing rhyorirc and basalt lava flows
and thick, interbedded detrital sediments (Malde and powers,
1962:' Malde, l99r). considerable rerief and extensive vertical
exposur€s along the canyons of the Snake River and its tributaries
have been important_in the geologic study and interpretation of
the tectonic history of the wesrcrn snake River plain.

The eastern Snake River plain (ESRp) is a broad rava plain
consisting at the surface, of mostry preistocene and Horocene
basaltic lava flows, pyroclastic depoits, and thin, disontinuo's
depcits of loess, sand dunes, 

"nd 
aluviar sediments. Magnetic

polarity determinations and recent radiometric studies (cham-
pion and others, 1988; Kuntz and othen, r992) indicate that
most of the surface flows were erupted during the Brunhes
Normal-Polarity chron and th.s are younger than 730 ka. Data
from wells that penetrate the ESRp todep6s., gr""a^ i,500 m
(summarized in Embree and others, tsizl shoiv that the lava-
flow and sediment sequence is l to 2kmtiti"t o-uglout most
of the ESRP. These data also indicate that the thickness of the
basaltic volcanic rocks greatly exceeds that of the sedime ntary
deposits near the center of the ESRP and that the sedimentary
depmits are more abundant along the margins.

Drilling and recent fierd studies (Doherty and others, 1979;
Embree and othen,lgBZ Morgan and othen, l9g4) Jow that
the basalt-sediment sequence is underlain by rhyoliticlava flows,
ignimbrites, and pyroclastic deposits. vorcanorogic studies of i&
nimbrites at localities around the margins of the EsRp indicate
the presence of large source calderas beneath the basaltic rava
flow and sediment sequen@ of the ESRP (picrce and Morgan,
this volume; Morgan, this volume).

_ Available georogical and geophysical data suggest that the
snake River Plain has been the site of a northeasterllpropagating
system of rhyolitic volcanic centers and associ"t o u"ottic vol-
canism (see, for example, Armstrong and others, rg7l;Brott and
others, 1978,1981; Mabey, l9g2;Malde, l99l; Leeman, I9g9;
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lava fields, volcanic rift zones, and the interrelationships between 
Quaternary basaltic volcanism and Neogene rhyolite calderas. In 
addition, we describe the volcanic morphology, petrology, petro
chemistry, and stratigraphy of the basaltic rocks, the structural 
control of vents, and magma output rates. We treat only those 
topics we feel are most important in characterizing basaltic vol
canism of the ESRP. The reference section will guide those who 
wish to investigate these and other topics more completely. 

Notes on terminology 

Several often-used terms in this chapter are defined here to 
avoid possible confusion in their meaning. Many of the terms are 
described by Holcomb (1987) and illustrated in photographs by 
Takahashi and Griggs (1987). Lava flow denotes thin sheets of 
lava erupted from fISSure or pipelike vents. Typical basaltic lava 
flows of the ESRP are pahoehoe, skzb pahoehoe (jumbled plates 
or slabs of broken pahoehoe crust, typically < 10 m across), and 
shelly pahoehoe (flows near vents having small open tubes, blis
ters, and thin crusts that formed from gas-charged lava; Swanson, 
1973). Tube-fed flows are large-volume pahoehoe flows that ad
vance chiefly by supply of lava through lava tubes; surface-/ed 
flows advance by supply of lava in surface conduits such as 
channels. A'a and block-lava flows are rare; the few that are 
known in this area are several kilometers wide and several tens of 
kilometers long and are typically 5 to 15 m thick but as thick as 
50 m where ponded. I Flow lobes are nearly contemporaneous discharges of lava 
that formed during a single eruptive episode. They range from 

\1 several centimeters to several meters thick. The length of a flow 
lobe is variable, ranging from local outpourings that moved only 
a lew meters over slightly older surfaces of the same flow to 

1 sheets that flowed several kilometers partly or entirely over earlier 
, flow lobes of the same eruption (Wentworth and Macdonald, 
! 1953). In vertical sections and cores in lava flows of the ESRP, it 

I

f is difficult to determine whether successive flows of similar lava 
that lack an intervening soil or alluvial horizon are merely differ
ent flow lobes of the same major flow or independent flows 

t extruded during different eruptions. Lava field refers to a se
quence of flows, flow lobes, and associated pyroclastic deposits 

I that accumulated during synchronous eruptions from single or 

I 
multiple vents along an eruptive fissure. Volcanic rift zones are 
linear arrays of volcanic landforms and structures. The volcanic 
landforms include eruptive fISSures, spatter ramparts, tephra 

\\ cones, lava cones, shield volcanoes, and dikes at depth. The struc-
tures include noneruptive fISSures, faults, and grabens. 

REGIONAL GEOLOGY AND STRUCTURE 
! 

The SlKIke River Plain 

The Snake River Plain is a relatively flat depression, 50 to 
100 km wide, that cuts an arcuate swath across southern Idaho. It 
extends from Payette on the northwest 250 km southeast to Twin 

Falls and thence 300 km northeast to Ashton (Fig. I). Elevation 
of the Snake River Plain rises gradually from 700 m on the west 
to 2,000 m on the east. The Snake River Plain is bounded on the 
southeast by folded, thrust-faulted mountains of the Basin and 
Range province, consisting of upper Precambrian through lower 
Mesozoic sedimentary rocks that were uplifted along normal 
faults during Neogene and Quaternary tectonism. The Snake 
River Plain is bounded on the north by similar basin-and-range 
type mountains and also by mountains consisting of Mesozoic 
and lower Tertiary granitic rocks of the Idaho batholith. South
west of the Snake River Plain are the mid-Miocene rhyolitic and 
basaltic rocks of the Owyhee Plateau. At the northeast end of the 
Snake River Plain are the Quaternary rhyolitic and basaltic rocks 
of the Yellowstone Plateau. 

The Snake River Plain is divided into western and eastern 
parts at about 1140 W. longitude. Mabey (1982) defined a central 
part based chiefly on geophysical characteristics. The eastern and 
western parts have contrasting structural, geophysical, and geo
logical characteristics, suggesting different modes of origin. 

The western Snake River Plain (WSRP) is a late Neogene, 
fault-bounded graben containing rhyolite and basalt lava flows 
and thick, interbedded detrital sediments (Malde and Powers, 
1962; Malde, 1991). Considerable relief and extensive vertical 
exposures along the canyons of the Snake River and its tributaries 
have been important in the geologic study and interpretation of 
the tectonic history of the western Snake River Plain. 

The eastern Snake River Plain (ESRP) is a broad lava plain 
consisting, at the surface, of mostly Pleistocene and Holocene 
basaltic lava flows, pyroclastic deposits, and thin, discontinuous 
depOOts of loess, sand dunes, and alluvial sediments. Magnetic 
polarity determinations and recent radiometric studies (Cham
pion and others, 1988; Kuntz and others, 1992) indicate that 
most of the surface flows were erupted during the Brunhes 
Normal-Polarity Chron and thus are younger than 730 ka. Data 
from wells that penetrate the ESRP to depths as great as 3,500 m 
(summarized in Embree and others, 1982) show that the lava
flow and sediment sequence is 1 to 2 km thick throughout most 
of the ESRP. These data also indicate that the thickness of the 
basaltic volcanic rocks greatly exceeds that of the sedimentary 
deposits near the center of the ESRP and that the sedimentary 
deposits are more abundant along the margins. 

Drilling and recent field studies (Doherty and others, 1979; 
Embree and others, 1982; Morgan and others, 1984) show that 
the basalt-sediment sequence is underlain by rhyolitic lava flows, 
ignimbrites, and pyroclastic deposits. Volcanologic studies of ig
nimbrites at localities around the margins of the ESRP indicate 
the presence of large source calderas beneath the basaltic lava 
flow and sediment sequence of the ESRP (Pierce and Morgan, 
this volume; Morgan, this volume). 

A vailable geological and geophysical data suggest that the 
Snake River Plain has been the site of a northeasterly propagating 
system of rhyolitic volcanic centers and associated basaltic vol
canism (see, for example, Armstrong and others, 1975; Brott and 
others, 1978, 1981; Mabey, 1982; Malde, 1991; Leeman, 1989; 
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Pierce and Morgan, this volume). Rhyolitic volcanism b€gan in

mid-Miocene time near thc southwcst @rner of ldaho and has

migratcd northcastward to thc site of the mct recent volcanism

in the Yellowstone Plateau Thevolcaniccyde atany otrel@lity
is believed to be initbtd by generation of besalt magEa in the

lithospheric mrntle- The rise of basalt mtgme from the mantle

produces sufficient heat to cause anatexis of the lower crust aod

zu@uent formation of rhyolitic caldcras Rhyolitic volcanisn is

generally preoeded and followed by basaltic volcanim, thrs

forming thc bimodal basalt-rhyolite volcanic association of the

ESRP. Such a volcanicsystem produe high [ga1flow, thiqning

and decreased rigrdity of the cnst, and progressive fornration of a

topographic trougb along the chain of calderas. The location of
the caldera chain in the ESRP may bave been governed by a
complex interaCtion betrreen I zone of structural wcakncss (a

Crustal 'flaw" of Precambrian ancestry) Lr thc crust, an gnderly-

ing *hot spor in thc mantlc, thc southwestwafd drift of the North

American plate, and perhaps the major structures of the Basin

and Range provine.
Major, northeast-southwest-trending fauls parallel to the

nergins of the ESRP have not been identifred; thus there is little

evidene to support I fault-bounde4 rift-vallcy origin for the

ESRP.

Physiogrvphy

Mountains north and south of the ESR.P are long, narrow'

basin-and-range-type mountains, separated by Darrow intermon-
rane vallcys. Crests of mountain rang€s and axcs of intcrmontanc

valleys are spaced about 35 km apart Both mounAins and val-

leys trcnd mctly north or northwes! perpendicular to the long

axis of the ESRP, but the Centennial Mogntains trend east-west

parallel to the northeast margin of the ESRP (Fig. l). Most of
thce ranges are bounded by a single range'front normd-fault
s)l5tem, but othen have faultsalong both msrgins. The fault-block

nsuntains end abruptly at the margios of thc ESRP- Thc abrupt

terminations may rcflect their proximity to the walls of calderas

that lic within the ESRP.

The Pbneer and White Knob mountains in central ldaho,

along the norlhwest border of the ESRP (Flg- l)' form a broad

hightand mass consisting of Precambrian rocks of a oore complex

and Cretacmu and early Oenozoic plutonic rccks of tbe ldaho

batholith. This range has notbccn brokcn into distinct basin+nd-

raogp-type mountains, €f,ren though northwest-trending normal

fautts in the Big Wood River andSawtooth vallep suggestincie
ient basin-and+ange deformation (Link and others, 1988)-

Drainage in the ESRP is dominated by the Snake River,

which flows along the southeast margin of the plain. A opo-
graphic ridgp of volcanic constructbn extends from near

Hagerman in the western Snake River Plain through Big South-

ern Butte northcastward to Juniper Buttes near Ashton in the

ASRP. The ridge coincides approximately witb the long axis of
the ESRP (Fig. l). Rivers entering the ESRP from the north are

deflected by the ridge and discharge in closed hsins. Because

river canyons are abseo! little is known of the underlying raks of
the ESRP except from drilling and geophysfoal data and study of
rhyolitic ignimbrites and flows along ib margins.

TIIE STAGES OF BASALTIC ERI'PTIONS

Ficld characteristics of vent areas and lava flows in the

ESRP are rcmarkably similar to those of well+tudied volcanoes

and volcanic rift zones in Hawaii. Byandogy, volcanicpro6cs
in the ESRP are assumed tro have been similar to Hawaiiao

volcanic proaesscs, though they may not hsve oaured at tbc

same rates. Thts, our undcrstanding of ESRP basaltic activity is

based partly on Hawaiian studies (for examplg Wentworth and

Macdonal4 1953; lvlaodonald and Abbott' 197U, Richter and

others, g7qswanson and otherq 1979; Holcomb, 1987; Peter-

son and Moorg 1987; Tilling and otberg 1987; and Wolfe and

others, 1987). From these sttrdieg it is remgnized that Hawaiian

fissure-fed eruptions generally proceed 0uough four distinc
stages, as summarized below.

Thefirst stoge is charactcrized by barmonic trcmor, ground

cracking and local st€am and fume ac'tivity. Fissuring is followed

by lava fotmains, prodgcing a ocur1ain of fire" that extends for

several hundred meters ad erupts to heights of as much as 5fi)
m. The early lava is extremely fluid and gps charged- Sparcr
ramparb typically form along both sid€s of emping fssures' and'

fine tephra is deposited at distances as great as l0 km downwind'
depe,nding on lava-fosatain height and wind speed- Flocn ar€

typically surfacc-fe4 shelly pahoehoe; thcy accumulale in vol-

,t-o feo tt- 0.1 km3 and over areas less thao 5 km2.

After several dala, the second stoge begins- The erupting

fissure system typrcally diminishes in length" rnd lava fognbins

become localized along short s€gments of a frssure. High four'
tains form tephra gon€s over earlier spttcr ramparts. Diminishcd

fountaining is typically followcd by quict morc voluminous out- i
pouring of lava over and through tephraone walls. Tephn

oon€s may be suceeded by small lava cones or small shields 
'

during latter parts of this stage. Flows of the scoond stage a,re

typicalty surface-fed pahoehog although tubc-fed flows form if
enrption rates are fairlY hie[.

A third suge (rccurs during long-livcd eruptions: Lava foun'

taining dininishcs and b followed by quiet voluml
nous ouFouring of lava for periods of montbs or a few years,

producing a la,rge lava oone or shield volcano- lava cooc or

rni.U so.-is typically have a crater elongatid parallel to th
underlying feeder fissure. Iarge cratent may contrain a lava

characterized by pistonlike filling and draining. Proximal flocE

are largely surface-fed shees of pahoehoc and slab pohoehoe;

medial and distal flows are mostly h$e-fed pahoehoe-

The enormou Hawaiian shield volcanoes, such as

I-oa and Mauna Keq represent a fourth stage that results

eruptions tbat take plaoe over tbousands or a few million
from a entral vent area and from volcanic rift zones. No lavr

fields of the ESRP correspond to the sustained eruptions of

fourtb stage.
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Pierce and Morgan, this volume). Rhyolitic volcanism began in 
mid-Miocene time near the southwest comer of Idaho and has 
migrated northeastward to the site of the most recent volcanism 
in the Yellowstone Plateau. The volcanic cycle at anyone locality 
is believed to be initiated by generation of basalt magma in the 
lithospheric mantle. The rise of basalt magma from the mande 
produces sufficient heat to cause anatexis of the lower crust and 
subsequent formation of rhyolitic calderas. Rhyolitic volcanism is 
generally preceded and followed by basaltic volcanism, thus 
forming the bimodal basalt-rhyolite volcanic association of the 
ESRP. Such a volcanic system produces high heat flow, thinning 
and decreased rigidity of the crust, and progressive formation of a 
topographic trough along the chain of calderas. The location of 
the caldera chain in the ESRP may have been governed by a 
complex interaction between a zone of structural weakness (a 
crustal "flaw" of Precambrian ancestry) in the crust, an underly
ing ""hot spot" in the mantle, the southwestward drift of the North 
American plate, and perhaps the major structures of the Basin 
and Range province. 

Major, northeast-southwest-trending faults parallel to the 
margins of the ESRP have not been identified; thus there is little 
evidence to support a fault-bounded, rift-valley origin for the 
ESRP. 

Physiography 

Mountains north and south of the ESRP are long, narrow, 
basin-and-range-type mountains, separated by narrow intermon
tane valleys. Crests of mountain ranges and axes of intermontane 
valleys are spaced about 35 km apart. Both mountains and val
leys trend mostly north or northwest, perpendicular to the long 
axis of the ESRP, but the Centennial Mountains trend east-west, 
parallel to the northeast margin of the ESRP (Fig. I). Most of 
these ranges are bounded by a single range-front normal-fault 
system, but others have faults along both margins. The fault-block 
mountains end abruptly at the margins of the ESRP. The abrupt 
terminations may reflect their proximity to the waDs of calderas 
that lie within the ESRP. 

The Pioneer and White Knob mountains in central Idaho, 
along the northwest border of the ESRP (Fig. I), form a broad 
highland mass consisting of Precambrian rocks of a core complex 
and Cretaceous and early Cenozoic plutonic rocks of the Idaho 
batholith. This range has not been broken into distinct basin-and
range-type mountains, even though northwest-trending normal 
faults in the Big Wood River and Sawtooth valleys suggest incip
ient basm-and-range deformation (Link and others, 1988). 

Drainage in the ESRP is dominated by the Snake River, 
which flows along the southeast margin of the plairi. A topo
graphic ridge of volcanic construction extends from near 
Hagerman in the western Snake River Plain through Big South
ern Butte northeastward to Juniper Buttes near Ashton in the 
ESRP. The ridge coincides approximately with the long axis of 
the ESRP (Fig. 1). Rivers entering the FSRP from the north are 
deflected by the ridge and discharge in closed basins. Because 

river canyons are absent, little is known of the underlying rocks of 
the ESRP except from dn"lling and geophysical data and study of 
rhyolitic ignimbrites and flows along its margins. 

THE STAGES OF BASALTIC ERUPI'IONS 

Field characteristics of vent areas and lava flows in the 
ESRP are remarkably similar to those of well-studied volcanoes 
and volcanic rift zones in Hawaii. By analogy, volcanic processes 
in the ESRP are assumed to have been similar to Hawaiian 
volcanic processes, though they may not have occurred at the 
same rates. Thus, our understanding of ESRP basaltic activity is 
based partly on Hawaiian studies (for example, Wentworth and 
Macdonald, 1953; Macdonald and Abbott, 1970; Richter and 
others, 1970; Swanson and others, 1979; Holcomb, 1987; Peter
son and Moore, 1987; Tilling and others, 1987; and Wolfe and 
others, 1987). From these studies, it is recognized that Hawaiian 
fissure-fed eruptions generally proceed through four distinct 
stages, as summarized below. 

The first stage is chUacterized by harmonic tremor, ground 
cracking, and local steam and fume activity. Fissuring is followed 
by lava fountains, producing a "curtain of fire" that extends for 
several hundred meters and erupts to heights of as much as 500 
m. The early lava is extremely fluid and gas charged. Spatter 
ramparts typically form along both sides of erupting f&ures, and' 
fine tephra is deposited at distances as great as 10 km downwind, 
depending on lava-fountain height and wind speed. Rows are 
typically surface-fed, shelly pahoehoe; they accumulate in vol
umes less than 0.1 km3 and cover areas less than 5 km2. 

After several days, the second stage begins. The erupting 
fissure system typically diminishes in length, and lava fowotain& "'1 

become localized along short segments of a fi~ure. High foun
tains form tephra cones over earlier spatter ramparts. Diminished 
fountaining is typically followed by quiet, more voluminous out
pouring of lava over and through tephra-cone walls. Tephra 
cones may be succeeded by small lava cones or small shields 
during latter parts of this stage. Flows of the second stage are 
typically surface-fed pahoehoe, although tube-fed flows form if . 
eruption rates are fairly high. 

A third stage occurs during long-lived eruptions: Lava foun~ 
taining diminishes and m followed by quiet, prolonged, YUlIA,UIIIe"·,. 

nous outpouring of lava for periods of months or a few years. 
producing a large lava cone or shield volcano. Lava cone or 
shield summits typically have a crater elongated parallel to 
underlying feeder fissure. Large craters may contain a lava 
characterized by pistonlike filling and draining. Proximal 
are largely surface-fed sheets of pahoehoe and slab pahoehoe;, 
medial and distal flows are mostly tube-fed pahoehoe. 

The enormous Hawaiian shield volcanoes, such as Ma.U02I'~ 
Loa and Mauna Kea, represent a fourth stage that results 
eruptions that take place over thousands or a few million 
from a central vent area and from volcanic rift zones. No 
fields of the ESRP correspond to the sustained eruptions of 
fourth stage. 
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During Hawaiian volcanism, long-term eruptions tend to 
proceed through the four stages, though anyone eruptive episode 
may terminate within the sequence. By inference, some prehis
toric volcanic eruptions in the ESRP represent only the first stage 
of the eruptive sequence, and others proceeded to the second or 
third stages. Discussions of various lava fields of the ESRP that 
follow are described in terms of the three-stage eruption 
sequence. 

VOLCANIC LANDFORMS AND LAVA TYPES 
OF mE ESRP 

Shield volcanoes of the ESRP probably began as fissure 
eruptio~ passed through the lava-cooe stage, and formed by 
sustained eruptions lasting several months at a central vent or 
vent complex. Later-stage eruptive processes typically involved 
formation of a summit lava lake, pistonlike filling and draining of 
magma in the vent, collapse of vent walls, and formation of a lava 
field consisting mainly of tube-fed pahoehoe flows. Shelly
pahoehoe and slab.pahoehoe flows near vents formed from de
gassed, relatively high viscosity lava by overflow from lava lakes 
or discharge from rootless vents on lava tubes. Shield volcanoes 
are distnouted widely in the ESRP, although the largest shields 
are typically located near the plain axis, suggesting that they 
overlie the main region of magma generation. 

Lava flows of shield volcanoes in the ESRP extend as much 
as 30 km from their vents. Shields cover areas of 100 to 400 km2 

and have volumes of 1 to 7 km3, the average being about 5 km3. 
Dividing this figure into the total volume of basalt in the ESRP 
(-4.104 km3) suggests there may be as many as 8,000 shields in 
the ESRP. Considering that the ESRP began to form about 10 
Ma and assuming a constant eruption rate, the recurrence interval 
for shield-forming eruptions of the ESRP is about one every 
1,000 years. 

Lava cones have heights of 10 to 30 In, cover areas of 1 to 
50 km2, and have volumes of 0.05 to 2 km3. They consist mainly 
of surface- or channel-fed pahoehoe but have minor amounts of 
shelly pahoehoe and slab pahoehoe near vents. Tube-fed 
pahoehoe is present only in some of the larger lava cones. 
Evidently, sustained eruptions lasting more than several weeks 
and eruption rates in the range 103 to 104 kgl sec per meter of 
eruptive fissure (Kuntz, this volume) were necessary for pahoe
hoe lava to be distnbuted by lava tubes. 

True a' a flows in the ESRP are found only in lava flows 
baving Si02 contents of >50%, but exceptions occur in some 
flows in the late Pleistocene and Holocene Craters of the Moon 
(COM) lava field that descended steep slopes, such as the Lava 
Creek flows (Kuntz and others, 1988). 

Although deposits of fissure-type eruptions are widely dis
tributed throughout the ESRP, their contnbution to the total 
volume of basalt lava flows of the ESRP is minimal. Deposits of 
fISSure eruptions are described by Kuntz and others (1988) and 
are not discussed further here. 

Tephra cones in the ESRP occur in two geologic settings: 
(1) those in the COM lava field formed from lava flows having 

Si02 contents of >50% and (2) cones formed in low areas where 
surface- or near-surface water played a part in their formation. 
Tephra cones in the COM lava field are some of the most impos
ing volcanic features in the FSRP. The largest cone, Big Cinder 
Butte (refer to Fig. 3), is 240 m high and covers an area of 3 km 2. 

Most other cones of the COM lava field are -100 m high and 
cover areas of -1 km2 (Kuntz and others, 1988). Six small cones, 
each <20 m high and <200 m in diameter, occur within a 
15-km2 area of low elevation near Atomic City (refer to Fig. 4). 
About a dozen small cones occur at the east end of the Spencer
High Point volcanic rift zone (refer to Fig. 9). At this locality, 
basalt magma was emplaced in water-bearing sediments ponded 
between the southern margin of the Centennial Mountains and 
the Spencer-High Point zone. Tephra cones, like eruptive-fissure 
deposits, constitute a very small part of the total volume of basalt 
in the ESRP. 

Deposits of hydrovolcanic eruptions are widely scattered in 
the ESRP. Sand Butte and Split Butte (refer to Fig. 7) consist of 
deposits of palagonitized sideromelane that surround inner lava 
lakes, which overlie single, pipelike sources of magma discharge 
(Womer and others, 1982). The Menan Buttes complex of tuff 
cones, described by Hackett and Morgan (1988), includes several 
late Pleistocene tuff cones and tuff rings that form the major part 
of the northwest-trending, 30-km-Iong Menan volcanic rift zone 
(refer to Figs. 7 and 18). The largest tuff cones are North Menan 
Butte (0.7 km3) and South Menan Butte (0.3 km3). Hydrovol
canic deposits, like the eruptive fissure and tephra-cone deposits, 
are also insignificant in the total volume of basalt in the ESRP. 

In a series of three similar papers, Greeley (1977, 1982a, 
1982b) described the Snake River Plain as being representative of 
a distinct type of basaltic volcanism, which he termed "plains 
volcanism." He suggested that this type is gradational between 
eruptions of flood lava flows and flows that form shield volca
noes. He also suggested that ESRP flows are emplaced primarily 
in one of three forms: (1) low shield volcanoes having slopes of 
less than 10

, (2) fIssure flows (eruptive-fISSure flows in our termi
nology), and (3) tube-fed flows. Although we do not disagree 
with Greeley's conclusion~ our mapping suggests a different 
emphasis on the characteristic volcanic morphologies that make 
up the bulk of basaltic volcanism of the ESRP. We do not draw a 
distinction between shield volcanoes and tube-fed flows. as does 
Greeley; we find that tube-fed flows constitute the largest volume 
of the shield volcanoes and parts of some large lava cones on the 
ESRP. 

We conclude that coalesced shield volcanoes and lava 
cones, the flows of which are mainly of the tube-fed type, consti
tute more than 95% of the total volume of basalt in the ESRP. 
The remainder is made up of eruptive-fISSure deposits, tephra 
cones, and deposits of hydrovolcanic eruptions, in that order. 

LA TEST PLEISTOCENE AND HOLOCENE LAVA 
FIELDS OF THE ESRP 

Eight basalt or basalt-dominated lava fields in the ESRP 
appear as dark areas of low reflectance on Landsat images 
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(Lefebvre, 1975; Champion and Greeley, 1977)- Becausc thcc
neHs are relatively young, their original surface morphology is

well preserved, exoept where somc are locally covered by thin

mlian depmis. Radiocarbon studies (Kunq Spiker, and otherg

1986) show that these fields alc very latest Pleistocene or Hole
cene in age. These eight lava fields are, from west to east, the

Shoshong Craters of the Moon, Wapi, Kings Bowl' North

Robbers, South Robb€rs' Cerro Grande and Hells Hdf Acre

fields (F1g. 2). Descripive daa for these fields-length and width

of fssures, typ€s of flows, areas and volumes of flows and fieldst

and stages of basaltic volcanism represented-are summarizcd in

Table l. The be$-studicd of thesc lava ficlds is the craters of the

Moon field-

Cratcrs of tlv Mun (COM) bw fieA
The COM lava freld the largest basaltic dominantly Holo-

cene lava field in the conterminors United Stateg has been dc-

scribed by Kuntz and othen (1982); Kuut4 Champbn, ild
others (1986); KuntA Champion" and kfebwe (1989) KunB
kfebvre, and Champion (1989a" l989b} and Champion and

others (1989). It is therefore revienred here only briefly. It con-

trasts with most other lava fields of the ESRP because it is a

composite, polygenetic field compced of at least 60 flows

erupted from 25 tephra oones and at least eigbt enrptive fissgre

systems aligned along the northrn prt of the Great Rift vohanic
rift zone (Fig. 3). Moot other lava ficlds at the ESRP represent

single, monogenetic cruptions from vents that are widely scat-

tcred in both qpoce and time.

The COM field coven about 1,600 km2 and cootaim about

30 km3 of bva flows and associated vent and pyroclastic depos"

iS. Stratigraphic relationshipg paleomagnetic studies, and radio-

carbon ag€s (Kuntz, Spiker, and others, 1986) show that the

COMfield formedduing eight emptive periods' designated as H"

oldest, to A, youngest Each eruptive pcrid was several hundred

years or less in duration and separated from other erupivc peri-

ods by recurenoe intervals of several hundred to abogt 3,000

yea$. The fint eruptivc pcrid bqan about 15,000 years agq

and thc latest enrpive period ended about 2'lm years ago. Be-

caus€ the present intervd of dormancy has lasted -2,100 yearq it
seems likely that another eruptive perid will occur within the

nort 1,000 yea$.
There is a broad range in the chemical omposition of lava

flows of the Craters of the Moon, Kings Bowl, and Wapi lava

fields along the Great Rift. Kuta Champioq and others (1986)

defined thrce magma typ€s bssed on chemical parameters and

petrologic characteristics. The types are (l) a contaninated type

that has an SiO2 range of -49 to g% and commonly shows

petrographic evidence of crustal @nt4mination, (2) a fractionatod

type that has an SiO2 range of -44 to 54% and chemical and

mineralogical variation that can be acountcd for mainly by cryr
tal fractionation, and (3) a Snakc Rivcr Plain type that has an

SiO2 range of -45 to 48% and shows little evidence of fractione-

tion. The contqminated and fractionated magma tjrpes are rcprc-

sented by flows of the COM lava field- The Snake River PlaiD

magma type is representcd by flows of the Kinp Bowl and Wapi
lava fields and by the majority of other lava fields of the ESRP.
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Figure 2.Mapshowing latest Plebtoccne and Holoene lava fields of the eastern Snake River Plain.
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(Lefebvre, 1975; Champion and Greeley, 1977). Because these 
fields are relatively young, their original surface morphology is 
well preserved, except where some are locally covered by thin 
eolian deposits. Radiocarbon studies (Kuntz, Spiker, and others, 
1986) show that these fields are very latest Pleistocene or Holo
cene in age. These eight lava fields are, from west to east, the 
Shoshone, Craters of the Moon, Wapi, Kings Bowl, North 
Robbers, South Robbers, Cerro Grande, and Hells Half Acre 
fields (Fig. 2). Descriptive data for these fields-length and width 
of fissures, types of flows, areas and volumes of flows and fields, 
and stages of basaltic volcanism represented-are summarized in 
Table 1. The best-studied of these lava fields is the Craters of the 
Moon field 

Craters 0/ the Moon (COM) lavajield 

The COM lava field, the largest basaltic, dominantly Holo
cene lava field in the conterminous United States, bas been de
scnbed by Kuntz and others (1982); Kuntz, Champion, and 
others (1986); Kuntz, Champion, and Lefebvre (1989); Kuntz, 
Lefebvre, and Champion (1989a, 1989b); and Champion and 
others (1989). It is therefore reViewed here only briefly. It con
trasts with most other lava fields of the ESRP because it is a 
composite, polygenetic field composed of at least 60 flows 
erupted from 25 tephra cones and at least eight eruptive fissure 
systems aligned along the northern part of the Great Rift volcanic 
rift zone (Fig. 3). Most other lava fields at the ESRP represent 
single, monogenetic eruptions from vents that are widely scat
tered in both space and time. 

The COM field covers about 1,600 km2 and contains about 
30 km3 of lava flows and associated vent and pyroclastic depos
its. Stratigraphic relationships, paleomagnetic studies, and radio
carbon ages (Kuntz, Spiker, and others, 1986) show that the 
COM field formed during eight eruptive periods, designated as H, 
oldest, to A, youngest. Each eruptive period was several hundred 
years or less in duration and separated from other eruptive peri
ods by recurrence intervals of several hundred to about 3,000 
years. The first eruptive period began about 15,000 years ago, 
and the latest eruptive period ended about 2,100 years ago. Be
cause the present interval of dormancy has lasted - 2, 100 years, it 
seems likely that another eruptive period will occur within the 
next 1,()()() years. 

There is a broad range in the chemical composition of lava 
flows of the Craters of the Moon, Kings Bowl, and Wapi lava 
fields along the Great Rift. Kuntz, Champion, and others (1986) 
defined three magma types based on chemical parameters and 
petrologic characteristics. The types are (1) a contaminated type 
that has an Si02 range of -49 to 64% and commonly shows 
petrographic evidence of crustal contamination, (2) a fractionated 
type that has an Si02 range of -44 to 54% and chemical and 
mineralogical variation that can be accounted for mainly by crys
tal fractionation, and (3) a Snake River Plain type that has an 
Si02 range of -45 to 48% and shows little evidence of fractiona
tion. The contaminated and fractionated magma types are repre
sented by flows of the COM lava field The Snake River Plain 
magma type is represented by flows of the Kings Bowl and Wapi 
lava fields and by the majority of other lava fields of the ESRP. 
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Figure 2. Map showing latest Pleistocene and Holocene lava fields of the eastern Snake River Plain. 
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Hells Half Aae lavajield 

The second-largest Holocene lava field in the ESRP is the 
Hells Half Acre field, a shield volcano about 20 km east of 
Atomic City (Figs. 2 and 4). The age of the Hells Half Acre lava 
field is 5,200 ± 150 B.P. (Kuntz, Spiker, and others, 1986). Erup
tion models (Kuntz, this volume) suggest that the Hells Half Acre 
field formed over a period of several months. The major study of 
tbe field is by Karlo (1977), and most of the field is mapped by 
Kuntz and others (1992). 

The vent area for the Hells Half Acre lava field consists of a 
flat-floored crater, 0.8 km long and 0.3 km wide, and several 
spatter cones. A lava lake in the crater floor contains about 10 
roughly circular pit craters that are typically < 100m wide and 
- 5 m deep. Pistonlike draining and filling of the main crater 
occurred during the last stages of eruptive activity in the crater. 

Several small spatter cones and short spatter ramparts lie 
within the main crater. Five small spatter cones are distnnuted 
over a distance of 2 km southwest of the main crater, and two 
small spatter cones occur about 0.5 km northwest of it. The 
northwest-southeast-trending eruptive fissure defined by tbe 
main crater and spatter cones is about 3 Ian long. 

About 10 lan2 of shelly pahoehoe partly surround and ex
tend out from the main crater for as much as 1.5 km. These flows 
formed as overflow from the lava lake and from eruptions from 
spatter cones. As in other latest Pleistocene and Holocene lava 
fields of the ESRP, lava-tube systems are limited to the proximal 
and medial parts of the Hells Half Acre lava field; they bave not 
been recognized in distal parts. Two prominent lava-tUbe systems 
occur in the proximal parts of the Hells Half Acre lava field. 
Rootless vents in the tube systems were the sources of some of the 
youngest pahoehoe flows of the field (Fig. 4). 

Slab-pahoehoe flows also partly surround the vent area for 
distances of several kilometers. In the Hells Half Acre field and 
other fields in the ESRP, slab pahoehoe formed where partly 
congealed crust was broken and disturbed as pahoehoe moved 
over steep, rough topography near vents and also where more 
viscous degassed lava erupted from lava lakes or rootless vents 
along lava tubes. 

The distal part of the field consists of two major flow lobes, 
each about 5 km wide and 10 km long. The flows of these lobes 
moved down the southeast flank of the axis of the ESRP and then 
extended south and southwest on reaching the flood plain of the 
Snake River. 

Two sets of parallel noneruptive fissures, 1.5 km apart, ex
tend N.50oW. from the Hells Half Acre field (Fig. 4). Each set is 
about 3.5 km long and consists of en echelon cracks that are 300 
m to 1.2 Ian long. A southeast projection of the noneruptive 
fissures into the Hells Half Acre lava field forms a three-part 
fissure system: The eruptive fISSure is flanked by noneruptive 
fissures. This geometry is also present in the Kings Bowl lava 
field. 

Cerro GI'CUIde lava field 

The Cerro Grande lava field is a small shield volcano fed 
from a vent that occurs on an extension of a normal fault (down 
to the east) on the southern flank of Cedar Butte (Fig. 4). The 
present vent is a shallow depression about 750 m in diameter. An 
earlier vent was considerably larger, but it was filled by lava that 
overflowed a late-stage lava lake. Lava tubes occur several ki
lometers from the vent area, suggesting that near-vent parts of the 
tubes are filled by lava overflow from the lake. Tephra cones and 
eruptive fissures characteristic of vent areas of other small shield 
volcanoes in the ESRP are absent in the Cerro Grande vent area. 
IT originally present, they may also have been covered by over
flow from the lava lake. The field was emplaced 13,380 ± 350 
B.P. (Kuntz, Spiker, and others, 1986). 

The western margin of the southern part of the field is 
locaUy indistinct owing to partial cover by eolian sediment. In 
this respect, the Cerro Grande field is like the North Robbers and 
South Robbers lava fields, whereas the other latest Pleistocene 
and Holocene lava fields of the ESRP are essentially free of 
sediment cover. Porter and others (1983) suggest that Pinedale 
glacial conditions ended in the ESRP about 11 to 10 ka; thus 
much of the eolian sediment could have been deposited soon after 
emplacement. 

North and South Robbers lava fields 

Two of the smallest late Pleistocene and Holocene lava 
fields of the ESRP, the North Robbers and South Robbers fields, 
are a few kilometers west ofthe Cerro Grande lava field (Fig. 4). 
The eruptive fissure system for the North Robbers field consists of 
two segments: The I-km-long northern segment, which includes 
both noneruptive and eruptive parts, is offset in alignment about 
400 m west from the southern segment, which is 1.2 km long and 
consists entirely of eruptive fissures. A collinear extension of the 
northern eruptive fissure, consisting of noneruptive cracks in sed
iments, extends across the southeast flank of Big Southern Butte 
for a distance of 700 m. Flows of the North Robbers field were 
fed mainly by a 2-km-Iong lava channel that extends from the 
southern segment of the eruptive fissure system (Fig. 4). 

Vents for the South Robbers lava field are aligned along a 
1.8-km-long eruptive fissure system. A 150-m-Iong fissure 
flanked by spatter ramparts occurs at the south end, and four 
small tephra cones occur along the north end of the eruptive 
fissure. A 600-m-Iong lineation visible on air photos, probably a 
noneruptive set of cracks, is collinear with and extends northwest 
from the eruptive fissure system. The South Robbers fissure sys
tem lies 1.2 km south and is offset in alignment 600 m west of the 
eruptive fISSures for the North Robbers field. A lava channel that 
originated at the largest tephra cone was the main distributary for 
surface-fed flows in the distal part of the South Robbers lava field 
(Fig. 4). 
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TABLE 1. CHARACTERISTICS OF FISSURE VENTS AND FLOWS FOR SELECTED ERUPTIONS IN LATEST PLEISTOCENE AND HOLOCENE LAVA FIELDS OF THE ~ 

EASTERN SNAKE RIYER PLAIN, IDAHO* 

LAVAFtELO Length of EstImated AIea Estinated AowType Comments 
Flow Name eruptive fissures WIdth of of Flow/FIeld 

Single FlssurlB YJholeZOne FIssU"IB Lava Volume 
(kfn2) (kJn2) (m) (1cJn2) (Iem&) 

CRATERS OF THE MOON 
Broken Top Unknown <0.3 Unknown 11 0.1 Surface.. and tube(?}·fed pahoehoe Intermedlalh'Olume stage-2 eruption. Flow Issued from two 

flows. absaue vanta on east and south sides c1 Broken Top cin-
der cone. Venia now largely obsand by coUuvi.lm 

Blue Dragon 0.8 1 t02 280 3.4 Tub.fed pahoehoe flows. Large-voIwne 8U8IaIn8d lava-cone eruption of stage 3. erup-
tIOns from 8OUIhanmoat ctnder cone In Big Crater complex 
and from O.~-Iong flsaLre south of Big Craters. Spatter 
cones along flla",e have l_naI diameters of 1 to 3 m. 
Flsaure width eatmated from smalleat dlametera. 

Trench Morta' Flat 0.3 to 1.3 6 s2 8 0.03 Shelly, thin pahoehoe flows. Smail-volume stag.1 fissure eruption. Rowa erupted from 
0.3- to 1.3-km en echelon aegmenla In 8-km zone of _up-
1Ive lsaurea. FlsIure widths estImatad where enlargement 

~ by erosion seemed minimal. 
North Crater Unknown Unknown Unknown 1.5 0.01 Surface-fed pahoehoe. SmaII-volume ~tlon from plpellke vent, which Is now cav· ~ 

ered by coUINIaI cinders from Inner wall of North Crater. i Big Craters .:0.2 0.9 1 t02 9 0.05 Surface-fed pahoehoe and slab SmaII-volume stage-2 eruption. Two source 188WIB north of 
pahoehoe flows. Big Craters cinder cone complex are short (.:0.2 km), but 

BIg Craters cinder cone complac II aligned along laaure l system 0.9 km long. fIaIln width estimated tom deepest 
~ part of easlem eruptive _we. 

Serrate, Devils Unknown Unknown 27t O.st Bulbous, block flows. Vent area near North Crater largely destroyed by eruptlona, S 
Orchard, and also covered by yoqer North Crater flow. eruption was 
Highway axpIotIve because remnants of craIer walls are contained 

In floW. Eruptions may haw been from central plpellke vent 
In North Crater. 

Vermillion Chasm 0.8 to 1 2.9 1 to 2 20 0.1 Shely, thin pahoehoe lows. Smail-volume 8tag8-1 fissure eruption. Eruptive fissures 
enlarged at moat IocaIltlIB by explosive venting. A88ure 
width estimated at deepest, narrowest part of IBBUre sys-
tem. FIssure system Is 2.9 kin long; conaiats of 3 ftsaures 
that range from 0.8 to 1 km In length. 

Deadhorae 0.1 to 0.8 10 .:1.5 8 0.04 Shllly pahoehoe and thin pahoehoe Srnal-voIume 8ta~1 fissure eruption. Many thin lows were 
ftowa. erupted from numerous (>13) en echelon, right-8tepplng 

eruptive ft88ures that range from 0.1 to 0.6 km In length. 
The Deadhorae ftaaure system Is the longest known ftssure 
system that was acUve along the Great Rift volcanic rift 
zone during a single eruptive pLDe. 

Devils Cauldron (>0.3) Unknown 90 0.9 Tube- and surface·fed pahoehoe Intermediate-volume 1tage-2 eruplon from central vent on 
flaws. lava cone. Lava lakes perched above vents. FIaIw-e and 

vent are obscured by flows and lava lakes. 
Minidoka Unknown Unknown 250 3.0 Chlely tu~fed pahoehoe flows. Large-volume, sustained stage-3 eruption from central vent 

complex that Is now covered by lows. 
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TABLE 1. CHARACTERISTICS OF FISSURE VENTS AND FLOWS FOR SELECTED ERUPTIONS IN LATEST PLEISTOCENE AND HOLOCENE LAVA FIELDS OF THE 
EASTERN SNAKE RIVER PLAlN,IDAHO (continued) 

LAVA FIELD 
Row Name 

length of 
Eruptive FissLl'es 

Single Fissurae Whole Zone 
(km2) (kfn2) 

Estimated 
Width of 
Assures 

(m) 

HELU HAur AcRE Unknown 2 Unknown 

NORTH RoslER8 <0.5 2.9 Unknown 

SoUTH RollERS 1.1 1.7 Unknown 

CERRO GRANDE Unknown Unknown Unknown 

KINGS BowL 0.1 to 0.5 6.2 0.5 to l' 

WAPI >0.6 Unknown 

8H0aH0N! Unknown Unknown Unknown 

Area 
of 

Lava 
(km2) 

400 

5 

3 

175 

3.3 

326 

190 

Estimated 
Flow/FIeld 
Volume 

(lanS) 

8 

0.05 

FiowType Commen1S 

Chiefly tube-fed pahoehoe flows Large-volume, sustained stage-3 eruption from central 
with minor surface-fed shelly, and vent complex that contained a large lava lake. Collapse 
slab pahoehoe flows near vent pita, spatter cones, and the main depression define the 
area. 

Chiefly surface-fed pahoehoe and 
minor shelly pahoehoe 1Iows near 
venta. 

length of main eruptive flssLl'e. 
Small-volume stage-1 ftssure eruption. Eruptive features 

defined by spatter ramparts and smaO cinder cones. 
NonerupUve fissure 0.7 km long extends north of erup-
tive fissures. 

0.03 Chiefly surface-fed pahoehoe and Small-volume 8tage-1 fissure eruption. Eruptive fissures 

2.3 

minor shelly pahoehoe 1Iows near defined by spatter ramparts and small cinder cones. A 
vents. O.6-km-long non eruptive fissure extends north of erup

Chiefly tube- and surface-fed 
pahoehoe flows. 

tive fissures. 
Relatively large-volume stage-3 eruption. Poorly defined 

vent area filled by a lava lake. 
0.005 Shelly pahoehoe and thin pahoehoe 

flows. 
Small-volume stage-l fissure eruption. Eruptions from 

about a dozen fissures In a zone about 8.5 km long. 
Dikes cl.5 m thick uposed In fissure at Kings Bowl (see 

6 

1.5 

GreeieV and others, 19n, Rge. 11-14, 11-18; Greeley, 
1977, FIg. 3-19). 

Surface- and tube-fed pahoehoe Large-volume stage-3 eruption. Vent complex consists of 
flows. 11 eruptive centers aligned over a burled eruptive fis

sure (Champion and Greeley, 1977). 
Chiefly tube- and surface-fed Relatively large-volume stage-3 eruption. Vent area modi-

pahoehoe 110M. Shelly pahoehoe fied by late-stage lava lake. Lava tubes recognized only 
and slab pahoehoe flows near in proximal par1S of lava ftald. Lava lake ac1IvIty with pis-
vent. tanlke draini'tg and filing of vent depression. 

*DaIa from Kuntz, Champion. and others (1986. 1992); Kuntz, Lefebvre, and Champion (19898, b); Kuntz, Champion, and Lefebvre (1989); and this chapter. 
fTotal for allihree flows. 
'Measured Width. 
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Non-eruptlve ftssure
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Flow line-Generalized

Great Rift volcanic 43"3E

rift zone

Figure 3. Map of thc Cratcrs of the Moon lava fidd Map is greatly simplificd in area of venb along the
Great Rift volcanic rift zone. Some lava flovn are shown by name, but most flows are not. However,
flow ages are shown by letters that designate eruptive pcrids from H, oldest, to A, youngest Several
large kiputas within the COM lava field, consisting of 0ows older than flows of the COM lava field, are
desiFated by the leter O. Adapted from Kuntz and othen (1988).
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Figure 3. Map of the Craters of the Moon lava field Map is greatly simplified in area of vents along the 
Great Rift volcanic rift zone. Some lava flows are shown by name. but most flows are not. However, 
flowages are shown by letters that designate eruptive periods from H, oldest, to A, youngest Several 
large kipukas within the COM lava field, consisting of flows older than flows of the COM lava field, are 
designated by the letter O. Adapted from Kuntz and others (1988). 
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Butte~ 
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112°30' 

dome 
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EXPlANATION 

c=J Latest Pleistocene-Holocene 
lava field 

~ Lava channel - Eruptive fissures 

E~r: ~ ~ j Rhyolite dome --- Flow line-Generalized --=----=- Noneruptlve fissures 

* Tephra cone - + -<>- Lava tube- Showing rootless 
vents (+) and skylights (-0-) 

--r- Normal fault-Bar and ball 
on downthrown side 

o '<.l>' Basaltic vent. vent rim 

Figure 4. Map of the central part of the eastern Snake River Plain showing parts of the Hells Half Acre 
and Cerro Grande lava fields and the North Robbers and South Robbers lava fields. Also shown are 
rhyolite domes (Big Southern Bune. Middle Butte, an unnamed dome. and East Butte) and the Cedar 
Butte lava field. Adapted from Kuntz and others (1992). 

Slab pahoehoe in distal flows and steep flow fronts, as high 
as 15 m, suggest that flows of the South Robbers field were 
slightly more viscous and/of were erupted at slower rates than 
other ESRP basaltic flows. 

The North Robbers and South Robbers fields probably 
formed simultaneously because they are parts of the same erup
tive fissure system and have similar paleomagnetic field directions 
(Champion, 1980). Radiocarbon samples were not obtained for 
the South Robbers field; the age for the two fields is based on two 
radiocdarbon ages for the North Robbers field, 11,940 ± 300 and 
11,980 ± 300 B.P. (Kuntz, Spiker, and othe~ 1986). 

Flows of the two fields are partly covered by eolian sedi
ment only on their western edges, those closest to sediment 
sources upwind to the west and southwest. The North and South 
Robbers fields are mapped by Kuntz and others (1992). 

Kings BowllovQ.fie1d 

The Holocene Kings Bowl lava field lies along the southern 
part of the Great Rift volcanic rift zone, 12 km southeast of the 
Craters ofthe Moon lava field and 1 km north of the Wapi lava 

field (Figs. 2 and 5; refer also to Fig. 8). The Kings Bowl field has 
received considerable study (King, 1977; Greeley and others, 
1977; Covington, 1977; and Kuntz and oth~ 1983) because of 
its small size and easy access. The fissure system in the Kings 
Bowl area consists of a central eruptive fISSure set, about 6.2 km 
long, trending N.IOoW., which is flanked by two subparallel sets 
of noneruptive fISSUfes tbat are from 600 to as much as 1,100 m 
from the main eruptive fissure (Fig. 5). The western noneruptive 
fISSures have a fairly uniform width of about 200 m; the eastern 
noneruptive fISSures have a variable width, ranging from a few 
meters to 400 m. 

The central eruptive fissures consist of discontinuous en 
echelon cracks, 2 to 3 m wide, that are locally filled by breccia and 
feeder dikes. These short segments, a few meters to 500 m long, 
are separated by open, noneruptive cracks or by lava that covers 
eruptive and noneruptive fissures. Feeder dikes, 0.5 to 1 m wide 
(Figs. 11-14 and 11-16 of Greeley and others, 1977; Fig. 3-19 of 
Greeley, 1977), are exposed in the central eruptive fissure set, one 
of the few places where such dikes are exposed in the ESRP. 

Small tephra cones, <300 m long and < 10m high, formed 
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Figure 5. Map of the Wapi and Kings Bowl lava fields. Inset shows greater detail of the Kings Bowl lava 
field Also shown are volcanic rift zones discussed in the text Adapted from King (1977, 1982), 
Covington (1977), and Kuntz and others (1983, 1988). 
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along short eruptive fissures at south Grotto and creons cave
!Fig. 5). Low spatter ramparts occur along a few of the eruptive
fissure segmenB.

The smafl Kings Bowl lava field possesses exceflent exam-
ples of certain volcanic landforms that are either poorly devel-
oped or simply not present elsewhere in rhe EsRp. in;incrude
explosion pits, lava lakes, squeeze-ups, basalt moundg and a
tephra blanket. The largest explosion pit, Kings g";f, ; g5 m
long, 30 m wide, and 30 m deep. A ro'ghly c-ircular lava lake,
about I km in diameter, surrounded Kings Bowr prior to ttre
explcive eruption. The lake is flat and brokin into raige prates as
a result of subsidence of underlying lava. Basalt ,oouioJ severar
meters wide and <l m high may be remnants of revees that
surrounded the lava lake (King, r977).A blanket of lapilli tephra
east (downwind) of the exprosion pit at Kings Bowl is .o.s ,n
thick, !.2 km long,-and 400 m wiOl1fig.5, Inset). iing (f qZZ)
showed that the volume of the tephra bianket falis stroi of that
needed to occupy the cavity of Kings Bowl, inoicatint collapse in
the vent area subsequent b the explosive event.

Tbe Kings Bowr field represents a singre burst of eruptive
activity that may have rasted as rittre as sii hours (Kuntz, this
volume). A radiocarbon age of 2,222 + loonp. has been obtained
for the Kings Bowl lava field (discussed by Kuntz, Sfitlr, anO
others, 1986).

by.lide and atop one another, forming a type of lava frow de-
scribed by Walker (1972) as @mpounO. Exposures in many
kipukas along the south and west sides of the lava field show that
the flows there have an aggregate thickness of 5 to l0 m. Frow
thickneses near the center of the fierd are 15 to 25 m ex*pt at
the vent area" where the total thickness may be I00 m (cham-
pion, 1973). Near the margins of the field, the flow units are
larger, tend to have greater rocar relief (as much as l0 m), and are
characterized by largepressure plateaus, flow ridges, and collapse
depressions. The transition in size of the flows r.], irr"p"riphery
to the interior of the-field is apparently a function of pioximity to
the vent area; thus,.croser to the venf many smail pahoehoe flows
have filled depressions in earlier flow units uno g"neJry reveled
the local relief.

A radiocarbon age of. 2,270 r 50 B.p. was obtained for
charcoal from a tunner excavated beneath the wapi lava fierd(champion and Greerey, r977;Kunrz, spiker, and oihers, r9g6).
within limits of analytical error, the ages of the Kings Bowl and
Wapi lava fields are identical.

Slnshorc lavafutd

The Shoshone lava field is the westernmost of the latest
Pleistocene and Holocene lava fierds of the EsRp trig. or. rrc
vent area, Brack Butte crater, is on the northern ,o"rgio of the
ESRP about 20 km northwest of Richfield at the 

""rr""- 
end of

the Mt. Bennett Hilts. Flows from Black Butte crater filled parts
of the alluvial valley_s of the Big wood and Littre wood rivers,
thus forming a lava field that exiends 60 km south and west and
ranges in width from 2 to 5 km. The Big wood ano liitte wood
rivers joined about l0 km southwest oi Ri.hfi.to pJoi to eruFtion of the Shoshone flow. At presenf the Big'wood River
follows the north margin and the Litu" wood River follows the
south margin of the shoshone field. These two rivers nowjoin l0
km west of Gooding 40 km west of their original junction (Fig. 6).

The summit vent area is a comprex tava tate that forms a
six-petal, flower-shaped depression. The lake has an area of 2
km2, and its steep r"[t 

"re ", 
high as 30 m. Thc rava rake shows

evidence of pistonlike filling and draining and e*tensive on"rflo'
by degassed lava. The overflow formedlroten rt eity-puhoehoe
and slab-pahoehoe flows that are distributed in a radiat pattern
around the lava-lake vents.

There are no obvious features in the vent area, such as
eruptive fissures' spatter ramparts, or small cones, that might
indicate the lengrh o-f the original eruptive frssure systern. Evi-
dence is also lacking for any structural control for the orientation
of the original fissure system, but faults in the Mt. Bennett Hills
and_the elongation of vents for nearby order vorcanoes trend
N.35-s0oW. fig. 6).

from the vent area (Fig. 6). The tube system had both roofed and
unroofed sections during formation or tnr fielo. Many of ne
formerly roofed parts have coflapsed, reaving op.n ,r.ithes thar

Wapi lavafuId

Marked contrasts between the Kings Bowl and wapi fierds
reflect different styles of eruption. The eruptions that formed the
Kings Bowl and wapi fie_lds probably started sirnurtaneousry, but
eruption terminated at Kings Bowl after only a few hours ano
continued at the wapi site for at least a fcw months (Kuntz, this
volume)- The wapi rava field probabry began 

^ u nlrrur" erup..
tion and, with more protonged activity, progresed to a sustained
eruption from a central vent comprex, rorming a low shieH vor-
cano typical of a third-stage eruption.

The vent area for the wapi fierd is 4 km south of the
southernmost vents of the Kings Bowl lava field (FiS Sl. Th,
Y^pi vents are part of the Great Rift volcanic rift zone, but they
do not lie on an extension of the fissures of the Kings'Bowl rift
system. A comple^x of five lnajor vents and six smlaue, vents,
covering an area of -0.5 km2, constitutes the vent area. The vents
are ste€Fsided, roughly circurar depressions typically r00 m in
diameter and l0 m deep. The rargest depression .ont"io. severalpit craters that display the ledga of lava lakes rhat filled the
crater. I-ava tubes are exposed in walls of some of the depressions.
Flows of the summit area are chiefly sheily pahoehoe 

"'no 
,nrno,

slab pahoehoe. Pinar Butte, a mass of aggiutinate anJlayered
flows, rises l8 m above the south side of the rargest vent. The
origin of Pillar Buttc is unclear; its relief is due either to inflation
by injection of dikes or to deflation of the area around i, lct rr-pion, 1973).

Most flows in the mediar and distal parts of the fierd are
tube-fed pahoehoe composed of numerous flow unis piied side
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along short eruptive fissures at South Grotto and Croons Cave 
(Fig. 5). Low spatter ramparts occur along a few of the eruptive 
fissure segments. 

The small Kings Bowl lava field possesses excellent exam
ples of certain volcanic landforms that are either poorly devel
oped or simply not present elsewhere in the ESRP. These include 
explosion pits, lava lakes, squeeze-ups, basalt mounds, and a 
tephra blanket. The largest explosion pit, Kings Bowl, is 85 m 
long, 30 m wide, and 30 m deep. A roughly circular lava lake, 
about 1 km in diameter, surrounded Kings Bowl prior to the 
explosive eruption. The lake is flat and broken into large plates as 
a result of subsidence of underlying lava. Basalt mounds several 
meters wide and <1 m high may be remnants of levees that 
surrounded the lava lake (King, 1977). A blanket of lapilli tephra 
east (downwind) of the explosion pit at Kings Bowl is <0.5 m 
thick, 1.2 km long, and 400 m wide (Fig. 5, inset). King (1977) 
showed that the volume of the tephra blanket falls short of that 
needed to occupy the cavity of Kings Bowl, indicating collapse in 
the vent area subsequent to the explosive event. 

The Kings Bowl field represents a single burst of eruptive 
activity that may have lasted as little as six hours (Kuntz, this 
volume). A radiocarbon age of 2,222 ± 100 B.P. has been obtained 
for the Kings Bowl lava field (discussed by Kuntz, Spiker, and 
others, 1986). 

Wapi lava field 

Marked contrasts between the Kings Bowl and Wapi fields 
reflect different styles of eruption. The eruptions that formed the 
Kings Bowl and Wapi fields probably started simultaneously, but 
eruption terminated at Kings Bowl after only a few hours and 
continued at the Wapi site for at least a few months (Kuntz, this 
volume). The Wapi lava field probably began as a fISSure erup
tion and, with more prolonged activity, progressed to a sustained 
eruption from a central vent complex, forming a low shield vol
cano typical of a third-stage eruption. 

The vent area for the Wapi field is 4 km south of the 
southernmost vents of the Kings Bowl lava field (Fig. 5). The 
Wapi vents are part of the Great Rift volcanic rift zone, but they 
do not lie on an extension of the fISSures of the Kings Bowl rift 
system. A complex of five major vents and six smaller vents, 
covering an area of -0.5 km2, constitutes the vent area. The vents 
are steep-sided, roughly circular depressions typically 100 m in 
diameter and 10m deep. The largest depression contains several 
pit craters that display the ledges of lava lakes that filled the 
crater. Lava tubes are exposed in walls of some of the depressions. 
Flows of the summit area are chiefly shelly pahoehoe and minor 
slab pahoehoe. Pillar Butte, a mass of agglutinate and layered 
flows, rises 18 m above the south side of the largest vent. The 
origin of Pillar Butle is unclear; its relief is due either to inflation 
by injection of dikes or to deflation of the area around it (Cham
pion, 1973). 

Most flows in the medial and distal parts of the field are 
tube-fed pahoehoe composed of numerous flow units piled side 

by side and atop one another, forming a type of lava flow de
scribed by Walker (1972) as compound. Exposures in many 
kipukas along the south and west sides of the lava field show that 
the flows there have an aggregate thickness of 5 to 10 m. Flow 
thicknesses near the center of the field are 15 to 25 m except at 
the vent area, where the total thickness may be 100 m (Cham
pion, 1973). Near the margins of the field, the flow units are 
larger, tend to have greater local relief (as much as 10 m), and are 
characterized by large pressure plateaus, flow ridges, and collapse 
depressions. The transition in size of the flows from the periphery 
to the interior of the field is apparently a function of proximity to 
the vent area; thus, closer to the vent, many sma11 pahoehoe flows 
have filled depressions in earlier flow units and generally leveled 
the local relief. 

A radiocarbon age of 2,270 ± 50 B.P. was obtained for 
charcoal from a tunnel excavated beneath the Wapi lava field 
(Champion and Greeley, 1977; Kuntz, Spiker. and others, 1986). 
Within limits of analytical error, the ages of the Kings Bowl and 
Wapi lava fields are identical. 

Shoshone lava field 

The Shoshone lava field is the westernmost of the latest 
Pleistocene and Holocene lava fields of the ESRP (Fig. 6). Its 
vent area, Black Butte Crater, is on the northern margin of the 
ESRP about 20 km northwest of Richfield at the eastern end of 
the Mt. Bennett Hills. Flows from Black Butte Crater fIlled parts 
of the alluvial valleys of the Big Wood and Litde Wood rivers, 
thus forming a lava field that extends 60 km south and west and 
ranges in width from 2 to 5 km. The Big Wood and Little Wood 
rivers joined about 10 km southwest of Richfield prior to erup
tion of the Shoshone flow. At present, the Big Wood River 
follows the north margin and the Little Wood River follows the 
south margin of the Shoshone field. These two rivers now join 10 
krn west of Gooding, 40 kIn west of their original junction (Fig. 6). 

The summit vent area is a complex lava lake that forms a 
six-petal, flower-shaped depression. The lake has an area of 2 
km 2, and its steep walls are as high as 30 m. The lava lake shows 
evidence of pistonlike filling and draining and extensive overflow 
by degassed lava. The overflow formed broken shelly-pahoehoe 
and slab-pahoehoe flows that are distributed in a radial pattern 
around the lava-lake vents. 

There are no obvious features in the vent area, such as 
eruptive fissures, spatter ramparts, or small cones, that might 
indicate the length of the original eruptive fISsure system. Evi
dence is also lacking for any structural control for the orientation 
of the original fissure system, but faults in the Mt. Bennett Hills 
and the elongation of vents for nearby older volcanoes trend 
N.35-50oW. (Fig. 6). 

A 5-km-long lava tube-channel system extends southeast 
from the vent area (Fig. 6). The tube system had both roofed and 
unroofed sections during formation of the field. Many of the 
formerly roofed parts have collapsed, leaving open trenches that 



M. A. Kunu and Otlert

Figgre 6. l[ap of the Shchone lava field. Basd on LaPoint (1977) and tnpublished mapping by M. A.
Kuntz

are continuous with the unroofed sections. Smaller distnibutary

tubes that branch from the main tube are still preserved (Greeley,

re77).
The medial and distal parts of the Shchone lava field con-

sist of pahoehoe flows and flow units that have an av€rag€ thick-
ness of 6 m. Whethcr these ho*t are tube- or surfacc-fed is not
clcar. Lava tubc systems havc not been remgnized in medial and
distal parts of the lava field but fields of this size and volume are
typically fomred of tube-fed pahoehoe. The age of the Shoshone

field is 10,130 t 350 n.r. (Kuntr, Spiker, and otherg 1986).

Surunry of Holmu ard lot6t Plcistoerc hsltic
lavsfidds

The eight latest Pleistocene and Holocene lava fields of the

ESRP represent the entire span of lava-field types, eruption proc-
ess€s, and eruption durations descnbed in the section on stages of
basaltic eruptions. The fields include shortdruation, low-volume

eruptions from a long eruptive-fissure system (King Bowl, North
Robbers, South Robbers fields); intermediate-volume and inter-

mediateduration eruptions that formed lava cones or small

shields (for examplg thc Holocene Devils Cauldron flow of the

COM lava 6e$ see Kuntr, Champion, and kfebwe, 1989; Fig.

3); and large-volume, relatively long dwation eruptions fron
central vents (Hells Hdf Acre and Wapi fields):

Individual eruptive fissures range in length'from 0.1 km to

slightly more than I km and average about 0.5 km. The data ars

hrgtrly skewed toward small-volume, eruptive-fissuredominatcd
eruptions, because those eruptions tend to leavc eruptine fissures

unburie4 whcrcas large-volume eruptions do noL
Eruptive fissure zones vary in length from <0.3 km to about

l0 km; the 
"ner4ge 

is about 3 km. The shorter zones producod

smdl-volume eruptive-fissure eruptions, and the longer ones

generated large-volume lava<one or shield-building eruption*
Srstained eruptions oeurred from central vents overtying pipe

like conduits along eruptive fissures. However, the elongation of

2O KILOMETEBS
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Fig~re 6. Map of the Shoshone lava field. Based on LaPoint (1977) and unpublished mapping by M. A. 
Kuntz. 

are continuous with the unroofed sections. Smaller distnDutary 
tubes that branch from the main tube are still preserved (Greeley, 
1977). 

The medial and distal parts of the Shoshone lava field con
sist of pahoehoe flows and flow units that have an average thick
ness of 6 m. Whether these flows are tube- or surface-fed is not 
clear. Lava tube systems have not been recognized in medial and 
distal parts of the lava field, but fields of this size and volume are 
typically formed of tube-fed pahoehoe. The age of the Shoshone 
field is 10,130 ± 350 B.P. (Kuntz, Spiker, and others, 1986). 

The eight latest Pleistocene and Holocene lava fields of the 
ESRP represent the entire span of lava-field types, eruption proc
esses, and eruption durations descnDed in the section on stages of 
basaltic eruptions. The fields include short-duration, low-volume 

eruptions from a long eruptive-fissure system (Kings Bowl, North 
Robbers, South Robbers fields); intermediate-volume and inter
mediate-duration eruptions that formed lava cones or small 
shields (for example, the Holocene Devils Cauldron flow of the 
COM lava field; see Kuntz, Champion, and Lefebvre, 1989; Fig. 
3); and large-volume, relatively long duration eruptions from 
central vents (Hells Half Acre and Wapi fields): 

Individual eruptive fissures range in length- from 0.1 Ian to 
slightly more than I km and average about 0.5 km. The data are 
highly skewed toward small-volume, eruptive-fissure-dominated 
eruptions, because those eruptions tend to leave eruptive fissures 
unburied, whereas large-volume eruptions do not 

Eruptive fissure zones vary in length from <0.3 km to about 
10 km; the average is about 3 km. The shorter zones produced 
small-volume eruptive-fissure eruptions, and the longer ones 
generated large-volume lava-cone or shield-building eruptions. 
Sustained eruptions occurred from central vents overlying pipe-
like conduits along eruptive fissures. However, the elongation of 



most vents in lava cones and shield volcanoes shows that eruptive
fisures still influenced the location and shape of these central
vents.

Thc areas, volumes, and types of rava fields of the ESRp are
functions chiefly of the eruptive stage at which the eruption ter-
minated. Stagql fisure eruptions are charactcrized by flow areas
of 2 to 20 kmz, flow volumes of 0.005 to 0.1 km3, and surface-
fed pahoehoe, much of which is shelly pahoehoe near vents. In
stzge-2 eruptions, lava cones cover areas of l0 to 100 km2, have
volumes of 0.05 to 2 km3, and consist mostly of surface- and
channel-fd pahoehoe. some large lava cones consist chiefly of
tube-fed pahoehoe. shield volcanoes of stage-3 eruptions cover
areas of 100 to 400 km2, have volumes of I to 7 km3, and consist
mainly of tube-fed pahoehoe.

Among these latest Pleistocene and Holocene lava fields
(Table l), the aggregate volume from the stage-l fissure eruptions
(North Robben, South Robben, and Kings Bowl) is only 0.0g5
km3, whereas the stage-3 shield and lava+one eruptions (craters
of the Moon, Hells Half Acre, Cerro Grande, Wapi, and Sho-
shone) produced about 45 km3. The contrast between these fig-
ures illustrates the predominance of the latter type of volcanism in
contributing to the totd basalt volume of the ESRP (Table l).
The latest Pleistocene and Holocene lava fields cover about 2,600
kmz 1l3Vo1of the 20,000 km2 araof the ESRP.

VOLCAI{IC RIFT ZONES

Basaltic volcanism occurs as fissure eruptions within vol-
canic rift zones in many parts of the worrd, including Hawaii
(Macdonald and Abbott, lgT}),Iceland (Macdonald, l9Z2), and
the ESRP (Kuntz, 1977a). The volcanism of the ESRP is concen-
!'"rted in volcanic rift zones, though it is not confined to them.

In the ESRP, mot volcanic rift zones are ronghly perpen-
dicular to the axis of the EsRp and roughly parallel to the major
basin-and-range structures in mountains that bound the plain.
Kuntz (1977a) noted that most of the volcanic rift zones appear
to be continuations onto the ESRp of basin-and-range-type,
range-front fauls and older structures, such as thrust faults, which
occur in the bedrock of the mountains outside the ESRp (Fis. 7
and I l). It is important to note that the term volcanic ift zone, as
applied here, merely dCIignates linear arrays of volcanic land-
forms and structures; it does not impry that these features have
origins, histories, or structures like those of rift valleys.

some volcanic rift zones of the ESRP are welldefined, nar-
row, linear to curvilinear belts that contain numerous, geologr-
cally young volcanic structures and landforms. These zones
illtstrate vigorous, relatively concentrated eruptive activity. Ex-
amples are the Great Rift and spencer-High point volcanic rift
zones (Fig. 7; also refer to Figs. 8 and 9). other volcanic rift zones
are less well defined; their presence is indicated by fissure-con-
trolled elongated vents and noneruptive fissures aligned in bels.
These zones illustrate sporadic, dispersed eruptive activity. For
example, the r-ava Ridge-Hells Half Acre zone and other
volcanic rift zones in the centrar part of the ESRp are bels that

ksaltb volcani.sm eastern Snake River plain

consist of fcwer, relatively older structures and volcanic
landforms (Fig. 7).

Radiometric data currently available for ESRp lava flows
(Kuntz and othen,1992) suggest that the volcanic activity in the
well{efined zones occurred over a perid of a few tens or
hundreds of thousands of years and that repose intervals between
eruptions are on the order of lOa to lOs years. The radiometric
data further suggest that the less well defined volcanic rift zones
formed from eruptions that occurred over periods of several
hundred thousand to a few million years and that repose intcrvals
between eruptions are on the order of 105 to 105 years.

volcanic rift zones of the EsRp typicaily are 5 to 20 km
wide and 50 to 100 km long, are spaced roughly 35 km (range of
20 to 40 km) aparr" and trend northwest (Fig. 7). The spacing
betwcen rift zones is similar to the 35-km spacing between Basin
and Range mountains and their intervening valleys north and
south of the ESRP. Two exceptions to the general northwest
trend are the Rock conal Butte and Spencer-High point vol-
canic rift zones (Fig. 7; also refer to Figs. 8 and 9).

Some of the major volcanic rift zones of the ESRp are
descriH below in order from west to east.

Tlu Great Rift volcanic rift zone

The Great Rift (Russell, lg02; Stearns, l92g; Murraugh,
l96l; Prinz, 1970; Kuntz and others,lg12,l9g3, lggg; Kuntz,
champion, and others, 1985) is the most important volcanic rift
zone in the Snake River Plain. It is an gS-krn-long,2- to lS-km-
wide system of fractures that extends nearly across the width of
the snake River Plain (Figs. 7 and 8). The Grear Rift is defined
by an array of tephra cones, shield volcanoes, lava cones, eruptive
fissures, and noneruptive fissures. The latest pleistocene and Hol-
ocene Craters of the Moon, Kings Bowl, and wapi lava fields are
aligned along the Great Rift volcanic rift zone (Kuntz and others,
1988; Fie. 8).

Thc vcnts of the coM fierd define the northern 45 km of
this volcanic rift zone. These vents include about 25 tephra cones
and more than eight eruptive-fissure systems (Figs. 3 and g). The
Great Rift volcanic rift zone extends northwest into the pioneer
Mountains; the tephra-cone vents of the Lava creek flows of the
coM field occur about l0 km beyond the topographic margins
of the ESRP (Fig.3).

The Great Rift continues from the southeastern margin of
the craters of the Moon lava field as two groups of noneruptive
fissures (Figs. 3 and 8). The northeastern group consists of indi-
vidual fissures 150 to 600 m long. This group of fissures is ori-
ented N.45"w. and extends about 8 km beyond the southeast
margin of the coM lava field. The southwestern group consists
of fissures 100 to 1,000 m long, oriented N.25"w., that extend for
about 15 km beyond the southeast margin of the coM field. The
eastern and westem groups of fissures constitute the open crack
rift set of Prinz (1970). The Kings Bowl eruptive and noneruptivc
fissures, described previorsly in the discussion of the Kings Bowl
lava field, constitute the main part of the Great Rift volcanic rift
zone jtst south of the open crack rift set (Figs. 5 and g).
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most vents in lava cones and shield volcanoes shows that eruptive 
fissures still influenced the location and shape of these central 
vents. 

The areas, volumes, and types of lava fields of the ESRP are 
functions chiefly of the eruptive stage at which the eruption ter
minated. Stage-I fissure eruptions are characterized by flow areas 
of 2 to 20 km2, flow volumes of 0.005 to 0.1 km3, and surface
fed pahoehoe, much of which is shelly pahoehoe near vents. In 
stage-2 eruptions, lava cones cover areas of 10 to 100 km 2, have 
volumes of 0.05 to 2 km3, and consist mostly of surface- and 
channel-fed pahoehoe. Some large lava cones consist chiefly of 
tube-fed pahoehoe. Shield volcanoes of stage-3 eruptions cover 
areas of 100 to 400 km 2, have volumes of 1 to 7 km3, and consist 
mainly of tube-fed pahoehoe. 

Among these latest Pleistocene and Holocene lava fields 
(Table I), the aggregate volume from the stage-I fissure eruptions 
(North Robbers, South Robbers, and Kings Bowl) is only 0.085 
km3, whereas the stage-3 shield and lava-cone eruptions (Craters 
of the Moon, Hells Half Acre, Cerro Grande, Wapi, and Sho
shone) produced about 45 km3. The contrast between these fig
ures illustrates the predominance of the latter type of volcanism in 
contributing to the total basalt volume of the ESRP (Table I). 
The latest Pleistocene and Holocene lava fields cover about 2,600 
km2 (13%) of the 20,000 km2 area of the ESRP. 

VOLCANIC RIFT ZONES 

Basaltic volcanism occurs as fissure eruptions within vol
canic rift zones in many parts of the world, including Hawaii 
(Macdonald and Abbott, 1970), Iceland (Macdonald, 1972), and 
the ESRP (Kuntz, 1977a). The volcanism ofthe ESRP is concen
tr .lted in volcanic rift zones, though it is not confined to them. 

In the ESRP, most volcanic rift zones are roughly perpen
dicular to the axis of the ESRP and roughly parallel to the major 
basin-and-range structures in mountains that bound the plain. 
Kuntz (1977a) noted that most of the volcanic rift zones appear 
to be continuations onto the ESRP of basin-and-range-type, 
range-front faults and older structures, such as thrust faults, which 
occur in the bedrock of the mountains outside the ESRP (Figs. 7 
and II). It is important to note that the term volcanic rift zone, as 
applied here, merely designates linear arrays of volcanic land
forms and structures; it does not imply that these features have 
origins, histories, or structures like those of rift valleys. 

Some volcanic rift zones of the ESRP are well-defined, nar
row, linear to curvilinear belts that contain numerous, geologi
cally young volcanic structures and landforms. These zones 
illustrate vigorous, relatively concentrated eruptive activity. Ex
amples are the Great Rift and Spencer-High Point volcanic rift 
zones (Fig. 7; also refer to Figs. 8 and 9). Other volcanic rift zones 
are less well defined; their presence is indicated by fissure-con
trolled elongated vents and noneruptive fissures aligned in belts. 
These zones illustrate sporadic, dispersed eruptive activity. For 
example, the Lava Ridge-Hells Half Acre zone and other 
volcanic rift zones in the central part of the ESRP are belts that 

consist of fewer, relatively older structures and volcanic 
landforms (Fig. 7). 

Radiometric data currently available for ESRP lava flows 
(Kuntz and others, 1992) suggest that the volcanic activity in the 
well-defined zones occurred over a period of a few tens or 
hundreds of thousands of years and that repose intervals between 
eruptions are on the order of 104 to 105 years. The radiometric 
data further suggest that the less well defined volcanic rift zones 
formed from eruptions that occurred over periods of several 
hundred thousand to a few million years and that repose intervals 
between eruptions are on the order of 105 to 106 years. 

Volcanic rift zones of the ESRP typically are 5 to 20 km 
wide and 50 to 100 km long, are spaced roughly 35 km (range of 
20 to 40 km) apart, and trend northwest (Fig. 7). The spacing 
between rift zones is similar to the 35-km spacing between Basin 
and Range mountains and their intervening valleys north and 
south of the ESRP. Two exceptions to the general northwest 
trend are the Rock Corral Butte and Spencer-High Point vol
canic rift zones (Fig. 7; also refer to Figs. 8 and 9). 

Some of the major volcanic rift zones of the ESRP are 
described below in order from west to east. 

The Great Rift volcanic rift zone 

The Great Rift (Russell, 1902; Stearns, 1928; Murtaugh, 
1961; Prinz, 1970; Kuntz and others, 1982, 1983, 1988; Kuntz, 
Champion, and others, 1986) is the most important volcanic rift 
zone in the Snake River Plain. It is an 85-km-long, 2- to 15-km
wide system of fractures that extends nearly across the width of 
the Snake River Plain (Figs. 7 and 8). The Great Rift is defined 
by an array of tephra cones, shield volcanoes, lava cones, eruptive 
fissures, and noneruptive fissures. The latest Pleistocene and Hol
ocene Craters of the Moon, Kings Bowl, and Wapi lava fields are 
aligned along the Great Rift volcanic rift zone (Kuntz and others, 
1988; Fig. 8). 

The vents of the COM field define the northern 45 km of 
this volcanic rift zone. These vents include about 25 tephra cones 
and more than eight eruptive-fissure systems (Figs. 3 and 8). The 
Great Rift volcanic rift zone extends northwest into the Pioneer 
Mountains; the tephra-cone vents of the Lava Creek flows of the 
COM field occur about 10 km beyond the topographic margins 
of the ESRP (Fig. 3). 

The Great Rift continues from the southeastern margin of 
the Craters of the Moon lava field as two groups of noneruptive 
fissures (Figs. 3 and 8). The northeastern group consists of indi
vidual fIssures 150 to 600 m long. This group of fISSures is ori
ented N.4SoW. and extends about 8 km beyond the southeast 
margin of the COM lava field. The southwestern group consists 
offlSSures 100 to 1,000 m long, oriented N.2SoW., that extend for 
about 15 km beyond the southeast margin of the COM field. The 
eastern and western groups of fissures constitute the open crack 
rift set of Prinz (1970). The Kings Bowl eruptive and non eruptive 
fissures, described previously in the discussion of the Kings Bowl 
lava field, constitute the main part of the Great Rift volcanic rift 
zone just south of the open crack rift set (Figs. 5 and 8). 
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EXPI.ANATION

Volcanic rift zone

latest Pleistocene'Holocene
lava field

The Inferno chasm volcanic rift zone (Greetey and King

1975;King,1982)isanarrow,lo-km-long,N'10oW'-trending
belt that ii parallel to and lies 3 km east of the Kings Bowl

volcanic rift zone (Fig. 5). The Inferno chasm zone is marked by

six aligned lava cones and shietd volcanoes. Flows from vents on

the liferno chasm zDAe Lre covered by significantly greabr

emounts of eolian sediment and vegetation than flowsfrom other

latest Pleistocene and Holooene ventr on the Great Rift, showing

that the Infemo Chasm 5qment is older than other nearby seg-

ments of the Great Rift volcanic rift zone. Greeley and King

tigZSl and King (1982) identify two other short (<2 km)'

if tOob.-tt nding 
"otr-i" 

rift zones in the KinS Bowl area: tbe

Wapi Park and Q,to Bowl zones (Fig' 5)' They suggest that

both of thce north-northeast-trending volcanic rift zones formed

before the northwest-trending cruptive and nonerupive fissurc

of the Great Rift volcanic rift zone'

Tlc Ar*Ilig fuutlwn htftc wlcanic ritt zotu

The Are.Big Southern Butte volcqnic rift zone extends 50

km southeast fromthe northwest margin of the ESRP at Afoo to

the long axis of the ESRP southeast of tn" Cedar Butte lava 6dd

aF,gr ianO 8). This zone is a locus of extensional faults, gabenq

eruptive fissures, -o ooo",.'pi"" fissures. Volcanic featurc of

the volcanic riftzone includeiissure-fed basalt flows, the rhyolitc

a;" complex of Big southern Buffe, the andesite volcano at

cedar Butte, and the 
"ones 

and eruptive-fisure vents of the Noilb

'' @nten111
\

I
I

A?ol I t I t'-l17' ll5' 113'

g 50 100 KIL0METERS

rll

Figure 7.ltgpof the east€rn snake River plain showing volcanic rift zones and other geologic and

geographic features olr"uo"o io the text arso sno*o rr.-n^ro hydrovorcanic features-Sand Butrc and

3Jri?iln"_*a htest pbistoene and Holocene lava fields.
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p 
c=J 

EXPLANATION 

Volcanic rift zone 

Latest Pleistocene-Holocene 
lava field 

50 100 KILOMETERS 
I 

Figure 7. Map of the eastern Snake River Plain showing volcanic rift zones and other geologic and 
geographic features discussed in the text Also shown are two hydrovolcanic features-Sand Butte and 
Split Butte-and latest Pleistocene and Holocene lava fields. 

The Inferno Chasm volcanic rift zone (Greeley and King, 
1975; King, 1982) is a narrow, 10-km-Iong, N.lOOW.-trending 
belt that is parallel to and lies 3 km east of the Kings Bowl 
volcanic rift zone (Fig. 5). The Inferno Chasm zone is marked by 
six aligned lava cones and shield volcanoes. Flows from vents on 
the Inferno chasm zone are covered by significantly greater 
amounts of eolian sediment and vegetation than flows from other 
latest Pleistocene and Holocene vents on the Great Rift, showing 
tbat the Inferno Chasm segment is older than other nearby seg
ments of the Great Rift volcanic rift zone. Greeley and King 
(1975) and King (1982) identify two other sbort «2 km), 
N..l00E.-trending volcanic rift zones in tbe Kings Bowl area: the 
Wapi Park and Queens Bowl zones (Fig. 5). They suggest that 

both of these north-northeast -trending volcanic rift zones formed 
before the northwest-trending eruptive and ~oneruptive fissures 
of the Great Rift volcanic rift zone. 

The Arco-Big Souther" Butte vo/cQnk rift zone 

The Arco-Big Southern Butte volcanic rift zone extends SO 
kIn southeast from the northwest margin of the ESRP at Arco to 
the long axis of the ESRP southeast of the Cedar Butte lava field 
(Figs. 7 and 8). This zone is a locus of extensional faults, grabens, 
eruptive fissures, and noneruptive fissures. Volcanic features of 
the volcanic rift zone include fissure-fed basalt flows, tbe rhyolite 
dome complex of Big Southern Butte, the andesite volcano at 
Cedar Butte, and the cones and eruptive-fissure vents of the North 
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Robbers, South Robbers, and cerro Grande lava fields (spear,
1977; Spear and King, t982; Kunta 1977b; Kuntz and otherg
1992). The Arco-Big southern Butte zone terminates at the vent
for the cerro Grande field, where it joins the northeast-trending
Rock Corral Butte volcanic rift zone (Figs.Z and g).
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abundant and well developed along the Big Lost River 3 to l0
km southeast of Arco (Smith and others, l9g9; Kuntz and others,
1992; Fig- 8). At that locality, extensional faults having as much
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Figure 8. Simplified map showing volcanic and structural features of the Great Rift, Arro-Big Southern 
Butte, and Rock Corral Butte volcanic rift zones. Adapted from Kuntz and others (1988, 1992). 

Robbers, South Robbers, and Cerro Grande lava fields (Spear, 
1977; Spear and King, 1982; Kuntz, 1977b; Kuntz and others, 
1992). The Arro-Big Southern Butte zone terminates at the vent 
for the Cerro Grande field, where it joins the northeast-trending 
Rock Corral Butte volcanic rift zone (Figs. 7 and 8). 

Faults, noneruptive fissures, and air-photo lineaments are 
abundant and well developed along the Big Lost River 3 to 10 
km southeast of Arro (Smith and others, 1989; Kuntz and others, 
1992; Fig. 8). At that locality, extensional faults having as much 
as 10m vertical displacement formed a graben that controls the 
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@urse of the Big L.ost River. Mqt of these fauls show good

sca$. At the ends of some faulg, howcver, the surface basalt is

unbroken but shows substantial drag acrm the linear extensions

of surfacc ruptures. The faults range in length from several tens of
meleni to as much as 4 km. Most scafps are relatively fresh, and

the few slickensides observed suggesta purely dipslip component

of movement. Displacements on faults generally decrease to the

southeast, and 15 km southeast of Arco, the fauls are rcplaccd by

open fissures that havc purely temiond displacc,menf Between

Arco and Big Southcrn Buttc, northeast-trending lineamentq aP
parent on acrial photognphs, reflect eolian features and prairie-

fire scan. Some lineaments having northwest tren4 however, are

obvious continuations of fissures and faults. Other northw€st-

trending lineaments are elongated depresions in surficial sedi-

ments that are parallel to nearby fissures and hul6. Still other

northwest-trending features are defined only by luxuriant growth

of gfass or sagebrruh and lack a surfacc depression or other

obvioqs relation to bcdrock deformation. However, all linea-

mcnts of the latter type parallel known faults and fissures,

suggesting that they too are the surface expressions in sediments

of underlying faults and fissures.

Volcanoes in the Arco-Big Southern Butrc volcanic rift zonc

represent all *ages of basaltic volcanism. Fissure-fed lava flows

occur southeast of Big Southern Buttc in thc North Robben and

South Robbcrs lava fields and at Coyote Butte northwest of Big

Southern Butte. Small liava cones (Lavatoo Butt€, Teekettle Butte,

and L,ct River Butte) oocur at the northwest end of the volcanic

rift zone (Fig. 8). These @nes are I to 5 km in diameer and 50 to

350 m high. Their summits are indented by craters slengated

prallel to the long axis of the volcanic rift zone- Thc largest

volcano€s in the Aro-Big Southem Butte volcanic rift zone are

shield volcanocs along the margins of the zone. These are the

Qgaking Aspen Butte, Crater Butte, Si:cmile Butte, Wildhorse

Butle, and Cerro Grande shield volcanoes (Fig- E).

Although rhyolitic volcanism and rhyolitic rocks are not the

focus of this paper, the Big Southern Butte dome complex must

be mentioned because it is an integral part of thc Arco-Big
Southern Buttc volcanic rift zone (Fig. 8). Big Southern Butte

consists of two coalesced cumulo domes, both about 300 ka

(Spear and King, 1982; Kuntz and others, L992). The dome

complex is 6.5 km in diameter, rises 760 m abve the relatively

flat surface of the surrounding ESRP, and has an expced volume

of about 8 km3. Spear and King (1982) suggest that Big Southern

Butte formed in several stagcs, including initial sill and laccolithic

stages at depth, followed by cxtnsion and growth of trro endo-

genour domes on the surface. The southeastern dome consists of
spherulitic, flow-banded rhyolite in the core end autoclasticbrec-

cias and sqary rhyolite that represent deformed crust above the

core. The northwestern dome consists of massive, aphync rhyo-

lite that formed along the northwest margin of the earlier domc-

A 35Gm-thick section of basalt that dips N.45oE- is expoeed

on thc north flank of Big Southern Butte (Fig. 8). Spear and King
(1982) suggest that this section is an uplifted and tilted flap of
basalt flows of the predome surface of the ESRP. Fifteen to 20

individual flows and flow units are present in the flep. Mct flows

are olivine basalts and evolved olivine basalb; the uppermct

flow is fenolatite from Cedar Butte volcano.

Cedar Butte, a st€p-sided shield volcano, is between Big

Southern Bune and the Yent ar€a for the Cerro Grandc lava field
(FiSs. 4 and 8). The summit of thc shield is defind by several ar-

cnate ridgcs that outline a vent area 3 km long and 2 km wide.

The elongated vent trends N.4trW. A younger pyroclastic cone

consisting of rhyolirc and obsidian blocks occupies the oenter of
the vent complex. A 2-km-long, northeast-facing scarp of a nor-

mal fault extends across the southeast flank of Cedar Butte Oward

the vent area of the Ceno Grande lava field (Fip. 4 ad 8).

Volanb rtfi rnrcs k tIE ental ptt of tfu.ESRP

Volcanic rift zone in the central part are less well defined

than zones elsewhere in the ESRP. Because most lava fields in

this area are older (300 to 6m ka; Kunu and othen, 1992) than

other ESRP fields, many features of these volcanic rift zones have

been covercd by lava flows and eolian dcposiS (Pierce and oth-

erq 1982).
Thc [.ava Ridge-Hells Half Acre zone is a good example of

volcanic rift zones in tbe central part of the ESRP. This zone

extends 50 km southeast acrs the ESRP from the southern end

of tbe Irmhi Range to the Hells Half Acre lava field (Fig- 7). The

southeast end of the zone is well defined by open hssures and thc

vent complex of the Hells Half Acre lava ficld- The central part [s

defined by several small- to medium-sized shield volcanoes near

the axis of the ESRP. Vents for these volcanoes are elongated

north-south; th1r5 the rift zone is oftet in a righflateral sense in ib
central part (refer to Fig. 17)- The northwest end of the zone is ill
defined: Poorly expmed flows of reversed magnetic polaxity

(older than 730 ka) are mantled by relatively thick fluvial and

lacutrine deposiS and eolian sediment. Volcanic activity on the

Lava Ridge-Hclls tlalf Acre volcanic rift zone is oldest (mostly

more than ?30 ka) at the northwest end of intermediate age in

the central part (200 to 500 ka), and youngest (about 5 ka) at tbe

southeast end of the znreaitthe Hells Half Acre lava field (Kuntz

and others, 1992).

Sperwr-fligh Point vobanic rift mrc

The Spencer-High Point (S-HP) volcanic rift zone occupies

the northeastem end of the ESRP (FigF- 7 and 9)- The zone

extends 70 km from tndian Creek Buttes to High Point, a basaltic

vent on Big Bend Ridge. Indian Creek Buttes are rhyolitc domc

(4.14 t 0.085 Ma; G. B. Dalrymple, U.S. Geological Survey'

written communication, 1979), each about 2 km in dianeEr'

along the Middle Crcck Butte fault zone at the western end of the

S-HP zone. A few small basalt vents lie along the fault Tnaenf,ir

the rhyolirc domes (Fig. 9). The main part of the S-HP volcanb

rift zone begins where the Middle Creek Butte fault zone eDErs

the ESRP near Spencer (Figs. 7 and 9). There, faults' grabos' a

few open fissures, and the feeder fissures for tephra @nes' spatter
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course of the Big Lost River. Most of these faults show good 
~. At the ends of some faults, however, the surface basalt is 
unbroken but shows substantial drag across the linear extensions 
of surface ruptures. The faults range in length from several tens of 
meters to as much as 4 lan. Most scarps are relatively fresh, and 
the few slickensides observed suggest a purely dip-slip component 
of movement. Displacements on faults generally decrease to the 
southeast, and 15 km southeast of Arco, the faults are replaced by 
open fissures that have purely tensional displacement Between 
Arco and Big Southern Butte, northeast-trending lineaments, ap
parent on aerial photographs, reflect eolian features and prairie
fire scars. Some lineaments having northwest trend, however, are 
obvious continuations of fissures and faults. Other northwest
trending lineaments are elongated depressions in surficial sedi
ments that are parallel to nearby fissures and faults. Still other 
northwest-trending features are defined only by luxuriant growth 
of grass or sagebrush and lack a surface depression or other 
obvious relation to bedrock deformation. However, all linea
ments of the latter type parallel known faults and fissures, 
suggesting that they too are the surface expressions in sediments 
of underlying faults and fissures. 

Volcanoes in the Arco-Big Southern Butte volcanic rift zone 
represent all stages of basaltic volcanism. Fissure-fed lava flows 
occur southeast of Big Southern Butte in the North Robbers and 
South Robbers lava fields and at Coyote Butte northwest of Big 
Southern Butte. Small lava cones (Lavatoo Butte, Teakettle Butte, 
and Lost River Butte) occur at the northwest end of the volcanic 
rift zone (Fig. 8). These cones are 1 to 5 km in diameter and 50 to 
350 m high. Their summits are indented by craters elongated 
parallel to the long axis of the volcanic rift zone. The largest 
volcanoes in the Arro-Big Southern Butte volcanic rift zone are 
shield volcanoes along the margins of the zone. These are the 
Quaking Aspen Butte, Crater Butte, Sixmile Butte, Wildhorse 
Butte, and Cerro Grande shield volcanoes (Fig. 8). 

Although rhyolitic volcanism and rhyolitic rocks are not the 
focus of this paper, the Big Southern Butte dome complex must 
be mentioned because it is an integral part of the Area-Big 
Southern Butte volcanic rift zone (Fig. 8). Big Southern Butte 
consists of two coalesced cumulo domes, both about 300 ka 
(Spear and King, 1982; Kuntz and others, 1992). The dome 
complex is 6.5 km in diameter, rises 760 m above the relatively 
flat surface of the surrounding ESRP, and has an exposed volume 
of about 8 km 3. Spear and King (1982) suggest that Big Southern 
Butte formed in several stages, including initial sill and 1accolithic 
stages at depth, followed by extrusion and growth of two endo
genous domes on the surface. The southeastern dome consists of 
spherulitic, flow-banded rhyolite in the core and autoclastic brec
cias and sugary rhyolite that represent deformed crust above the 
core. The northwestern dome consists of massive, aphyric rhyo
lite that formed along the northwest margin of the earlier dome. 

A 350-m-thick section of basalt that dips N.45°E. is exposed 
on the north flank of Big Southern Butte (Fig. 8). Spear and King 
(1982) suggest that this section is an uplifted and tilted flap of 
basalt flows of the pre-dome surface of the ESRP. Fifteen to 20 

individual flows and flow units are present in the flap. Most flows 
are olivine basalts and evolved olivine basalts; the uppermost 
flow is ferrolatite from Cedar Butte volcano. 

Cedar Butte, a steep-sided shield volcano, is between Big 
Southern Butte and the vent area for the Cerro Grande lava field 
(Figs. 4 and 8). The summit of the shield is defined by several ar
cuate ridges that outline a vent area 3 km long and 2 km wide. 
The elongated vent trends N.400W. A younger pyroclastic cone 
consisting of rhyolite and obsidian blocks occupies the center of 
the vent complex. A 2-km-long, northeast-facing scarp of a nor
mal fault extends across the southeast flank of cedar Butte toward 
the vent area of the Cerro Grande lava field (Figs. 4 and 8). 

Yo1cank rift zones in the central part oj the ESRP 

Volcanic rift zones in the central part are less well defined 
than zones elsewhere in the ESRP. Became most lava fields in 
this area are older (300 to 600 ka; Kuntz and others, 1992) than 
other ESRP fields, many features of these volcanic rift zones have 
been covered by lava flows and eolian deposits (Pierce and oth
ers, 1982). 

The Lava Ridge-Hells Half Acre zone is a good example of 
volcanic rift zones in the central part of the ESRP. This zone 
extends 50 km southeast across the ESRP from the southern end 
of the Lemhi Range to the Hells Half Acre lava field (Fig. 7). The 
southeast end of the zone is well defined by open fissures and the 
vent complex of the Hells Half Acre lava field. The central part is 
defined by several small- to medium-sized shield volcanoes near 
the axis of the ESRP. Vents for these volcanoes are elongated 
north-south; thus the rift zone is offset in a right-lateral sense in its 
central part (refer to Fig. 17). The northwest end of the zone is ill 
defined: Poorly exposed flows of reversed magnetic polarity 
(older than 730 ka) are mantled by relatively thick fluvial and 
lacustrine deposits and eolian sediment. Volcanic activity on the 
Lava Ridge-Hells Half Acre volcanic rift zone is oldest (mostly 
more than 730 ka) at the northwest end, of intermediate age in 
the central part (200 to 500 ka), and youngest (about 5 ka) at the 
southeast end of the zone at the Hells Half Acre lava field (Kuntz 
and others, 1992). 

Spem:el'-High Point volcanic rift zone 

The Spencer-High Point (S-UP) volcanic rift zone occupies 
the northeastern end of the ESRP (Figs. 7 aoo 9). The zone 
extends 70 km from Indian Creek Buttes to Higb Point, a basaltic 
vent on Big Bend Ridge. Indian Creek Buttes are rhyolite domes 
(4.14 ± 0.085 Ma; G. B. Dalrymple, U.S. Geological Survey, 
written communication, 1979), each about 2 km in diameter, 
along the Middle Creek Butte fault zone at the western end of the 
S-HP zone. A few small basalt vents lie along the fault zone near 
the rhyolite domes (Fig. 9). The main part of the S-HP volcanic 
rift zone begins where the Middle Creek Butte fault zone enteJS 
the ESRP near Spencer (Figs. 7 and 9). There, faults, grabenS, a 
few open fissures, and the feeder fissures for tephra cones, spatter 
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rift zone. Abbreviations: QTv, Quaternary and Tertiary rhyolitic and basaltic volcanic rocks; 
Qb, Quaternary basalt; Qal, Quaternary alluvium. Adapted from Christiansen (1982) and unpublished 
mapping by M. A. Kuntz, G. F. Embree, and H. J. Prostka. 
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ramparts, and small shield volcanoes dl trend about N.60"W.
These structures occur in an east-trending zone about 15 km
wide and 55 km long

The venb and lava fields of thc $.HP zone are smaller thrn
other vents and fields in the ESRP. Ieva fields in the S-HP zone
are mainly of eruptive-fissure and lavaone types. The flows are
typically long and narrow because they moved chiefly south
down relatively stoep slopes (l to 2o). Mct lava frelds over areas
of l0 to 100 km2 and have volumcs of 0.05 to I km3. The larger
arcas aod th higber volumes rcprcsent a few lava cones and
small shields at the eastern end of the zone. Some of the youngexit

lava frelds of the $HP zone are believed to be lat€st Pleistocene
or Holocene (<15 ka) in age based.on their youthful surface
morphology. Suitable material for radiocarbon dating of these
fields has been sought but not obtained"

About a halfdozen tephra cqrcs occur near the eastern end
of the zone between Morgan's Crater and High Point (Fig. 9).

Two facton may explain the restriction of the cones to this local-
rty: (l) IvfaSpas that fed the tephra ooncxi ars slightly more sili-
coous and probably wcr€ more viscors than othcr basalr of tbc
$HP volcanic rift zone, and (2) magrnas in this area passed

through dluvid, water-bearing sediments deposited by streams
tbat ponded north of the topographic barrier created by the vol-
canic rift zone.

The $HP volcanic rift zone is uniqw in several rexipect
(1) It contaiss the highe* couccntration of volcanic vents in thc
ESRP (Frg. l0); (2) it is a widc volcanic rift zonc whn compared
to its length (15 km wide in the S1km-long stretch between
Spencer and High Point); (3) its east-west trend is unlike tbat of
the other volcanic rift zones in the ESRP, most of which trend
northwest+outheast and (a) the vents and structures within the
zone have a trend (northwest*outheast) different from that of the
zone iself (FS. 9).

Thc northwest trend of en echelon volcanic structures in the

TTON
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50 K|LoI|ETERS

Figrre 10. Number of volcanic venB per 1,10 km2 (approximate area of a 7lf-minute quadrangle) in
eastern Snate River Plain.
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ramparts, and small shield volcanoes all trend about N.60oW. 
These structures occur in an east-trending zone about 15 km 
wide and 55 kID long. 

The vents and lava fields of the S-HP zone are smaller than 
other vents and fields in the ESRP. Lava fields in the S-HP zone 
are mainly of eruptive-fissure and lava~ne types. The flows are 
typically long and narrow because they moved chiefly south 
down relatively steep slopes (l to 2°). Most lava fields cover areas 
of 10 to 100 km2 and have volumes of 0.05 to I km3. The larger 
areas and the higher volumes represent a few lava cones and 
small shields at the eastern end of the zone. Some of the youngest 
lava fields of the S-HP zone are believed to be latest Pleistocene 
or Holocene « 15 ka) in age based .~n their youthful surface 
morphology. Suitable material for radiocarbon dating of these 
fields has been sought but not obtained. 

About a half-dozen tephra cones occur near the eastern end 
of the zone between Morgan's Crater and High Poiot (Fig. 9). 

Sublette 

Two factors may explain the restriction of the cones to this local
ity: (I) Magmas that fed the tephra cones are slightly more sili
ceous and probably were more viscous than other basalts of the 
S-Hp· volcanic rift zone, and (2) magmas in this area passed 
through alluvial, water-bearing sediments deposited by streams 
that ponded north of the topographic barrier created by the vol
canic rift zone. 

The S-HP volcanic rift zone is unique in several respects: 
(I) It contains the highest concentration of volcanic vents in the 
ESRP (Fig. 10); (2) it is a wide volcanic rift zone when compared 
to its length (15 km wide in the S5-km-Iong stretch between 
Spencer and High Point); (3) its east-west trend is unlike that of 
the other volcanic rift zones in the ESRP, most of which trend 
northwest-southeast; and (4) the vents and structures within the 
zone have a trend (northwest-southeast) different from that of the 
zone itself (Fig. 9). 

The northwest trend of en echelon volcanic structures in the 
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Figure 10. Number of volcanic vents per 140 km2 (approximate area of a 7lk-minute quadrangle) in 
eastern Snake River Plain. 
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s-HP volcanic rift zone may result from a component of right-
lateral movement on the Middre creek Butte tautt, wlich pro-
duced erilension fractures in a broad zone in tn on"rryiog flours.

Axis oJ tle ASRP

The axis of the EsRp, from Big soutbrn Butte to Juniper
Buttes, is a broad topographic ridge iormed by the aeumuration
of basaltic lava flows from vents 

"on."ntr"t"d 
along it and from

local uplift that accompanied empracement of ,ty-orirc domes.
Howwer, the axis of the ESRP is n-ot a volcanic rift'zone because
the orientations of fisures that control the location and trend of
the fissuredominated ven6 are perpendicular, rather than parar-
lel, to the axis. Local conccntrations of basaltic vents occur along
the axis where it crosses volcanic rift zones.

what se€ms clear at present is that regional extensional strain is
manifested in basin-and-1ange faurting and topographf in -o*-tains north and south of the ESRp, but witiii tne 

'psnp 
it l,

expressed only in rninor normal faulting, ernplacement of dikes,
formation of fissurc-controiled basaltic irupionq 

"oJ 
J.udop

ment of structures reragd to eruptions (e.g., faults, grab"ns, oon-
eruptive frssures) in volcanic rift zoncs.

Examples of volcanic rift zones as collincar continuations of
range-front faurts ri!" Arco-Big southern Butte, Iava Ridge-
Hells Half Acre, and Menan vorcanic rift zones, ,rrri"r, aie collin-
ear -rvith range-front faults of the Lost River, Lemhi, andG-"h.o R*go, ranelfvety (Fig. il). The Spencer_High point
volcanic rift zone is olincar *itu tni Middd creek gritte raut
zone along the southwest margin of the centennial Mountains
(Figs. 9 and ll).The axis is a bert of basartic volcanoes and several rhyolite

domes in an area about l0 km wide and 100 km bnj(Fig. tOy.
The domes and their ages, from west to east, are: ni! Southcm
Butte (300 ka), Middle Butte (<l Ma), an unnamed-dome (l.a
Ma), and East Butte (5g0 ka) (Kuna and others, r992;refer to
Fig. l7).

Magnetotelruric soundings (stanley and othen, r9T7) and
Curie isotherm maps for the ESRP @lanacharya 

"nO 
M"b.y,

1980) indicate tla! a ridge of high temperature at shalrow depth
is roughry parallel to rhe axis tr the ESRp 1o. rraauey, orar
communication, lgTg). Evidently, exoess heat resulting frorn the
formation and upward transfer olursatt magma is stilipresent in
the deep cnrst beneath thc axis of tne r-snp. HoJever, the
movement to the surface generally foilows fractures oriented per-
pendicular to the axis. The vertical transfer of heat may also be
responsible for melting the deep crust and producing rhyolitic
magmas and the rhyolite domes (e.g.,Ieeman, l9S2d):
REGIONAL RELATIONSIilPS OF VOLCANIC
RIFT ZOhTES

Relationships betwen volanb rift zoncs
atd sfructures beyond ttu margitrs of tlu ESRP

Basd on ideas developed by Stearns (192g), Steams and
others (1938), prinz 1lszo1, tapoint (tg77),ana-i[ J. prostka
(unpublished) and on his own fieldwork, Kuntz (r977a, rglTb,
1978) s'ggested that moot volcanic rift zones or u, ninp 

"r,collinear continuations onto the ESRp of ,aoge-froot faula in
mountains beyond the margins of rhe plain (Fij I l). The ourly-
ing rauge-front faults .rr no.r.r and listri" r.-"rre ii* proao."
fault scarps and steep mountain fronts. within tte BshB the
continuations of these faults are represented by the structures and
volcanic landforms of volcanic rift zones, inctuding normat fa'lts,
eruptive and noneruptive fissures, grabens, vorcaiic venl at the
surface, and dikes at depth (FigF. g and 9). It is not crear that rherange-front faults continue onto the psnp in beorock beneaththe basaltic lava flows. The threedimensional ,eLtionst ipbetween the range-front faurts and the structures of the vorcanic

1ft 
zgnes can only_be infened from the surhce expression of thesestructures and their inferred arrangement and atiitodo at depth.

Relations bAwen regiotul *tcttsio4 volconic
rtft zones, and magma pdrction

Kuntz (this volume) propoees that strain release in the form
of basin-and-range faurting and coucomitant con@ntrated exten-
sion in volcanic rift zones leads to greater amounts of magmaproduction in the lithcpheric mantle, perhaps by decompresion
melting which in turn increases the number of suitable fracturefor the rise of magma fo the surface. The mechanicar-thermar
feedback nature of this mechanism 5rrggests that volcanic rift
zones of the ESRP-are rong-lived, sett-pe-rpetuating ,"oo of vor-
canism that result from regional extensioo"t t""rottl.,.

we suspect that major periods of faulting near-the margins
of rhe EsRpcorrelate with major periods orvJtcanism on cortin_
ear volcanic rift zones. Two general concl'sions support ttris
relationship' ( l ) The youngest rito of vorcanism on tnJ oortt 

"-margrn of thc EsRp (Great Rift and spencer-High point vol-
r1tir rift zones) are near sites of mqor quateriary faulting
(Pierce-and Morgan, this volume; Fig. lt). (z) fire area that has
o.1lv a few, very old volcanic vents ana pootiy aennJvorcanic
1! zgnes, along the so_utheast margin of the esnp, ir 

"oi""ent 
to

Belt IV of Pierce and Morgan (this vorume), defined ii,t 
",o 

*
an area having range-front fauls that were active in late Tertiary
time but that show little or no evidence of euaternary activity
(Fig. I l). we conclude that strain release at various times arong
various basin-and-range hults near the margins of the ESRp arso
contributed to approximatery conternporaneo's formation of
magma by decompression merting and b.s"ltic volcanism in
adjacent volcanic rift zones. Thus, uol."tri" rift zones i"f ,r." *
strain recorders that mark the approximate times of blin-and-
range-type faulting along the margins of the ESRP and of subse-
quent volcanism concentrated within the zones. unfortunatery,
currently available ages of faurting and volcanism are not yet
sufficiently a@urate to ailow * to inuotigatc this relationship
more fully.

Volcanic rtft zones and regianal tetonicsdrcss

Basin-and-range faults beyond the margins of the ESRp and
volcanic rift zones within the ESRp formed in the same regional

t

,
J

t
.i
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S-HP volcanic rift zone may result from a component of right
lateral movement on the Middle Creek Butte fault, which pro
duced extension fractures in a broad zone in the overlying flows. 

Axis oj the ESRP 

The axis of the ESRP, from Big Southern Butte to Juniper 
Buttes, is a broad topographic ridge formed by the accumulation 
of basaltic lava flows from vents concentrated along it and from 
local uplift that accompanied emplacement of rhyolite domes. 
However, the axis of the ESRP is not a volcanic rift zone because 
the orientations of fissures that control the location and trend of 
the fissure-dominated vents are perpendicular, rather than paral
lel, to the axis. Local concentrations of basaltic vents occur along 
the axis where it crosses volcanic rift zones. 

The axis is a belt of basaltic volcanoes and several rhyolite 
domes in an area about 10 Ion wide and 100 km long (Fig. 10). 
The domes and their ages, from west to east, are: Big Southern 
Butte (300 ka), Middle Butte «1 Ma), an unnamed dome (1.4 
Ma), and East Butte (580 ka) (Kuntz and others, 1992; refer to 
Fig. 17). 

Magnetotelluric soundings (Stanley and others, 1977) and 
Curie isotherm maps for the ESRP (Bhattacharya and Mabey, 
1980) indicate that a ridge of high temperature at shallow depth 
is roughly parallel to the axis of the ESRP (D. Mabey, oral 
communication, 1979). Evidently, excess heat resulting from the 
formation and upward transfer of basalt magma is still present in 
the deep crust beneath the axis of the ESRP. However, the 
movement to the surface generally follows fractures oriented per
pendicular to the axis. The vertical transfer of heat may also be 
responsible for melting the deep crust and producing rhyolitic 
magmas and the rhyolite domes (e.g., Leeman, I 982d). 

REGIONAL RELATIONSHIPS OF VOLCANIC 
RIFf ZONES 

Relationships between volcanic rift zones 
and structures beyond the margins oj the ESRP 

Based on ideas developed by Stearns (1928), Stearns and 
others (1938), Prinz (1970), LaPoint (1977), and H. J. Prostka 
(unpublished) and on his own fieldwork, Kuntz (1977a, 1977b, 
1978) suggested that most volcanic rift zones of the ESRP are 
collinear continuations onto the ESRP of range-front faults in 
mountains beyond the margins of the plain (Fig. 11). The outly
ing range-front faults are normal and listric faults that produce 
fault scarps and steep mountain fronts. Within the ESRP, the 
continuations of these faults are represented by the structures and 
volcanic landforms of volcanic rift zones, including normal faults, 
eruptive and nonemptive fissures, grabens, volcanic vents at the 
surface, and dikes at depth (Figs. 8 and 9). It is not clear that the 
range-front faults continue onto the ESRP in bedrock beneath 
the basaltic lava flows. The three-dimensional relationship 
between the range-front faults and the structures of the volcanic 
rift zones can only be inferred from the surface expression of these 
structures and their inferred arrangement and attitudes at depth. 

What seems clear at present is that regional extensional strain is 
manifested in basin-and-range faulting and topography in moun
tains north and south of the ESRP, but within the ESRP it is 
expressed only in minor normal faulting, emplacement of dikes, 
formation of fissure-controlled basaltic eruptions, and develop
ment of structures related to eruptions (e.g., faults, grabens, non
eruptive fissures) in volcanic rift zones. 

Examples of volcanic rift zones as collinear continuations of 
range-front faults are the Arec-Big Southern Butte, Lava Ridge
Hells Half Acre, and Menan volcanic rift zones, which are collin
ear with range-front faults of the Lost River, Lemhi, and 
Caribou Ranges, respectively (Fig. II). The Spencer-High Point 
volcanic rift zone is collinear with the Middle Creek Butte fault 
zone along the southwest margin of the Centennial Mountains 
(Figs. 9 and II). 

Relations between regional extension, volcanic 
rift zones, and magma production 

Kuntz (this volume) proposes that strain release in the form 
of basin-and-range faulting and concomitant concentrated exten
sion in volcanic rift zones leads to greater amounts of magma 
production in the lithospheric mantle, perhaps by decompression 
melting, which in tum increases the number of suitable fractures 
for the rise of magma to the surface. The mechanical-thermal 
feedback nature of this mechanism suggests that volcanic rift 
zones of the ESRP are long-lived, self-perpetuating zones of vol
canism that result from regional extensional tectonics. 

We suspect that major periods of faulting near the margins 
of the ESRP correlate with major periods of volcanism on collin
ear volcanic rift zones. Two general conclusions support this 
relationship. (I) The youngest sites of volcanism on the northern 
margin of the ESRP (Great Rift and Spencer-High Point vol
canic rift zones) are near sites of major Quaternary faulting 
(Pierce and Morgan, this volume; Fig. II). (2) The area that has 
only a few, very old volcanic vents and poorly defined volcanic 
rift zones, along the southeast margin of the ESRP, is adjacent to 
Belt IV of Pierce and Morgan (this volume), defined by them as 
an area having range-front faults that were active in late Tertiary 
time but that show little or no evidence of Quaternary activity 
(Fig. II). We conclude that strain release at various times along 
various basin-and-range faults near the margins of the ESRP also 
contributed to approximately contemporaneous formation of 
magma by decompression melting and basaltic volcanism in 
adjacent volcanic rift zones. Thus, volcanic rift zones may serve as 
strain recorders that mark the approximate times of basin-and
range-type faulting along the margins of the ESRP and of subse
quent volcanism concentrated within the zones. Unfortunately, 
currently available ages of faulting and volcanism are not yet 
sufficiently accurate to allow us to investigate this relationship 
more fully. 

Vokanic rift zones and regional tectonic stress 

Basin-and-range faults beyond the margins of the ESRP and 
volcanic rift zones within the ESRP formed in the same regional 
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thls volume)

Volcanic rift zone

stress s]rstem. The axis of least principal (extensional) stress in the

region is presently oriented S.45"W. (Stickney and Bartbolomew,
1987), which is consistent with rqional stress directions identi-
fied by Zoback and Zoback (1980). Volcanic rift zones have
acted as extensional strain @naentrators in tbe ESRP, jtst as

_I- Normal fault-Bar and ball
on downthrown side

Thrusr fault-Teeth on
upper plate

basin-and-rangc fauls arc the loci of regional strain in adjacent

rqions.
An imporant feature of the distribution of volcanic venb

and volcanic rift zones in the ESRP is the absence of fissur€-

conholled, elongated vents and volcanic rift zon€s aligned parallel

Figure I t. Map of thc eastcrn Snake River Plain, showing the relationship between range-front faults
and other structur€s beyond the margins of the ESRP and volcanic rift zones within the ESRP.

Compiled from many source$
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EXPlANATION 
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Cenozoic fault activity 
(From Pierce and Morgan, 
this volume) 

Volcanic rift zone 

Normal fault-Bar and ball 
on down thrown side 

• • • Thrust fault-Teeth on 
upper plate 

Figure 11. Map of the eastern Snake River Plain, showing the relationship between range-front faults 
and other structures beyond the margins of the ESRP and volcanic rift zones within the ESRP. 
Compiled from many sources. 

stress system. The axis of least principal (extensional) stress in the 
region is presently oriented S.4SoW. (Stickney and Bartholomew, 
1987), which is consistent with regional stress directions identi
fied by Zoback and Zoback (1980). Volcanic rift zones have 
acted as extensional strain concentrators in the ESRP, just as 

basin-and-range faults are the loci of regional strain in adjacent 
regions. 

An important feature of the distribution of volcanic vents 
and volcanic rift zones in the ESRP is the absence of fissure
controlled, elongated vents and volcanic rift zones aligned parallel 
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to and near the mrrgins of thc ESRP' If the ESRP wcrc a frult- eld thc kaow! ss1 9f sufrae and nerr-surboc basaltic flowsbounded rift valley' rs suggested by somc (see, tor exanrpte, i;- io-Jlot"t t .oor ot rhc r-.altic votcaniyn of tbc EsRp is pticbctt,1975; Hsmilrotr, r98z), basalricyctrrs -j ".hri";i;;; Jl"* yor.g"r.muld be €xpecrcd to be onceotrercd along aoa ir"ra"a oaii 
*''

lel to boundary faults" on rhe contrary, votaai" .n'["* iii" pErRoIoGy, pETRocIrEMIsrRy. ANDEsRp 
".rr 

ar dghr angres ro thc D*rurared. bo-d"tv-rrft ffi; iiiiocu.rnsrs or mslr,rrc uivl(Figs Tand-ll). Artho'gt this obeervarion oo" 
""rpiJ"a",ul ilo'vn or rrrE Esnpexisreoce of boudary hulb alorS rhe *rgio, of dr"-Es[p]ir 

- --
mircs rhcr exiEtctrce udikely. Faul6 p"I8ly-!o tl" mslgitrs'of Wgb vafirbwthe ESRP bave beeo descrr:bed frm scvcrsl localiaies (; for
example' Rodg'rs rd zenher' 1988)' Th€se il. r"* iiJl,"ii slo* ( 1967, 1970) wrs th€ fi,,. to accurarcly Ess€ss rheoontiruity and besahic vents 

"'e 
Dot 

"lig""a "roog 
,t"r,"iiil -io.'arogiol -a "m.i*r *Juii y i i"-* roc*s d rherhcy do lot qua[ry as boundsry hut6. J#4 ],y *a ,: oor9rug"a Ut 1i) tn"y lre hishty uriform

AGE or BAsAr.rc vor.cANrsM oF rHE EsRp ,;rlfl?#H;rffi:ffiili"tffi;ffif;
- Radiqnctricstudborbssslticrara-novso{rhe-EsRrnrvc :Ji1"5-s""rttrffL1flnTffi;ffi;ffi
been undcrraken onlv recentlv- Radiocarbor 

""av "rvr".gr* LTry-0"."i.,1, *.;; ;ilrily:6*,"d by neg,rrreticfields hts ben an arduous, tine-consuniq trsk tirgnirit ivotitioq tsl their ninor diversiry may rellecr snau difiereoqmany difficultics (sec Kuntz ttnol-"tf ;,n"r'r' i96-i; il"*-p"rrt- of psrctrtor mrgm.. es a rcsurt of varhtioo indating has bccn hanpotd bv'tte low K2o.contcnl 
"r,i" 

t"*i- tpt or-og.r g*6i$ 8nd (;) rocst oompocirioner varhrionstic flov,s (r,,picaly lcsr ru.o o.E%L tr" ,.j"tir. i"d, ;i,h" G J#i**i, uf 
-_"il^.iii;l.t#lli 

rocks subequera'd until rcceotly' mrs! tp""""-*lt -o "r"il."fu 
li.it"o"itJ Jtiiu"" .oam"a but not cbatrg€d stmck basic condrsionsIn spite of rh"c diftculti€s, about 30 -ri"u" .oio*ru." ,gr -*i 

pro-g *o -..;o, typo oiu"oitl"-rocrc ere rccognizcdad 70 rclirble K-Ar agcs ere presently availatlc f"";-"rh;;; in tuetnare niver nain- The najority of lava lows of rh€ snrkeaear*urfacc Sows of the ESRP /summerized in K*; splG rti, hrir 
"r" 

,rrri- aasrrs 0;t show tittte evidencc of diffcr-
il8;:t*t986;chrnpiotr8Ddoo".r,rse&x*E;;rb;;;l;".cotaminarion.M*rconsistofno(Eativeolivineand

.i"Hd-*arb*"to,ydctcmircdpareonrsneric**.* lffiff.iS*iriff ?ffTT*"#T:itrTtr;combined with Lailebte rsdiomerric 
"ges, 

i".tJrh"rG iloiJror"o _ -to"""rdd;;,h;;;.& ctassificstioosesri or the ESRp is covercd bv bsslirto hva io;thr;ii rtii -,rrr, 
s.* *o ff"mEif,a'fi& basars shown iDvoung€r rhrn 730 k " Most flows ba\€_ normd p.r*rv -q i"irJl -c + ""ffi;il;.,i#i#;itcs (normative olthcrcforc, were erupbd in rhe Brunhes r.frr-"r_roiJty 

-&ii 
,o?ill,t*r"o,.ti.rd,"i*-.rt"Eou rocb (Tablc 2),Surface flo's toown to be older then ruoG 

-"**-"#il. 
ill liL "*r- *.pt* from larcst plcisr;ene 8trd Holoceremouth of Birch crcek vallev on the ae6[s666 rrd; ;; il"" iio. cr"ur" s), and four of 24 olivine baiarr of pteistoceneESRP and along the noroern oan or m r:vr- il€.i"ttr ffi iltl ifro" q"y" g 

1r'e 
sligttty nephelirc-normrtive (<3 molec-A.'€ volcsnic rift zone (Efer to Fie. l7). Mo* flows-in rhe;,,', ";;; Ne) alksri oriviDe basala (Fi,: r2I

ilfr1rf'm 
nsnn 

"t between 200 and 70o tr txuntz ano otfr 
* 

fic secoru najor type orroctr t edtredrcratic rock rhat
Iogeneral,rbendiomerricdatasusscstha^rT4":""ri"iq 

ff,'l"t,i"?H:,",Jffi:tr.t":I*ffigffiHi;was earlier and more sporadic near the-rn&gim ad wes later eri i,il-d*--, t 9E2c). Thc major areas in the EsRp 8re themor€ p€rsbtent near thc ccntcr of rte- ESRP' vcm ror ta" Lt""i lil qp y"." rava fier4 
-trrc 

ccd", ButE fier4 and thePleistoccn€ rnd HoloceDe basaltic volcanisrn arc;-""t d ;; ii"'il tttu point area. Thc mocr evorved rocrs of the coMthe entire length of the ESRP aDd mo€c-of ahcm 
"r" "oooo*ri LT" ilio rr"^q* normative (<10 rnolec'ler percent e; Tsblcresr the ptaitr axis However. venrs for.rhe nr*rry ioid i _j"ei. ,rl.CoM law field sre concenbat€d "o. ,rr". io-n"o&oni;;; ' -"^fi" 

Chanpion, and othcrs (1986) disriaguisb rbrcc typcs
sff;.oo 

volcanic rift zone and the oorthera margia 
"i 

,n" uuriit r"u.^in rhe coM, KinSs Bowr and wapi lava fields

. ^ 
Becarse venicar expos*o * yir *-ftr.ore sam.pr€s i,l,lh#ffi'ff:"fffi ff;''ffi*:,#il ilfof flons have beetr dshd radionctricdly_, finfc t fnown fri iir"",'La"_ th€ undiffcrcntht€4 uncorlrmitrrt€d olivirethe age of besart fro$'s et dcpth or about ihc il;il;;;; ilil ?*;*"a 
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to and near the margins of the ESRP. If the ESRP were a fault
bounded rift valley, as suggested by some (see, for example, Cor
bett, 1975; Hamilton, 1987), basaltic vents and volcanic rift zones 
could be expected to be concentrated along and elongated paral
lel to boundary faults. On the contrary, volcanic rift zones of the 
ESRP cut at right angles to the postulated boundary-rift faults 
(Figs. 7 and II). Although this observation does not preclude the 
existence of boundary faults along the margins of the ESRP, it 
makes their existence unlikely. Faults parallel to the margins of 
the ESRP have been described from several localities (see, for 
example, Rodgers and Zentner, 1988). These faults lack regional 
continuity and basaltic vents are not aligned along them, thus 
they do not qualify as boundary faults. 

AGE OF BASALTIC VOLCANISM OF THE ESRP 

Radiometric studies of basaltic lava flows of the ESRP have 
been undertaken only recently. Radiocarbon study of young lava 
fields has been an arduous, time-consuming task fraught with 
many difficulties (see Kuntz, Spiker, and others, 1986). K-Ar 
dating has been hampered by the low K20 contents of the basal
tic flows (typically less than 0.8%), the relative youth of the flows, 
and until recently, mass spectrometric and electronic limitations. 
[n spite of these difficulties, about 30 reliable radiocarbon ages 
and 70 reliable K-Ar ages are presently available for surface and 
near-surface flows of the ESRP (summarized in Kuntz, Spiker, 
and others, 1986; Champion and others, 1988; Kuntz and others, 
1992). 

Field- and laboratory-determined paleomagnetic directions, 
combined with available radiometric ages, indicate that about 
95% of the ESRP is covered by basaltic lava flows that are 
younger than 730 ka. Most flows have normal polarity and, 
therefore, were erupted in the Brunhes Normal-Polarity Chron. 
Surface flows known to be older than 730 ka occur near the 
mouth of Birch Creek Valley on the northwestern margin of the 
ESRP and along the northern part of the Lava Ridge-Hells Half 
Acre volcanic rift zone (refer to Fig. 17). Most flows in the central 
part of the ESRP are between 200 and 700 ka (Kuntz and others, 
1992). 

In general, the radiometric data suggest that eruptive activity 
was earlier and more sporadic near the margins and was later and 
more persistent near the center of the ESRP. Vents for the latest 
Pleistocene and Holocene basaltic volcanism are scattered along 
the entire length of the ESRP and most of them are concentrated 
near the plain axis. However, vents for the mostly Holocene 
COM lava field are concentrated near the intersection of the 
Great Rift volcanic rift zone and the northern margin of the 
ESRP. 

Because vertical exposures are scarce and few core samples 
of flows have been dated radiometrically, little is known about 
the age of basalt flows at depth or about the rates at which flows 
accumulate in various parts of the ESRP. At each locality in the 
ESRP, all major basalt flows are considered to be younger than 
the rhyolitic rocks and their associated calderas. This relationship 

and the known ages of surface and near-surface basaltic flows 
indicate that most of the basaltic volcanism of the ESRP is Plio
cene and younger. 

PETROLOGY, PETROCHENUSTRY, AND 
PETROGENESIS OF BASALTIC LAVA 
FLOWS OF THE ESRP 

Petrologic variability 

Stone (1967, 1970) was the first to accurately assess the 
mineralogical and chemical variability of basaltic rocks of the 
Snake River Plain. He concluded that (1) they are highly uniform 
in field, textural, mineralogical, and chemical characteristics; 
(2) they are mainly olivine tholeiites in terms of mineralogical 
and chemical character; (3) they constitute a primary magma 
suite because of their great volume and comparatively uniform 
composition; (4) they were only slightly affected by magmatic 
evolution; (5) their minor diversity may reflect small differences 
in composition of parental magmas as a result of variation in 
depths of magma genesis; and (6) local compositional variations 
were produced by contamination by crustal rocks. Subsequent 
studies have modified but not changed Stone's basic conclusions. 

At present, two major types of basaltic rocks are recognized 
in the Snake River Plain. The majority of lava flows of the Snake 
River Plain are olivine basalts that show little evidence of differ
entiation or contamination. Most consist of normative olivine and 
hypersthene (Fig. 12) and are olivine tholeiites in the classifica
tion of Yoder and Tilley (1962), but some are alkali olivine 
basalts based on mineralogical and thermodynamic classifications 
(Stout, 1975; Stout and· Nicholls, 1977). Most basalts shown in 
Tables 3 and 4 and Figure 12 are olivine tholeiites (normative 01 
and by); however, three of the most mafic COM rocks (Table 2), 
two of 22 analyzed samples from latest Pleistocene and Holocene 
lava fields (Table 3), and four of 24 olivine basalts of Pleistocene 
lava fields (Table 4) are slightly nepheline-normative «3 molec
ular percent Ne) alkali olivine basalts (Fig. 12). 

The second major type of rock is evolved basaltic rocks that 
have Si02 contents as high as 65%. Evolved basaltic rocks are 
now known from at least nine areas on or near the Snake River 
Plain (Leeman, 1982c). The major areas in tbe ESRP are the 
Craters of the Moon lava field, the Cedar Butte field, and the 
Spencer-High Point area. The most evolved rocks of the COM 
lava field are quartz normative « I 0 molecular percent Q; Table 
2 and Fig. 12). 

Kuntz, Champion, and others (1986) distinguish three types 
of basaltic rocks in the COM, Kings Bowl, and Wapi lava fields 
on the Great Rift volcanic rift zone. The Snake River Plain type 
(SRPT), represented by rocks of the Kings Bowl and Wapi lava 
fields, comprises the undifferentiated, uncontaminated olivine 
basalts discussed above. A fractionated type is represented by 
COM rocks having an Si02 range of 44 to 54%. These rocks are 
fractionated with respect to SRPT olivine basalts, they mostly 
lack disequilibrium minerals and textures, and their chemical and 
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mineralogical variation can be amunted for mainly by fractiona-

tion of observed minerd phases. A contaminated type is repre-

sented by COM rocks that have an SiO2 range of 49 to &%.
These rocls commonly contain rhyolitic pumie incfusions that

range from microscopic to sevcral meters aqosq xenolitbs of
gneissic granulitc, and xeuocrynts of disequilibritrn minerals.

Our field studies indicate that mantle xenoliths are absent in

olivine besalts of the ESRP. trbrlo (1977) found olivine gbbro
xenoliths in rocks of the Hells Half Acre lava fiel{ but these are

probably cumulates of phenocrpt phases common in Hells Half

Acre rocks Xenoliths and xenocrysts dcrived from Prccambrian

gneiss beneath the ESRP are present locally in olivine basalts

(Lceman and Manton" l97l;Leeman and others,1976;Menzies

and others, 1984; Leeman and others, 1985; Futa and others'

1988) but are uncommon. The abundant indusions of rhyolitic
rocks in evolved rocks of the COM lava field are abent or
extremely rare in olivine basals of the ESRP. The abscnce of
xenoliths of Upper Prrecagbrian, Paleozoig and Mcsozoic sedi-

mentary rocts (or thcir netamorphic equivalents) in all basaltic

rocks of the ESRP suggests, but does not prove, that these sedi-

mentary and metamorphic rocks do not underlie large tracts of
the ESRP.

Petography

Thc pctrography of the varieties of basaltic rocks of ESRP

has been describd in dctail elsewhere (e.g., Stone,l%7; Leeman,

1974,1982b, 1982c; Stout and Nichoils' 1977; KunB Cham-

pion, and others, 1986) and is reviewed here only briefly. Olivine
basalts consist of olivine (Fogo-gg), a single clinopyroxenc (augite

to fenoaugite), plagioclase (Anzo-so), tianomagnetite, ilmenitc,

and brown glass. Most samples havc a soarsc, inrcrgranular tex-

turc: Crystals are typically 0.5 to 3 mm long. Other texhres range
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Figure 12. Normative QHy-DiOl-Ne for the 70 analyses listed in Tables 2,3, and4-

from ophitic and subophitic to intergranular and diktytaxitic.
Some samples are inequigranular and consist of 0.5- to 5-mm-

long, euhcdral and subhedral olivine and plagioclase orysAls in a

dfttytaxitic, subophitic matrix of olivine, plagioclase, clinopyrox-

ene, and opaque ninerds <0.2 mm in largest dimension.

Evolved rocks of the contaminatcd type are Upically hfryo'

crystalline, ild most of their crystals are <0.5 mm long. They

generally contain crystals of olivine (Fooux), plagioclase

(An-25-6g), clinopyroxcnc, titanomagndtite, and ilmenite in a

matrixof brown glass" The rocks typically show some evidence of

contamination in the form of disequilibrium textures (rcorbod

ptagioclase, clinop5rroxeng and anorthoclase crystals), dis€quilib
rium minerals (hypenthene, anorthoclase), incluions of rhyolitic
pgmice and gneissic ganulite, and xenocrysts of clinopyroxcnc;

zircon, anorthoclase, and apatite. Xenoliths and xenocrysts gre fal

more abundant in evolvcd rocks than in olivine basalts, sgggest-

ing that the inclusions may be important factors in the chemical

and mineralogical diversity of the evolved rocks.

Ptwhanisty and ftogercsis

OEvfuw bosslts. Olivinc basalts of the ESRP have a fairly

narow range in major'element and minor+lement chemistry, as

shown in Tables 3 aad 4. Covariation betrreen various oxides

and Mg value tMgO/(MgO*FeO')l and between totd dkalies

and SiO2 illustrates the chemical divenity of olivine basalts of thc

ESRP (Figs. 13 and l4). The diagrams also aid in rccognizing

mechanisms that may have played a role in crcating thc limited

chemical divenity. Notc that a cohcrent covariation trend charao-

teriz€s the olivine basalts in Figure 13 and that olivine bsaln
form a tight cluster in Figure 14.

Petrochemical andixperimental studies suggest that SRPT

olivine basalts were derived by partial melting of spinel therzolitc
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EXPLANATION 
t:J. Flows of Spencer-High Point (S-HP) volcanic rift zone 
o utHt Pleistocene And Holocene (LPH) lava fields 
o Craters of the Moon (COM) flows 
+ Pleistocene lava fields (PLF) 

Figure 12. Normative Q-Hy-Di-Ol-Ne for the 70 analyses listed in Tables 2, 3, and 4. 

mineralogical variation can be accounted for mainly by fractiona
tion of observed mineral phases. A contaminated type is repre
sented by COM rocks that have an Si02 range of 49 to 64%. 
These rocks commonly contain rhyolitic pumice inclusions that 
range from microscopic to several meters across, xenoliths of 
gneissic granulite, and xenocrysts of disequilibrium minerals. 

Our field studies indicate that mantle xenoliths are absent in 
olivine basalts of the FSRP. Karlo (1977) found olivine gabbro 
xenoliths in rocks of the Hells Half Acre lava field, but these are 
probably cumulates of phenocryst phases common in Hells Half 
Acre rocks. Xenoliths and xenocrysts derived from Precambrian 
gneiss beneath the ESRP are present locally in olivine basalts 
(Leeman and Manton, 1971; Leeman and others, 1976; Menzies 
and others, 1984; Leeman and others, 1985; Futa and others, 
1988) but are uncommon. The abundant inclusions of rhyolitic 
rocks in evolved rocks of the COM lava field are absent or 
extremely rare in olivine basalts of the ESRP. The absence of 
xenoliths of Upper Precambrian, Paleozoic, and Mesozoic sedi
mentary rocks (or their metamorphic equivalents) in all basaltic 
rocks of the ESRP suggests, but does not prove, that these sedi
mentary and metamorphic rocks do not underlie large tracts of 
the ESRP. 

Petrography 

The petrography of the varieties of basaltic rocks of FSRP 
has been described in detail elsewhere (e.g., Stone, 1967; Leeman, 
1974, 1982b, 1982c; Stout and Nicholls, 1977; Kuntz, Cham
pion, and others, 1986) and is reviewed here only briefly. Olivine 
basalts consist of olivine (F080-90), a single clinopyroxene (augite 
to ferroaugite), plagioclase (An70-SO), titanomagnetite, ilmenite, 
and brown glass. Most samples have a coarse, intergranular tex
ture: Crystals are typically 0.5 to 3 mm long. Other textures range 

from ophitic and subophitic to intergranular and diktytaxitic. 
Some samples are inequigranular and consist of 0.5- to 5-mm
long, euhedral and subhedral olivine and plagioclase crystals in a 
diktytaxitic, subophitic matrix of olivine, plagioclase, clinopyrox
ene, and opaque minerals <0.2 mm in largest dimension. 

Evolved rocks of the contaminated type are typically hypo
crystalline, and most of their crystals are <0.5 mm long. They 
generally contain crystals of olivine (F06~25)' plagioclase 
(An-25-60), clinopyroxene, titanomagnetite, and ilmenite in a 
matrix of brown glass. The rocks typically show some evidence of 
contamination in the form of disequilibrium textures (resorbed 
plagioclase, clinopyroxene, and anorthoclase crystals), disequilib
rium minerals (hypersthene, anorthoclase), inclusions of rhyolitic 
pumice and gneissic granulite, and xenocrysts of clinopyroxene, 
zircon, anorthoclase, and apatite. Xenoliths and xenocrysts are far 
more abundant in evolved rocks than in olivine basalts, suggest
ing that the inclusions may be important factors in the chemical 
and mineralogical diversity of the evolved rocks. 

Petrochemistry and petrogenesis 

Olivine basalts. Olivine basalts of the ESRP have a fairly 
narrow range in major-element and minor-element chemistry, as 
shown in Tables 3 and 4. Covariation between various oxides 
and Mg value [MgO/(MgO+FeOJ] and between total alkalies 
and Si02 illustrates the chemical diversity of olivine basalts of the 
ESRP (Figs. 13 and 14). The diagrams also aid in recognizing 
mechanisms that may have played a role in creating the limited 
chemical diversity. Note that a coherent covariation trend charac
terizes the olivine basalts in Figure 13 and that olivine basalts 
form a tight cluster in Figure 14. 

Petrochemical and experimental studies suggest that sRFf 
olivine basalts were derived by partial melting of spinellherzolitc 
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mantle at depths of 40 to @ km and that little fuactionational
crysallization oauned prior to or during eruption. The minor
chemical variation in the olivine basalts (Figs. 13 and 14) can be
accountcd for by fractionation of olivine and plagioclase, which
are phenocryst phascs in these rocks. varying degrec of partial
melting of peridotite source rocls of the mantle have also been
advocated to explain part of the variation in the olivine basalt
suite (Stone, 1967). Tilley and Thornpson (1970), Thompson
(1975), leeman and Vitaliano (1926), Stout and Nicholls (1977),
leeman (1982b), and Menzies and othen (19g4) summarize
experimental and petrochemical daa that support these
conclusions.

Rocks from the spenoer-High point area have affrnities
with olivine basalts and evolved basals. Thc more evolved rocks
occur at the low-Mg-value end of the coherent covariation trends
for olivine basalts (Fig. l3), s'ggesting that they may have
formed by higher degrees of olivine and plagioclase fractionation
than most other SRPT olivine basalts.

Evolvd bosalts. Evolved basaltic rocks of the ESRP show
large variations in major-element and minor-element chemistry
(rable 2). The different slopes in the covariation diagrams (Figs
13 and 14) for the array defined by the three sets of olivine basalts
(latest Pleistocene and Holocene lava fierds-LpH, pleistocene
lava fields-PlF; and most S-Hp) and the 

^n^y 
defined by rocks

of the coM lava field suggest that fractionation of olivine and
plagioclase alone, which accounts for the chemical variation in
olivine basalts, is not the same proocs that accounts for the
chemical variation of coM rocks. The different slopes also sug-
gest that significant atrrounts of crystal fractionation-of olivinl,
plagioclase, and perhaps other minerals-would be required to
derive even the least evolved coM basalts from SRpr olivine
basalt.

Studies by Leernan and orhers (t976), l.eeman (l9g2c),
Kuntz, Champion, and others (1986), Futa and others (l9gg),
and Stout and others (1989) identify two mechanisms for the
derivation of the evolved basalts from parental sRpr magmas:
(1) fractionation of observed phenocryst phases at pressures of
-8 to l0 kb, conesponding to depths of -30 km, and (2) con-
tarnination of primary basalt by mineral components from deep
crutal rocks or by partial melts of deep crutal rocls. Either oi
both of these mechanisms could account for mct of the evolved
basalts- stout and others (1989) showed that coherent trends and
nonzero intercepts on Pearoe element-ratio plots suggest deriva-
tion of the evolved coM megmas from basalt byirystal frac-
tionation and by assimilation of pumic@us rhyolite by basalt.
stout and others (1989) also suggested that chemical variations in
coM rocla cannot be explained by fractionation of olivine and
plagioclase alone but must include augite and Fc-Ti oxide ac-
cumulation and/or fractionation as well.

The character of parental magma for the varied coM rocks
is problematic. The Kings Bowl and wapi olivine basalts appear
to be likely parental magmas for coM basaltic rocls because
they erupted almost simultaneously with the youngest coM
rocks along the Great Rift volcanic rift zone. However, Kuntz

Basaltic volcanism eastern Snake River ptain

and others (1985) and Kuntz, champion, and othen (19g6)
showed that the most mafic basaltic rocks of the coM lava held
have a significantly different major-element composition than the
wapi and Kings Bowl basats. The most rnafic coM rocls have
rare-earth contents 1.3 to 8 times those of the olivinc basaltq
represented by latest Pleistocene and Holocene lava rocks (Fig.
l5). These geochemical relations suggest that coM basaltic rocks
were not derived by fractional crynallizaiion from olivine basalt
parental magmas; rather, they were derived from fundamentally
different parental magmas.

Petrogenetic schemes to account for the significant enrich-
ment of large-ion-lithophile (LIL) and rare-earth elements (REE)
in coM basaltic rocks relative to sRPT olivine basalts might
include varying degrees of partial melting of mantle peridotite,
crystal fractionation, and interaction of magma with wall rocks in
either the crust or the mantle, as suggested by Jamieson and
clarke (1970). In our opinion, thc most significant factor that
bean on this point is that a lGkm+hick granitic body probably
underlies the coM lava field (see Kuntz, this volume). This
relatively low density body or the partially melted lower- or
middle*nstal rocks beneath it rnay have inhibited the ascent of
magma through the crust and may have promoted enrichment
processes such as m4gma-wall rock interaction and,/or crystal
fractionation.

keman (1982c) and Futa and orhers (l9gg) noted that Sr
isotopic compositions of coM rocls trend toward typical lower-
crustal values with increasing degrees of differentiation and de-
creasing time, suggesting that progressive assimilation of rhyolitic
xcnoliths and/or addition of partial melts of lower-crustal granu-
lites may partly account for the compositional variability of the
coM suite. Menzies and others (1984) suggest that less rhan2ovo
contamination is required to produce the most highly evolved
rocks of the COM field.

ln summary, the chemical diversity of most SRPT olivine
basals is due ro variable degrees of partiar melting of mantle
sour@ rocls at various depttu and minor, subsequent crystal
fractionation of olivine and plagioclase. Fractionation of olivine,
plagioclase, clinopyroxene, and Fe-Ti oxides and crustal contam-
ination are factors only in formation of more evolved basaltic
magmas, such as thme of the COM lava field.

MAGMA OUTPUT RATES

Magma output rate (MOR) is the long-term, time-averaged
discharge rate of a volcano or volcanic region. Baksi and watkins
(1973) and Nakamura (1974) have shown that the MOR of
volcanoes is related to their tectonic environment It is greatest for
intraplate oceanic volcanoes, intermediate for volcanoes at con-
vergent plate margins, and least for intraplate continental
volcanoes.

Analyses of volumes and ages of lava flows in the COM
lava field show that the MoR was fairly constant at -1.5
km3.21,000 yr for the period from 15,000 to 2,000 s.p. and that
the rate increased to -2.8 km3/1,000 yr from 7,000 to 2,100 8.p.,
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mantle at depths of 40 to 60 km and that little fractionational 
crystallization occurred prior to or during eruption. The minor 
chemical variation in the olivine basalts (Figs. l3 and 14) can be 
accounted for by fractionation of olivine and plagioclase, which 
are phenocryst phases in these rocks. Varying degrees of partial 
melting of peridotite source rocks of the mantle have also been 
advocated to explain part of the variation in the olivine basalt 
suite (Stone, 1967). Tilley and Thompson (1970), Thompson 
(1975), Leeman and Vitaliano (1976), Stout and Nicholls (1977), 
Leeman (1982b), and Menzi~ and others (1984) summarize 
experimental and petrochemical data that support these 
conclusions. 

Rocks from the Spencer-High Point area have affiniti~ 
with olivine basalts and evolved basalts. The more evolved rocks 
occur at the low-Mg-value end of the coherent covariation trends 
for olivine basalts (Fig. 13), sugg~ting that they may have 
formed by higher degre~ of olivine and plagioclase fractionation 
than most other SRPT olivine basalts. 

Evolved basalis. Evolved basaltic rocks of the ESRP show 
large variations in major-element and minor-element chemistry 
(Table 2). The different slopes in the covariation diagrams (Figs. 
l3 and 14) for the array defined by the three sets of olivine basalts 
(lat~t Pleistocene and Holocene lava fields-LPH, Pleistocene 
lava fields-PLF; and most S-HP) and the array defined by rocks 
of the COM lava field sugg~t that fractionation of olivine and 
plagioclase alone, which accounts for the chemical variation in 
olivine basalts, is not the same process that accounts for the 
chemical variation of COM rocks. The different slopes also sug
g~t that significant amounts of crystal fractionation-of olivine, 
plagioclase, and perhaps other minerals-would be required to 
derive even the least evolved COM basalts from SRPT olivine 
basalt. 

Studi~ by Leeman and others (1976), Leeman (l982c), 
Kuntz, Champion, and others (1986), Futa and others (1988), 
and Stout and others (1989) identify two mechanisms for the 
derivation of the evolved basalts from parental SRPT magmas: 
( 1) fractionation of observed phenocryst phases at pressures of 
-8 to 10 kb, corr~ponding to depths of -30 km, and (2) con
tamination of primary basalt by mineral components from deep 
crustal rocks or by partial melts of deep crustal rocks. Either or 
both of these mechanisms could account for most of the evolved 
basalts. Stout and others (1989) showed that coherent trends and 
nonzero intercepts on Pearce element-ratio plots sugg~t deriva
tion of the evolved COM magmas from basalt by crystal frac
tionation and by assimilation of pumiceous rhyolite by basalt. 
Stout and others (1989) also sugg~ed that chemical variations in 
COM rocks cannot be explained by fractionation of olivine and 
plagioclase alone but must include augite and Fe-Ti oxide ac
cumulation and/or fractionation as well. 

The character of parental magma for the varied COM rocks 
is problematic. The Kings Bowl and Wapi olivine basalts appear 
to be likely parental magmas for COM basaltic rocks because 
they erupted almost simultaneously with the young~t COM 
rocks along the Great Rift volcanic rift zone. However, Kuntz 

and others (1985) and Kuntz, Champion, and others (1986) 
showed that the most mafic basaltic rocks of the COM lava field 
have a significantly different major-element composition than the 
Wapi and Kings Bowl basalts. The most mafic COM rocks have 
rare-earth contents 1.3 to 8 tim~ those of the olivine basalts, 
represented by latest Pleistocene and Holocene lava rocks (Fig. 
IS). These geochemical relations sugg~t that COM basaltic rocks 
were not derived by fractional crystallization from olivine basalt 
parental magmas; rather, they were derived from fundamentally 
different parental magmas. 

Petrogenetic schem~ to account for the significant enrich
ment of large-ion-lithophile (LIL) and rare-earth elements (REE) 
in COM basaltic rocks relative to SRPT olivine basalts might 
include varying degr~ of partial melting of mantle peridotite, 
crystal fractionation, and interaction of magma with wall rocks in 
either the crust or the mantle, as sugg~ted by Jamieson and 
Clarke (1970). In our opinion, the most significant factor that 
bears on this point is that a IO-km-thick granitic body probably 
underli~ the COM lava field (see Kuntz, this volume). This 
relatively low density body or the partially melted lower- or 
middle-crustal rocks beneath it may have inhibited the ascent of 
magma through the crust and may have promoted enrichment 
processes such as magma-wall rock interaction and/or crystal 
fractionation. 

Leeman (1982c) and Futa and others (1988) noted that Sr 
isotopic compositions of COM rocks trend toward typical lower
crustal valu~ with increasing degrees of differentiation and de
creasing time, sugg~ting that progressive assimilation of rhyolitic 
xenoliths and! or addition of partial melts of lower-crustal granu
lit~ may partly account for the compositional variability of the 
COM suite. Menzies and others (1984) suggest that less than 20% 
contamination is required to produce the most highly evolved 
rocks of the COM field. 

In summary, the chemical diversity of most SRPT olivine 
basalts is due to variable degrees of partial melting of mantle 
source rocks at various depths and minor, subsequent crystal 
fractionation of olivine and plagioclase. Fractionation of olivine, 
plagioclase, clinopyroxene, and Fe-Ti oxides and crustal contam
ination are factors only in formation of more evolved basaltic 
magmas, such as those of the COM lava field. 

MAGMA OUTPUT RATES 

Magma output rate (MOR) is the long-term, time-averaged 
discharge rate of a volcano or volcanic region. Baksi and Watkins 
(1973) and Nakamura (1974) have shown that the MOR of 
volcan~ is related to their tectonic environment: It is greatest for 
intraplate oceanic volcan~, intermediate for volcan~ at con
vergent plate margins, and least for intraplate continental 
volcanoes. 

Analyses of volumes and ages of lava flows in the COM 
lava field show that the MOR was fairly constant at -1.5 
km3/1,000 yr for the period from 15,000 to 7,000 B.P. and that 
the rate increased to -2.8 km3/I,OOO yr from 7,000 to 2,100 D.P., 
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TABLE 2. TAJoR.EI.EIIENT AI{D TRACE.ELEIIENT ANALYSE9 AilD UOI.ECUL/AR NORIIS OF SELECTED IAVA FISWS OF THE

CRATERS OF TllE ilOON LAVA FIELD, IDAHOil

Eruptive Psiod H G

Flow Kimama Lava
Greek

Age (ka) 15.1 12.8 n.a

GGFFE
Suncct Carey Bofieneck Pronghom lava

Lake Polnt
Utte Carey Silent
Park Kipuka Cone
6.5 6.6 6.5

78K65 78K147A 78K150
simite tto. 79K99 79K85 78K184

12,O 11.0 10.2 7.8
78t(61 78K72 78Krlt 78lGE

E
Grassy
Gone
7.3

78K183

st02
Tio2
Arog
Fa.O.
FeO
MnO
Mgo
CaO
Nqo
l<ro
Hao'
H.o
Paos

45.24 41.50 49.-q5

3.28 3.83 2.4
14.23 14.20 14.50
1.27 2.1A 4.53

15.11 14.78 10.47
0.28 0,27 0.24
4.53 5.21 3.14
7.50 8.13 6.47
3.50 3.47 4.50
1.75 1.60 2.35
0.33 0.38 0.12
0.08 0.08 0.16
2.U 2.78 1.56

99.74 100.39 100.13

5.71 5.98 3.04
4.73 5.49 3.'t8
1.95 2.00 1.73

10.70 9.73 14.n
32.52 30.91 99.77
18.s7 18.98 12.70
1.66 3.06 7.75
6.68 0 0
17.8 23.16 16.11

0 0.69 0.92
000

1,1E0 1,100 1,600
345

224 200 250
35 /t5 29
4<l<1

41 29 22
ndE9
28 28 32
nd55

114 100 130
21 19 25
<2 <2 <2
98 13 <4
nd 12O 14O
<2 10 <2
21 14 17
48 50 73
28 23 24

352 3sO 330
95 130 t15t

114 100 120
12 11 13

236 230 250
994 842 1,228

Malor Oxldee (Percent)

47.22 46.58 4ti.52
3.09 3.gt 3.20

13.46 19.42 13.81
0.E9 1.35 1.20

14.911 14.71 14.96
0.26 0.27 0.24
3.91 4.21 4.10
8.24 8.78 7.8
3.47 3.39 4.O2

1.94 1.83 1.92
o.24 0.23 0.32
0..10 0.06 0.09
2.29 2.46 2.18

100.04 100.62 99,04

Molecular Norms
4.9f 5.28 4.73
4.44 4.76 4.63
1.89 1.90 1 ,gil

1 1.&t 1 1 .10 11.77
32.17 31.26 33.18
15.92 16..8 14.50
8.67 9.44 7.99
8.02 s.96 0

12.11 13.85 19.31

0 0 2.57
000

1,290 1,160 1,300
334

215 207 230
3s 37 37
34<1

.15 50 27
ndndB
2s 26 30
ndnds

Trace Elements (parts per million)

45.64 47.25
3.63 3.23

13.39 ',12.49

1.79 8.62
14.28 7.6
o.a 0.25
4.67 3.82
8.18 8.40
3.55 3.07
1.65 1.82
0.37 0.19
0.11 0.05
2.13 2,33

99.62 98.97

4.62 5,14
5.24 4.75
1.91 1.gl

10.11 11.35
33.04 29.10
16.31 15.70
9.07 9.73
1.84 19.97

17.86 2.3{l
00
00

944 1,200
23

174 210
40 39
155
62 46
nd nd
22 26
nd nd
90 110
16 15
<2 <2
90 108
nd nd
17 <2
21 21
43 48
30 32

313 3tl5
177 146
92 109
109

198 225
795 990

49.49 50.54 52.78
2.55 2.42 1.86

14.28 14.16 14.6
1.14 1.22 0.74

13.55 13.1E 11.55
o.24 0.22 0.n
3.08 2.95 1.90
6.49 6.28 5.39
4.28 4.28 3.51
2.30 2.38 2.71

0.4{l 0.46 0.61
0.14 0.15 0.16
1.60 1.46 1.13

99.54 99.70 96.66

3.45 3.14 2.53
3.66 3.47 2.77
1.75 1.71 1.52

14.01 14.48 17.11

3e.62 39.s6 3{1.@
13.36 12.76 15.61

7.24 7.59 4.0€
2.58 6.63 18.42

14.24 10.65 0
000
0 0 4.29

1,490 1,720
44

230 250
28 21

32
42 38
nd nd
2A 29
nd nd

122 134
23 23
<2 <2

112 126
nd nd
<2 <2
21 2e
7084
30 28

311 290
54 25

1 13 117
13 13

229 229
1,170 1,362

Total

Ap
il
Mt
Or
Ab
An
Di
Hy
ol
Ne
o

BA
Be
Ce
Co
Cr
Cu
EU

Ga
Ho
Le
Li
Mo
Nb
Nd
Ni
Pb
Rb
Sc
Sr
V
Y
Yb
Zn
7t

110 108 110
20 20 21

1,7&
5

274
33

4
59
nd
33
nd

143
26

3
122
nd
<2
30
36
35

973
84

134
15

271
1,165

<2 <2
107 94
nd nd
4<2
2A 2',1

56 52
29 28

34O 3,[5
97

109
116
108

<2
<4

130
3

15
58
24

353
98

110
9 9 11

228 224 no
980 9,10 965
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TABLE 2. MAJOR-ELEMENT AND TRACE-ELEMENT ANALYSES AND MOLECULAR NORMS OF SELECTED LAVA FLOWS OF THE 
CRATERS OF THE MOON LAVA FIELD. IDAHO* 

Eruptive Period H G G G F F E E 0 0 0 
Flow Kimama Lava Sunset carey Bottleneck Pronghorn Lava Grassy Uttle Carey Silent 

Creek Lake Point Cone Park Kipuka Cone 
Age (ka) 15.1 12.8 12.0 12.0 11.0 10.2 7.8 7.3 6.5 6.6 6.5 
Sample No. 79K99 791<85 78K184 78K61 781<72 781<73 78K68 78K183 78K65 78K147A 78K150 

Major OxIdes (percent) 
51°2 45.24 43.50 49.§5 47.22 46.58 45.52 45.64 47.25 49.48 SO.54 52.78 
Ti02 3.28 3.83 2.44 3.09 3.33 3.20 3.63 3.23 2.55 2.42 1.88 
Al20 3 14.23 14.20 14.50 13.46 13.42 13.81 13.39 12.49 14.28 14.16 14.06 
Fe20 3 1.27 2.16 4.53 0.89 1.35 1.20 1.79 8.62 1.14 1.22 0.78 
FeO 15.11 14.78 10.47 14.93 14.71 14.98 14.28 7.45 13.55 13.18 11.55 
MnO 0.28 0.27 0.24 0.26 0.27 0.24 0.23 0.25 0.24 0.22 0.22 
MgO 4.53 5.21 3.14 3.91 4.21 4.10 4.67 3.82 3.08 2.95 1.90 
CaO 7.50 8.13 6.47 8.24 8.78 7.48 8.18 8.40 6.49 6.28 5.39 
N~O 3.50 3.47 4.50 3.47 3.39 4.02 3.55 3.07 4.28 4.28 3.51 
~O 1.75 1.60 2.35 1.94 1.83 1.92 1.65 1.82 2.30 2.38 2.71 
H

2
O. 0.33 0.38 0.12 0.24 0.23 0.32 0.37 0.19 0.43 0.46 0.61 

H2O' 0.08 0.08 0.16 O.jO 0.06 0.09 0.11 0.05 0.14 0.15 0.18 
P20 S 2.84 2.78 1.58 2.29 2.46 2.18 2.13 2.33 1.60 1.46 1.13 

Total 99.74 100.39 100.13 100.04 100.62 99.04 99.62 98.97 99.54 99.70 96.66 

Molecular Norms 
Ap 5.71 5.98 3.34 4.94 5.28 4.73 4.62 5.14 3.45 3.14 2.53 
II 4.73 5.49 3.48 4.44 4.76 4.63 5.24 4.75 3.66 3.47 2.n 
Mt 1.95 2.00 1.73 1.89 1.90 1.93 1.91 1.87 1.75 1.71 1.52 
Or 10.70 9.73 14.20 11.83 11.10 11.77 10.11 11.35 14.01 14.48 17.11 
Ab 32.52 30.91 39.n 32.17 31.26 33.18 33.04 29.10 39.62 39.56 33.69 
AA 18.57 18.98 12.70 15.92 16.43 14.50 16.31 15.76 13.36 12.76 15.61 
01 1.66 3.06 7.75 8.67 9.44 7.39 9.07 9.73 7.24 7.59 4.06 
Hy 6.68 0 0 8.02 5.96 0 1.84 19.97 2.68 6.63 18.42 
01 17.48 23.16 16.11 12.11 13.85 19.31 17.86 2.33 14.24 10.65 0 
Ne 0 0.69 0.92 0 0 2.57 0 0 0 0 0 
Q 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 4.29 

Trace Elements (parts per million) 
Ba 1,180 1,100 1,600 1,290 1,160 1,300 944 1,200 1,740 1,490 1,720 
Be 3 4 5 3 3 4 2 3 5 4 4 
Ce 224 200 250 215 207 230 174 210 274 230 250 
Co 35 45 29 35 37 37 40 39 33 28 21 
Cr 4 <1 <1 3 4 <1 15 5 4 3 2 
Cu 41 29 22 45 50 27 62 46 59 42 38 
Eu nd 8 9 nd nd 8 nd nd nd nd nd 
Ga 28 28 32 25 26 30 22 26 33 26 29 
Ho nd 5 5 nd nd 5 nd nd nd nd nd 
La 114 100 130 110 108 110 90 110 143 122 134 
Li 21 19 25 20 20 21 16 15 26 23 23 
Mo <2 <2 <2 <2 <2 <2 <2 <2 3 <2 <2 
Nb 98 13 <4 107 94 <4 90 108 122 112 126 
Nd nd 120 140 nd nd 130 nd nd nd nd nd 
Ni <2 10 <2 <2 <2 3 17 <2 <2 <2 <2 
Pb 21 14 17 20 21 15 21 21 30 21 26 
Rb 48 50 73 56 52 58 43 48 36 70 84 
Sc 28 23 24 29 28 24 30 32 35 30 28 
Sr 352 350 330 340 345 353 313 335 373 311 290 
V 95 130 45 97 116 98 177 146 84 64 25 
Y 114 100 120 109 108 110 92 109 134 113 117 
Yb 12 11 13 9 9 11 10 9 15 13 13 
Zn 236 230 250 228 224 200 198 225 271 229 229 
Zr 994 842 1,228 980 940 965 795 990 1,165 1,170 1,362 

J 
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rABLE 2' uAroR'ELEMENT 
^o TliiltTtsFH.|iTilTiir^01"='lp*::tH3 flg_Lls oF SELEcTED LAVA Fr-ows oF rHEcRArERs oF rHE uooi-rA--EEdfi;ild 6#ffi;

Eruptive Period C c
Flow

Age (ka)

t':':" 
i',",ii' t+,:,f sawt-ooth 

,^tf,:l *,|initra 
^:.i:t- 

x,gf'"v sefate S, r,icn efi"Walls N. Cauldron
6.0 6.0

9j9, 44.6s 4e.s8 44.ss ss.sz #il'o'E&"'."ill.r9 62.88 ss.el s2,04 u.,;rio2 3.70 2,41 s.ii 1.70 -i.ig t.e6 'i.qq o.oi -6.es z.s4 2.s7 2.s7
A'ot 12's7 14'4a i'i te'ei ri.r r 14.06 rJ.oz ra.+s ri.ge rs.91 10.29 1s.41
Fe.o. 1'zo 16.24 s.oe 1.ss 'i.dl r,oe i.ss o.ee 'i.gq 

r.ss 1.r2 o.7r
Feo 14'ss o'02 r i'ii 11'21 ro.is tq.+i ri.go z.se i.+q 1s.40 12.16 

'4.so

MnO o.27 g.?5 o.iq o.2o 'o.ir 0.26 o'.ez o.ti o.tq 0.24 0.23 0.24H:3^ i:33 itr ;X i:i ii;ii :.s; ,::t 23r r:: :e: ee: es4Na-O An.a a aa ^ AA

frl: r$ iH :tr iiji iii iri i:r ta i.$ iff ffi itrttlg o:il ffi f''" 016 o.€ 026 9.?9 o.ir o:ii 6:i; o.i3 o.2o,,1% ;;; ;:i if B.S B:l! l:?3 ?:$ lfi iri lF ?;[ i.yTotat 1m.24 1OO.2O too.15 99A2 99.17 90.9.t 9E.81 Eg.OO 97.75 1OO.,t6 9A.49 $'82
p 6.21 o.2e s.ez r.E6 ,,.j1",*,y.!i,"'"lr. s.sr 3.so i.is ;)i; i.l; itl 191 0.30 0.83 a.r6 3.rs s.alMt isd i'; it: ?42 r.85 4.25s _eer rs.ii ;* tss i:;; ;:G i": ^ifi l:li i:f; ?# il:p za2' 3.; .;,$ iiii fit .l?t JAS i!i! U,E ti,X ** l::ffil '!ij li:fi 'lil '3:?9 13:3 '3:: i-.1 zio -;; il:; ,3.s2 ,5.q,nY 6.53 12.76 .ol ,4.73 i.zit ,d.p 11.7s re.ii ,t.ii |fi ;.S ,?gl "lfr ,i:33 ;gN€ e- ;- ,oa0 i.^ ! fss ,iu !: 

,i* 
I" i* F;a 0 o o 2.12 i.re 6 o g.7z 8.78 i.zz 0.67 o

!: :: ':'] 3 ''3 'i: -Tf"'li"'on' ,,3 
":T i,..o ,,50o l'ro

i: 'n "X ':l Tr- zi z'i ..i, zzo 2sl zq 24o aro:r ii i ;J li li uo :i i I T 4 ii
;:il'itr::trtr;;27;;2s42Fi fi f; f: 11 n E.i.i S.f.B Xf. t ,X :i ,E ,g ,X ,i ,d ,g ,,! ,,! ,EMo<24<2ili tr'''*:i ''fr'fi,;?izi;ifr,I
ii i*EXIf"9':!E"!'fr:!$ It ts #fr "iF;8 fitru ii Jly ifi -:; ?ii 'ft 4 tfi ?fi ,,i. ,ti .fi e 

"21I lfr '.?:, "" 'li ''i1 ;# rii 'ii ';j 'fi ,?3 iS{ ?F 244 z@ ni ii ":: ^l: - 11 15 12 12 123# fls ,,fi x,,i?t "# #;

6.0 6.0 8.0 Craters Mortar Flat Dragon

3:;51Tfl l', jj5"^Iffi :H"ffff 0,"J:Bxl'A;
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TABLE 2. MAJOR·ELEMENT AND TRACE·ELEMENT ANALYSES AND MOLECULAR NORMS OF SELECTED LAVA FLOWS OF THE 
CRATERS OF THE MOON LAVA FIELD, IDAHO* (continued) 

Eruptive Period C C C C C B B A A A A A 
Flow Sentinel Fissure Sheep Sawtooth Indian Minidoka Devils Highway Serrate Big Trench Blue 

Butte Trail WellsN. Cauldron Craters Mortar Flat Dragon 
Age (ka) 6.0 6.0 6.0 6.0 6.0 4.5 4.5 2.4 2.4 2.4 2.2 2.1 
Sample No. 78K116 78K129 78K92 78K67 78K95A 791<94 78K81 78K151 78K99 78K120 78K126 78K52 

Major Oxides (percent) 
Si02 44.65 49.58 44.33 55.37 57.20 48.40 48.73 62.88 59.91 52.04 51.08 49.01 
TiOz 3.70 2.41 3.65 1.70 1.29 2.96 2.93 0.67 0.95 2.54 2.57 2.87 
A120 3 12.97 14.40 13.77 14.67 15.11 14.06 13.62 14.49 13.94 13.91 13.29 13.41 
Fe20 3 1.70 16.24 5.06 1.55 1.04 1.09 1.35 0.88 2.94 1.33 1.72 0.77 
FeO 14.55 0.02 11.31 11.21 10.23 14.44 13.90 7.58 7.44 13.40 12.16 14.50 
MnO 0.27 0.25 0.25 0.20 0.21 0.26 0.22 0.17 0.18 0.24 0.23 0.24 
MgO 4.90 2.82 5.57 1.94 1.45 3.83 3.54 0.27 0.52 2.68 3.05 3.34 
CaO 9.60 6.36 8.33 4.95 4.12 6.92 7.12 2.94 3.55 6.76 6.82 6.93 
N~O 3.04 3.86 3.36 4.12 3.97 3.58 4.21 4.20 4.00 3.57 3.55 3.61 
~O 1.56 2.26 1.50 3.04 3.40 1.96 2.00 4.64 3.91 2.31 2.39 2.03 
H2O+ 0.37 0.32 0.18 0.16 0.43 0.26 0.23 0.14 0.11 0.18 0.13 0.20 
H2O' 0.06 0.17 0.08 0.04 0.10 0.06 0.08 0.03 0.01 0.03 0.06 0.14 
P20S 2.87 1.51 2.77 0.87 0.62 2.12 1.88 0.14 0.29 1.47 1.44 1.77 

Total 100.24 100.20 100.16 99.82 99.17 99.94 99.81 99.03 97.75 100.46 98.49 98.82 

Molecular Norms 
Ap 6.21 3.29 5.97 1.86 1.34 4.57 4.04 0.30 0.63 3.16 3.15 3.87 
II 5.34 3.50 5.24 2.42 1.85 4.25 4.20 0.96 1.38 3.63 3.74 4.18 
Mt 1.93 l.n 1.90 1.50 1.34 1.85 1.81 1.00 1.23 1.74 1.66 1.84 
Or 9.54 13.93 9.13 18.39 20.73 11.94 12.15 28.10 24.17 14.02 14.75 12.53 
Ab 28.26 36.16 31.09 37.88 36.78 33.16 38.86 38.65 37.57 32.93 33.30 33.85 
An 17.74 15.96 18.61 12.86 13.80 17.03 12.71 7.16 8.93 15.52 13.87 15.03 
Oi 9.72 5.34 4.26 5.17 2.49 3.28 8.78 5.49 6.01 7.25 9.33 7.04 
Hy 6.53 12.76 4.00 17.79 16.54 16.53 3.00 8.64 11.30 20.47 19.63 16.97 
01 14.73 7.28 19.80 0 0 7.39 14.46 0 0 0 0 4.69 
Ne a 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
a 0 0 0 2.12 5.13 0 0 9.72 8.78 1.27 0.57 0 

Trace Elements (parts per million) 
Ba 959 1,470 948 1,850 2,180 1,300 1,300 1,900 2,600 1,600 1,500 1,310 
Be 3 4 3 5 6 3 4 6 6 5 5 3 
Ce 190 244 181 262 276 218 230 270 257 240 240 210 
Co 42 24 41 18 16 32 36 22 9 30 32 31 
Cr 11 2 19 3 <1 4 <1 <1 <1 <1 8 3 
Cu 60 37 64 34 29 54 25 27 26 23 23 42 
Eu nd nd nd nd nd nd 8 8 nd 8 8 nd 
Ga 26 29 26 31 28 25 30 31 29 31 30 24 
Ho nd nd nd nd nd nd 5 5 nd 5 5 nd 
La 98 127 95 137 147 112 120 150 142 130 130 109 
Li 16 26 17 26 31 20 22 30 30 25 25 20 
Mo <2 <2 <2 <2 <2 <2 <2 3 4 <2 <2 <2 
Nb 89 1,284 95 140 136 111 6 22 nd 17 23 110 
Nd nd nd nd nd nd nd 130 150 nd 140 130 nd 
Ni 8 <2 12 <2 <2 <2 5 <2 <2 <2 10 <2 
Pb 21 24 22 25 24 22 18 23 26 19 18 15 
Rb 47 50 40 82 77 55 56 90 nd 64 72 53 
Sc 31 29 31 28 25 29 25 22 30 25 24 32 
Sr 343 338 336 282 256 321 320 270 209 310 290 334 
V 172 40 175 15 5 117 110 11 <1 66 99 106 
Y 100 122 97 119 124 105 110 120 121 120 110 107 
Yb 11 14 9 14 15 12 11 14 15 12 12 12 
Zn 209 244 203 231 226 220 210 260 232 250 240 215 
Zr 789 1,284 774 1,401 1,344 992 948 1,482 nd 1,113 290 979 

See Kuntz and others (1985) for sample localities. nd = no data. USGS analysts: J. Crock, A. Bartel, E. Brandt, J. Carr, M. Elsheimer, L. 
Espos, L. Jackson, P. Klock, A. Mays, V. McDaniel, R. Moore, J. Rivielle, O. Siems, and K. Wong. 
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TABLE 3. IIAJOR.ELEIIENT AND TRACE.ELETENT AilALYSES AND TOLECUI-AR NORUS OF

IATEST PLEISTOCENE AND HOLOCENE IAVA FIELDS OF THE EASTERN SNAKE RTVER PIAIil' IDAI{Oil

Hells Haff Acre [.ara Fleld

Sample No. 84KS4 6.1&6 6.2+4A HHA-W HHA-8D SR\t72-2 SRV72'| 84KS2 75K179 841(s1 84KS3

North Robbers
Lava Fleld

Soulh Robbsrs
l-sva Fldd

I
st02
Ti02
A.os
FEos
F€
MnO
Mgo
CaO
Nqo
l(ro
Hro'
Hro'
Pto.

Total

Ap
il
Mt
or
Ab
An
DI
FV
ol
Ne

47.10 48.40
9.42 2.90

14.60 15.30
1.90 a90

12.80 12.60
o.22 0.2,
8.47 6.50
9.30 8.50
2.60 2.30
0,82 0.82
0.19 0.25
0.02 0.0tt
0.57 0.&l

100.01 101.46

1.22 1.14
4.88 4.09
1.73 1.79

4.96 4.90
23.92 22.72
26.38 2E.t1{t

13.66 8.53
13.41 22.18
9.84 6.19
00

nd rd
341 nd
243 rd
21 nd

40 3E
222
s2 51

35 32
8.1 7.7
3.2 2.9
9.9 9.0
1.5 1.4
8.3 3.9
4.4 4.0
0.59 0.65
3.89 3.68
0.55 0.51

Tracs elements (parts per mllllon)

44.60 45.20
3.r0 3.49
14.90 14.70
9.10 2.m
6.26 12.50
0.23 0.4
7.17 6.32
9.71 9.60
2.93 2.88
0.66 0.89
0.25 0.20
0.04 0.03
1.00 1.29

90.95 90.33

2.15 2.78
4.43 5.01
1.72 1.71

4.00 5.Q,
25.50 28,4
8.22 2a8
13.20 2.O7

0 4.8
21.8E 6.84
0.89 0

10 15

324 338
gT7 428
29 44
42 59
nd 51

nd 110
nd 63
nd 13
nd 4.0
nd 14.3
nd 2.2
nd 12.4

nd 6.6
nd 0.89
nd 5.89
nd 0.85

Malor Oxlde (Percent)

&.27 4e.77 6.72 47.21

3.02 3.22 3.37 3.&
14.99 13.94 14.87 14.14

1.06 1.67 1.99 4.12

12.66 12.8 13.82 10.53

o.2o 0.18 0.16 0.22

6.54 7.10 5.84 6.40
9.12 9.40 9.28 9.60
2,57 2.40 2.56 2.84
0.83 0.84 0.€1il 0.87

0.17 0.30 0.1E 0.10
nd nd nd 0.12
0.68 0.82 0.99 0.11

98.11 99.12 99.61 99.70

Molecular Norms
l.lE 1.77 2j4 0.24
4.97 4.63 4.85 4.92
1.64 1 .68 1.87 1 .70

s.1o 5.13 5.07 5.28
23.98 2..28 23.75 26.20
27.97 25.60 27,52 23.91

11 .55 13.63 10.70 19.'lit
12.93 16.91 12.47 3.89
10.99 8.40 11.62 14.43

0000

47.U 46.40 47.00
2.65 2.10 2.30

14.58 15.40 15.50
3.70 1.20 3.70

9.12 11.20 9.20
0.18 0.20 0.16

9.37 10.80 10.10
2.83 2.48 2.60
0.77 0.40 0.43
0.23 0.14 0.23
0.1'r 0.02 0.06
0.39 0.s6 0.67

99.70 100.17 100.75

0.83 1.17 1.40

3.74 2.Sl 3.21
1.47 1.43 1.48

4.61 2.37 2.55
23.78 22.31 23.40
25.17 29.77 29.43

15.53 16.21 13.13

5.29 1.84 7.55
17.59 21.97 17.87

000

Rb
Sr
Zr
Nb
Y
La
Ce
Nd
Sm
Eu
Gd
Tb
Dy
ET

Tm
Yb
Lu

nd
rd
nd
nd
nd
nd
nd
nd
nd
nd
nd
rd
nd
nd
nd
n€
nd

nd
nd
nd
nd
nd
nd
nd
nd
nd
nd
nd
nd
nd
nd
nd
nd
nd

nd nd nd

nd nd nd

nd nd nd

nd nd nd

nd nd nd

nd nd nd

nd nd nd

nd nd nd

nd nd nd

nd nd nd

nd nd nd
nd nd nd

nd nd nd

rd nd nd
nd nd nd
nd nd nd
nd nd nd

nd
227
215

15

32
20
44
27

6.10
2.4
7.7
1.0
6.5
3.5
0.4st
3.23
0.rts

nd
nd
nd
nd
nd
nd
nd
nd
nd
nd
nd
nd
nd
nd
nd
nd
nd

.i

+
!
J
z

l
:
a

t
t. ..;
I
I
t
it
t
i' .4:
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TABLE 3. MAJOR.ELEMENT AND TRACE·ELEMENT ANALYSES AND MOLECULAR NORMS OF 
LATEST PLEISTOCENE AND HOLOCENE LAVA FIELDS OF THE EASTERN SNAKE RIVEA PLAIN, IDAttO-

-------Hells Half Acre Lava Field North Robbers 
Lava Field 

South Robbers 
Lava Field 

Sample No. 84K84 6-2446 HHA-W HHA-80 8RV72-2 SRV72-4 84KS2 75K173 84KS1 84KS3 

81°2 
TI02 
PJZ0 3 
Faz0 3 
FeO 
MnO 
MgO 
CaO 
N&zO 

Ka° H
2
0. 

H
2
0-

P20S 

Total 

AfJ 
II 
Mt 
Or 
NJ 
An 
01 
Hy 
01 
Ne 

Rb 
Sr 
Zr 
Nb 
Y 
La 
Ce 
Nd 
8m 
Eu 
Gd 
Tb 
Dy 
Er 
Tm 
Yb 
Lu 

47.10 
3.42 

14.60 
1.90 

12.80 
0.22 
6.47 
9.30 
2.60 
0.82 
0.19 
0.02 
0.57 

100.01 

1.22 
4.88 
1.73 
4.96 

23.92 
26.38 
13.66 
13.41 
9.84 
o 

nd 
341 
243 

21 
40 
23 
52 
35 

8.1 
3.2 
9.9 
1.5 
8.3 
4.4 
0.59 
3.89 
0.55 

48.40 
2.90 

15.30 
2.90 

12.60 
0.22 
6.50 
8.50 
2.50 
0.82 
0.25 
0.03 
0.54 

101.46 

1.14 
4.09 
1.79 
4.90 

22.72 
28.45 

8.53 
22.18 

6.19 
o 

nd 
nd 
nd 
nd 
38 
22 
51 
32 

7.7 
2.9 
9.0 
1.4 
3.9 
4.0 
0.65 
3.68 
0.51 

46.27 
3.02 

14.99 
1.06 

12.66 
0.20 
6.54 
9.12 
2.57 
0.83 
0.17 

nd 
0.68 

98.11 

1.48 
4.37 
1.64 
5.10 

23.98 
27.97 
11.55 
12.93 
10.99 
o 

nd 
nd 
nd 
nd 
nd 
nd 
nd 
nd 
nd 
nd 
nd 
nd 
nd 
nd 
nd 
ne 
nd 

46.77 
3.22 

13.94 
1.87 

12.48 
0.18 
7.10 
9.40 
2.40 
0.84 
0.30 

nd 
0.82 

99.12 

1.77 
4.63 
1.68 
5.13 

22.26 
25.60 
13.63 
16.91 

8.40 
o 

Major OxIdes (percent) 
45.72 47.21 

3.37 3.44 
14.87 14.14 

1.99 4.12 
13.82 10.53 

0.16 0.22 
e.84 6.40 
9.28 9.60 
2.56 2.84 
0.83 0.87 
0.18 0.10 

nd 0.12 
0.99 0.11 

99.61 99.70 

Molecular Norms 
2.14 0.24 
4.85 4.92 
1.87 1.70 
5.07 5.28 

23.75 26.20 
27.52 23.91 
10.70 19.43 
12.47 3.89 
11.62 14.43 
o 0 

47.44 
2.&e 

14.58 
3.70 
9.12 
0.18 
8.33 
9.37 
2.83 
0.77 
0.23 
0.11 
0.39 

99.70 

0.83 
3.74 
1.47 
4.61 

25.78 
25.17 
15.53 

5.29 
17.59 
o 

Trace elements (parts per million) 
nd 
nd 
nd 
nd 
nd 
nd 
nd 
nd 
nd 
nd 
nd 
nd 
nd 
nd 
nd 
nd 
nd 

nd 
nd 
nd 
nd 
nd 
nd 
nd 
nd 
nd 
nd 
nd 
nd 
nd 
nd 
nd 
nd 
nd 

nd 
nd 
nd 
nd 
nd 
nd 
nd 
nd 
nd 
nd 
nd 
nd 
nd 
nd 
nd 
nd 
nd 

nd 
nd 
nd 
nd 
nd 
nd 
nd 
nd 
nd 
nd 
nd 
nd 
nd 
nd 
nd 
nd 
nd 

46.40 
2.10 

15.40 
1.20 

11.20 
0.20 
9.27 

10.80 
2.48 
0.40 
0.14 
0.02 
0.56 

100.17 

1.17 
2.93 
1.43 
2.37 

22.31 
29.77 
16.21 

1.84 
21.97 
o 

nd 
227 
215 

15 
32 
20 
44 
27 

6.10 
2.4 
7.7 
1.0 
6.5 
3.5 
0.49 
3.23 
0.45 

47.00 
2.30 

15.50 
3.70 
9.20 
0.16 
8.80 

10.10 
2.60 
0.43 
0.23 
0.06 
0.67 

100.7e 

1.40 
3.21 
1.46 
2.55 

23.40 
29.43 
13.13 
7.55 

17.87 
o 

nd 
nd 
nd 
nd 
nd 
nd 
nd 
nd 
nd 
nd 
nd 
nd 
nd 
nd 
nd 
nd 
nd 

44.60 
3.10 

14.90 
9.10 
6.26 
0.23 
7.17 
9.71 
2.93 
0.66 
0.25 
0.04 
1.00 

99.95 

2.15 
4.43 
1.72 
4.00 

25.50 
26.22 
13.20 
o 

21.88 
0.89 

10 
324 
377 

29 
42 
nd 
nd 
nd 
nd 
nd 
nd 
nd 
nd 
nd 
nd 
nd 
nd 

45.20 
3.49 

14.70 
2.00 

12.50 
0.23 
6.32 
9.60 
2.88 
0.89 
0.20 
0.03 
1.29 

99.33 

2.78 
5.01 
1.71 
5.42 

26.64 
25.29 

2.07 
4.25 
6.84 
o 

15 
336 
428 

44 
59 
51 

110 
63 
13 

4.6 
14.3 

2.2 
12.4 

6.6 
0.89 
5.89 
0.85 

. 
t 
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i TABLE 3. MAJOR-ELEMENT AND TRACE-ELEMENT ANALYSES AND MOLECULAR NORMS OF 

t LATEST PLEISTOCENE AND HOLOCENE LAVA FIElDS OF THE EASTERN SNAKE RIVER PLAIN, IDAHO· (continued) 
I 

! Cerro Granda Kings Bowl Wapi Shoshone , Lava Field Lava Field Lava Field Lava FJeld 
Sample No. 75K166A SRV72-21 K-KB 1V71-14 1V71-13 K-WAPI P46HRC K-SHOS 84KS6 84KS5 SRV72-9 

Major OxIdes (percent) 
SI02 46.50 45.37 45.80 45.70 45.88 48.20 46.39 46.10 46.40 46.40 46.26 
Ti02 3.20 3.32 2.48 2.29 2.29 2.36 2.17 2.84 2.54 2.68 2.86 
AJa0 3 14.50 14.57 14.70 14.76 14.66 15.00 15.43 14.40 15.00 14.80 14.36 

Fez0 3 2.40 2.01 1.50 1.78 4.25 1.60 1.05 1.50 1.90 1.70 1.52 
FeO 11.60 12.35 11.60 '1.03 8.78 1'.00 11.03 11.70 11.30 11.70 11.51 
MoO 0.17 0.19 0.21 0.18 0.17 0.20 0.19 0.21 0.21 0.21 0.18 
MgO 6.80 7.25 9.48 9.88 10.04 8.98 8.34 7.72 8.27 8.14 8.52 
CaO 8.90 9.23 10.40 10.13 10.18 10.60 10.77 9.85 10.00 10.10 9.84 

')1 N8:l0 2.80 2.92 2.31 2.56 2.56 2.30 2.65 2.52 2.57 2.59 2.88 
~'i 
~~ ~O 0.89 0.88 0.45 0.41 0.42 0.50 0.61 0.85 0.68 0.69 0.78 

H2O. 0.45 0.16 0.12 0.10 0.14 0.20 0.14 0.32 0.19 0.25 0.19 
H2O" 0.13 0.19 nd 0.06 0.10 nd 0.06 nd 0.03 0.03 0.23 

~ ~ P20S 1.40 1.03 0.60 0.55 0.60 0.60 0.67 1.21 0.90 0.95 0.91 
i 

.'1 Total 99.74 99.47 99.65 99.41 100.05 99.54 99.50 99.22 99.99 100.24 99.84 

1 
.t Molecular Norms 

'1 
Ap 3.01 2.21 1.27 1.16 1.26 1.27 1.42 2.59 1.90 2.01 1.93 
II 4.58 4.74 3.49 3.22 3.21 3.33 3.05 4.05 3.58 3.78 3.75 
Mt 1.64 1.69 1.52 1.48 1.47 1.46 1.41 1.55 1.53 1.55 1.51 

i Or 5.40 5.33 2.69 2.44 2.49 2.99 3.64 5.15 4.07 4.12 4.66 
Ab 25.83 26.86 20.96 23.19 23.10 20.92 23.92 23.19 23.35 23.52 26.17 , /vi 25.04 24.64 28.72 27.82 27.41 29.51 28.71 26.10 27.71 27.02 24.24 
Oi 8.75 12.30 15.58 15.41 15.53 15.84 16.69 12.70 13.23 13.90 15.32 
Hy 15.26 1.89 4.88 0.35 0.57 6.33 0 10.47 6.76 6.51 0.17 
01 10.48 20.35 20.90 24.94 24.96 18.34 21.08 14.19 17.86 17.59 22.26 
Ne 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.07 0 0 0 0 

Trace elements (parts per million) 
Rb 25 nd 14 nd nd 13 nd 21 11 14 nd 
Sr 363 nd 264 nd nd 281 nd 317 304 325 nd 
Zr 407 nd 205 nd nd 211 nd 361 271 288 nd 
Nb 40 nd 18 nd nd 16 nd 36 32 28 nd 
y nd nd 35 nd nd 35 nd 53 40 41 nd 
La nd nd 22 nd nd 23 nd 46 33 nd nd 
Ce nd nd 47 nd nd 50 nd 97 71 nd nd 
Nd nd nd 28 nd nd 30 nd 56 41 nd nd 
Sm nd nd 6.60 nd nd 6.3 nd 12 8.6 nd nd 
Eu nd nd 2.5 nd nd 2.5 nd 3.9 3.1 nd nd 
Gd nd nd 8.8 nd nd 9.3 nd 13.1 10.1 nd nd 
Tb nd nd 1.4 nd nd 1.6 nd 1.8 1.4 nd nd 
Oy nd nd 6.9 nd nd 6.9 nd 10.5 8.1 nd nd 
Er nd nd 3.9 nd nd 3.8 nd 5.6 4.3 nd nd 
Tm nd nd 0.54 nd nd 0.51 nd 0.80 0.56 nd nd 

Vb nd nd 3.16 nd nd 3.56 nd 5.19 3.93 nd nd 
Lu nd nd 0.50 nd nd 0.49 nd 0.73 0.54 nd nd 

See Kuntz and others (1985) for sample localities. nd = no data. USGS analysts: J. Crock, B. Anderson, A J. Bartel, S. Botts, M. Cremer, L. 
Kapos, Z. A. Hamlin, L. L Jackson, G. Mason, H. G. Neiman, K. Stewart, C. Stone, and J. Taggart. 
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TABLE 4 IIAIOR.ETEIIENT ATTIALYSES AND TIOLECULAR NORUS OF SELECTED PLEIST@ENE IAVA FIELDS,
EASTERN SI{AKE RTVER pl_AtN, tDAHOe

Sample No. 76K50 76K107 751<229A zOKOg 76K12 76K11 7eKt9 76K178 7AK177 76K13tt &1+6

sioa
Ti02
A.o.
Fqot
F€O
MnO
Mgo
CaO
NEo
Kao
Hzo*
H.o-
Pro.

47.41 46.25
1.65 3.44

16.42 14.11
1.54 2.26
9.34 12.95
0.17 0.20
8.78 6.09

11.53 9.28
2.40 2.89
0.32 0.75
0.15 0.26
0.0s 0.10
0.33 0.95

1@.09 99.53

0.69 2.05
2.30 4.95
1.25 1.80
1.89 4.58

21.56 26.80
33.11 24.A8
17.58 13.65
3.76 9.54

17.86 12.57
00

46.50 46.78
3.70 2.59

14.30 15.59
3.40 3.30

11.90 10.15
0.17 0.19
6.10 7,79
9.40 10.21
2.50 2.74
0.70 0.49
0.48 0.22
0.18 0.10
0.90 0.58

100.23 100.73

1.95 1.22
5.33 3.A3
1.80 1.53
4.27 2.92

23.20 24.77
26.60 29.00
12.42 14.56
18.21 4.11
6.22 18.25
00

Mqfor Oxldes (percent)
45.71 47.10 48.11
2.97 1.26 2.3ti

15./t8 18.55 15.59
2.8 1.75 2.22

10.81 7.38 10.42
0.21 0.18 0.19
8.r0 9.50 7.87

1 1.41 1 1 .00 10.06
2,48 2.36 2.63
0.32 0.26 0.68
0,22 0.44 0.32
0.12 0.14 0.10
0.54 0.28 0.57

100.25 98.20 100.89

Molecular Norms
1.14 0.59 1.20
3.34 1.78 3.29
1.53 1.06 1.45
1.91 1.56 3.92

21.90 21.53 23,73
30.50 34.34 28.93
18.54 15.,tr0 13.99
0 6.69 10.76

20.78 17.06 12.73
0.37 0 0

46.34 48.24
2.96 3.tt8

15.04 14.73
3.67 3.92

10.35 11.63
0.21 0.21
7.U 6.57

10.33 9.38
2.83 2.73
0.62 0.72
0.27 0.30
0.10 0.1s
0.84 0.78

100.60 100.84

r.78 1.66
4.18 4.95
1.61 1.E0
3.72 4.34

25.78 25.02
26.89 26.3tt
15.fi1 12.76
2.80 8.81

17.62 14.32
00

46.38 47.47 47.50
3./t8 3.46 3.20

14.78 13.56 15.50
2.94 0.91 2.90

12.41 13.64 11.@
o.21 0.23 0.22
6.61 7.37 4.90
9.39 10.07 9.50
2.62 2.trt 2.70
0.73 0.54 0.74
0.40 0.36 0.35
0.06 0.06 0.1s
0.81 1.18 1.10

100.82 101.38 100.36Total

Ap
tl

Mt
Or
Ab
An
DI
Hy
o!
Ne

1.73 2.50
4.95 4.88
1.79 1.70
4.40 3.23

24.01 22.s8
26.96 24.34
12.15 14.79
11.57 18.65
12.45 6.99
00

2.37
4.59
1.70
4.50

24.97
28.63
9.85

20.u
2.55
0

mainly because output of contamineted magma was added to the
nearly consitant output rate of fractionated magma (Kuntq
Charnpion, and otherg 1986).

The MOR for the entire ESRP for the last 15,fi)0 years,
calculated from estimated volumes of the latest Pleistocene and
Holoccnc lava fieldg is 3.3 k-3/1,000 yn. This MO& when
compared to the rate for the COM lava field, indicates that about
75% of the volume of lava erupted in the ESRP in the last 15,000
years has been from the Great Rift volcanic rift zone.

Because there is no reason to assume that the MOR has
increased or waned during the history of basaltic volcanism of the
ESRP, the latest Pleistocene and Holocene MOR is used ro repre-
scnt the ESRP in Table 5. This value is approximately the same as
that for other intraplaterontinental, dominantly basaltic lava
fields, such as the Springerville and san Francisco volcanic fields
in Arizona on the western margin of the colorado Plateau. These
intraplate-continental volcanoes generally have lower MOR
values tban either intraplate-oceanic or convergent-plate-margin
volcanoes, probably because less magna is produced in these
regions and/or because they have higher intnuion-extnrsion
ratios.

REII\TIONSHIPS BETWEEN BASALTIC
VOLCANISM AND CALDERAS OF THE ESRP

Kuntz and Covington (1979) suggested that the lengths and
orientations of volcanic rift zoneq the areal density and types of
basaltic vents, and suhle topographic features in the ESRp are
partly controlled by underlying buried calderas. In addition, they
proposed that (l) tbc orientations of somc volcanic rift zones may
be controlled by buried ring fractures of underlying calderas,
(2) other zones terminate at caldera margins, (3) areas that have
few or no vents on the ESRP may overlie areas of lowdensity
rocks within calderasi and (4) suhle arcuate depressions on the
ESRP may reflect colla@ parts of underlying calderas. All of
these relationships were highly speculative when originally pro-
po6ed because little was known then about the rhyolite calderas.

Kuntz and Covinglon used these relationships to prcdict the
size and location of underlying calderas. In hindsighg our ideas
about the size and location of the calderas were quite inaccurate
when cornpared to what is presently known or inferred about the
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calderas. However, we feel that many of the relationships we 
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develo@ n 1979 remain viable. ' i
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TABLE 4. MAJOR.ELEMENT ANALYSES AND MOLECULAR NORMS OF SELECTED PLEISTOCENE LAVA FIELDS, 
EASTERN SNAKE RIVER PLAIN, IDAHO-

Central ESRP 
Sample No. 76K50 76K107 75K229A 76K68 76K12 76K11 761<66 76K99 76K176 76K177 76K133 6-14-6 

Major Oxides (percent) 
SI02 47.41 46.25 48.50 46.78 45.71 47.10 48.11 48.34 46.24 46.38 47.47 47.50 
TiOz 1.65 3.44 3.70 2.59 2.37 1.26 2.35 2.96 3.48 3.48 3.46 3.20 
AJa0 3 18.42 14.11 14.30 15.59 15.48 16.55 15.59 15.04 14.73 14.78 13.56 15.50 
F~03 1.54 2.26 3.40 3.30 2.48 1.75 2.22 3.67 3.92 2.94 0.91 2.90 
FeD 9.34 12.95 11.90 10.15 10.81 7.38 10.42 10.35 11.63 12.41 13.64 11.60 
MnO 0.17 0.20 0.17 0.19 0.21 0.18 0.19 0.21 0.21 0.21 0.23 0.22 
MgO 8.78 6.09 6.10 7.79 8.10 9.50 7.67 7.04 6.57 6.61 7.37 4.90 
CaO 11.53 9.28 9.40 10.21 11.41 11.00 10.08 10.33 9.38 9.39 10.07 9.50 
N8z0 2.40 2.89 2.50 .. 2.74 2.48 2.36 2.63 2.83 2.73 2.62 2.53 2.70 

Kz° 0.32 0.75 0.70 0.49 0.32 0.26 0.66 0.62 0.72 0.73 0.54 0.74 
HzO+ 0.15 0.26 0.48 0.22 0.22 0.44 0.32 0.27 0.30 0.40 0.36 0.35 
HaO- 0.05 0.10 0.18 0.10 0.12 0.14 0.10 0.10 0.15 0.06 0.06 0.15 
PzOs 0.33 0.95 0.90 0.58 0.54 0.28 0.57 0.84 0.78 0.81 1.18 1.10 

Total 100.09 99.53 100.23 100.73 100.25 98.20 100.89 100.60 100.84 100.82 101.38 100.36 

Molecular Norms 
Ap 0.69 2.05 1.95 1.22 1.14 0.59 1.20 1.78 1.66 1.73 2.50 2.37 
II 2.30 4.95 5.33 3.63 3.34 1.78 3.29 4.18 4.95 4.95 4.88 4.59 
Mt 1.25 1.80 1.80 1.53 1.53 1.06 1.45 1.61 1.80 1.79 1.70 1.70 
Or 1.89 4.58 4.27 2.92 1.91 1.56 3.92 3.72 4.34 4.40 3.23 4.50 
Ab 21.56 26.80 23.20 24.n 21.90 21.53 23.73 25.78 25.02 24.01 22.98 24.97 
An 33.11 24.08 26.60 29.00 30.50 34.34 28.93 26.89 26.35 26.96 24.34 28.83 
01 17.58 13.65 12.42 14.56 18.54 15.40 13.99 15.63 12.76 12.15 14.73 9.85 
Hy 3.76 9.54 18.21 4.11 0 6.69 10.76 2.80 8.81 11.57 18.65 20.64 
01 17.86 12.57 6.22 18.25 20.78 17.06 12.73 17.62 14.32 12.45 6.99 2.55 
Ne 0 0 0 0 0.37 

mainly because output of contaminated magma was added to the 
nearly constant output rate of fractionated magma (Kuntz, 
Champion, and others, 1986). 

The MOR for the entire ESRP for the last 15,000 years, 
calculated from estimated volumes of the latest Pleistocene and 
Holocene lava fields, is 3.3 km3/1,OOO yrs. Tbis MOR, when 
compared to the rate for the COM lava field, indicates that about 
75% of the volume ofIava erupted in the ESRP in the last 15,000 
years has been from the Great Rift volcanic rift zone. 

Because there is no reason to assume that the MOR has 
increased or waned during the history of basaltic volcanism of the 
ESRP, the latest Pleistocene and Holocene MOR is used to repre
sent the ESRP in Table 5. This value is approximately the same as 
that for other intraplate-continental, dominantly basaltic lava 
fields, such as the Springerville and San Francisco volcanic fields 
in Arizona on the western margin of the Colorado Plateau. These 
intraplate-continental volcanoes generally have lower MOR 
values than either intraplate-oceanic or convergent-plate-margin 
volcanoes, probably because less magma is produced in these 
regions and/or because they have higher intrusion-extrusion 
ratios. 

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

RELATIONSHIPS BETWEEN BASALTIC 
VOLCANISM AND CALDERAS OF THE ESRP 

Kuntz and Covington (1979) suggested that the lengths and 
orientations of volcanic rift zones, the areal density and types of 
basaltic vents, and subtle topographic features in the ESRP are 
partly controlled by underlying buried calderas. In addition, they 
proposed that (1) the orientations of some volcanic rift zones may 
be controlled by buried ring fractures of underlying calderas, 
(2) other zones terminate at caldera margins, (3) areas that have 
few or no vents on the ESRP may overlie areas of lo~-density 
rocks within calderas, and (4) subtle arcuate depressions on the 
ESRP may reflect collapsed parts of underlying calderas. All of 
these relationships were highly speculative when originally pro
posed because little was known then about the rhyolite calderas. 

Kuntz and Covington used these relationships to predict the 
size and location of underlying calderas. In hindsight, our ideas 
about the size and location of the calderas were quite inaccurate 
when compared to what is presently known or inferred about the 
calderas. However, we feel that many of the relationships we 
developed in 1979 remain viable. 

-
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TABLE 4. MAJOR·ELEMENT ANALYSES AND MOLECULAR NORMS OF SELECTED PLEISTOCENE LAVA FIELDS, 
EASTERN SNAKE RIVER PLAIN, IDAHO* ,contlnued~ 

-- Central ESRP Spencer-High Point Volcanic Rift Zone 
Sample No. 76K119 76K127 76K134 76K28 761<178 761<192 761<205 76K210 76K240 76K196 76K315 nK51 

Major Oxides (percent) 
5102 47.28 48.17 46.35 47.49 48.78 47.78 47.38 47.33 46.17 52.21 50.24 47.34 
Ti02 2.36 3.16 2.58 1.93 2.94 2.87 3.02 1.22 1.74 1.98 1.94 1.21 
Al20 3 15.21 15.33 15.65 16.25 15.28 15.79 15.24 16.54 18.30 15.89 16.15 16.25 
FSz°3 1.70 2.43 3.57 1.86 1.37 3.79 4.40 1.09 1.48 2.74 3.24 0.83 
FeO 11.13 12.11 9.89 10.17 12.25 9.84 10.07 9.12 10.37 6.90 8.09 9.52 
MnO 0.19 0.20 0.20 0.19 0.19 0.22 0.25 0.17 0.18 0.21 0.17 0.17 
MgO 8.10 7.30 7.79 7.90 7.00 4.01 4.05 10.27 9.64 2.88 6.66 9.92 
CaO 10.14 9.89 10.03 10.14 9.85 8.44 7.80 11.02 10.28 6.38 8.74 11.10 
N~O 2.87 2.83 2.92 2.98 3.06 3.63 3.80 2.48 2.48 3.75 3.18 2.72 
~O 0.67 0.56 0.67 0.54 0.60 1.29 1.51 0.39 0.35 2.71 0.99 0.36 
H2O" 0.42 0.30 0.46 0.08 0.09 0.27 0.16 0.06 0.08 0.41 0.13 0.27 
H2O' 0.10 0.08 0.12 0.09 0.08 0.23 0.17 0.11 0.09 0.24 0.11 0.13 
P205 0.58 0.74 0.65 0.60 0.62 1.85 2.12 0.30 0.34 1.06 0.67 0.40 

Total 100.55 101.10 101.08 100.22 100.11 100.01 99.97 100.10 99.50 99.36 100.29 100.22 

Molecular Norms 
Ap 1.22 1.56 1.36 1.26 1.31 3.97 4.56 0.62 0.71 2.28 1.41 0.83 
II 3.31 4.44 3.61 2.69 4.15 4.11 4.32 1.68 2.43 2.84 2.72 1.67 
Mt 1.48 1.68 1.53 1.38 1.59 1.58 1.68 1.16 1.38 1.36 1.29 1.18 
Or 3.99 3.34 3.97 3.20 3.59 7.83 9.17 2.28 2.08 16.48 5.88 2.11 
Ab 24.15 25.63 24.80 26.81 27.82 33.49 35.07 21.90 22.35 34.67 28.54 22.23 
An 27.74 27.71 27.72 29.43 26.51 23.61 20.63 32.54 32.44 19.07 27.12 30.81 
Oi 15.29 13.52 14.37 13.64 15.09 5.59 3.93 15.74 13.23 5.11 9.68 16.97 
Hy 5.27 3.18 0 1.63 1.33 10.99 8.79 0 1.30 17.11 16.08 0 
01 17.54 18.94 21.74 19.97 18.62 8.82 11.86 23.98 24.10 1.07 7.29 23.01 
Ne 0 0 0.91 0 0 0 0 0.09 0 0 0 1.19 

·USGS analysts: S. Botts, L. Espos, Z. A. Hamlin, D. Hopping, P. Klock, S. Morgan, and M. Villareal. 

Sample localities 

76K50 = Quaking Aspen Butte 76K99 = State Butte 76K134 =: Teat Butte 76K196 = Red Top Butte 
76K107 = Taber Butte 76K176 = Topper Butte 76K28 = Morgans Crater 76K315 = Snowshoe Butte 
75K229A = Table Legs Butte 76K1n = Dome Butte 76K178 = Davis Butte 77K51 = Youngest vent, Split 
76K68 = Crater vent 76K133 = Circular Butte 76K192 = Crystal Butte Rock Quadrangle 
76K12 = Sixmile Butte 6-14-6 = Kettle Butte 76K205 = Laird's Butte 
76Kl1 = Teakettle Butte 76K1 1 9 = Antelope Butte 78K210 = Big Crater 
76K66 = AE.C Butte 76K127 = Lava Ridge 76K240 = Experimental Crater 

Since that time, much has been learned about the calderas. 
The Twin Falls and Picabo volcanic fields are described by Pierce 
and Morgan (this volume); the Taber caldera was originally de
scribed and illustrated by Kuntz and Covington (1979); the Blue 
Creek, Blacktail, and Kilgore calderas are described by Embree 
and others (1982), Morgan (1988), Morgan and others (1984, 
1989), Pierce and Morgan (this volume), and Morgan (this vol
ume); and the Henrys Fork and Yellowstone calderas are 
described by Christiansen (1982). 

noted that more is known about the calderas in the northeastern 
part of the ESRP because they are mostly or partly exposed; less 
is known about calderas farther to the southwest because they are 
mostly or completely covered by basaltic lava flows. What is 
presently known or inferred about the location, size, and extent of 
the rhyolitic calderas and the volcanic rift zones in the ESRP is 
summarized in Figure 16. 

The known or inferred location and size of the calderas has 
been determined mainly from geophysical signatures and also 
from exposures around the margins of the ESRP. It should be 

Here, we describe and attempt to evaluate critical field rela
tions of the basaltic volcanism of the ESRP that may be related to 
underlying calderas. Many of the relationships remain speculative 
and abstract because of uncertainties about the size, location, and 
character of the calderas. 
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The orientation and distribution of basaltic vents and vol-
canic rift zones are controlled mainly by regional $ress directions
and belts of strain corcentration, the range-front faulc. However,
the influence of buried rhyolitic calderas on the orientetion and
distnbution of volcanic vents and volcanic rift zones is important
locally within the ESRP.

Several critical obervations illustrate the variety and com-
plexity of thc influence of buried rhyolitic calderas on the oriena-
tion and distribution of basaltic vents and volcanic rift zones.
(l) The Rock Corral Butte volcanic riftzonelies on the probable
northwest boundary of the Taber caldera (Fip. 16 and l7).
(2) Fracture+ontrofled basaltic venb in the central part of the
Lava Ridge-Hells Half Acre volcanic rift zone are elongated
north-south, whereas fracture-controlled vents in the northwest-

OLIVINE BASALTS

ern and southeastern parts are elongated northwest-southeast
(Fig. 17). (3) Fractureoontrolled vents are elongated northeast-
southwcst between thc entral pars of the Lava Ridge-Hclls llalf
Acre and Circular Butrc-Kettle Butte volcanic rift zones (Fig
l7). (4) The Arco-Big Southem Buttre volcanic rift zone termi-
nates at the northern boundary of the Taber caldera (Figs. 15 and
17). (5) Linear concentrations of basaltic vents within calderas in
the ESRP occur chiefly where welldeveloped volcanic rift zoneq
as collinear continuations of major range-front faultq extend into
or cross calderas; major examples are seen wherc thc Spcncer-
High Point volcanic rift zone crosses the Kilgore caldera and

where the Menan volcanic rift zone extends 15 km into but does

not completely traverse the Kilgore caldera (Fig; l8). Several

conoepts may partly explain these field relationships.
l. The rqional stress direction in the ESRP (N.45'E ) is

evidently deflected and reorientd by the northwest margin of the

Taber caldera" producing fracture-controllcd basaltic vents within
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Figure 13. SiO2, FeO*, TiO2, and P2O5 vs.Mg vdue [MgO/(MgOrFeO')] (u/t pcrcent) for the 70
analpcs listcd in Tablcs 2, 3, and 4. FcO'is FeO + 0.9FezOr.
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Figure 13. Si02. FeO*, Ti02, and P20S vs. Mg value [MgO/(MgO+FeO*)] (wt. percent) for the 70 
analyses listed in Tables 2, 3, and 4. FcO· is FeO + 0.9Fc203. 

Relotionships between the orientations 
oj vokanic rift ZOMS and underlying calderas 

The orientation and distribution of basaltic vents and vol
canic rift zones are controlled mainly by regional stress directions 
and belts of strain concentration, the range-front faults. However, 
the influence of buried rhyolitic calderas on the orientation and 
distnbution of volcanic vents and volcanic rift zones is important 
locally within the ESRP. 

Several critical observations illustrate the variety and com
plexity of the influence of buried rhyolitic calderas on the orienta
tion and distnbution of basaltic vents and volcanic rift zones. 
( 1) The Rock Corral Butte volcanic rift zone lies on the probable 
northwest boundary of the Taber caldera (Figs. 16 and 17). 
(2) Fracture-controlled basaltic vents in the central part of the 
Lava Ridge-Hells Half Acre volcanic rift zone are elongated 
north-south, whereas fracture-controlled vents in the northwest-

em and southeastern parts are elongated northwest-southeast 
(Fig. 17). (3) Fracture-controlled vents are elongated northeast
southwest between the central parts of the Lava Ridge-Hells Half 
Acre and Circular Butte-Kettle Butte volcanic rift zones (Fig. 
17). (4) The Arro-Big Southern Butte volcanic rift zone termi
nates at the northern boundary of the Taber caldera (Figs. 16 and 
17). (5) Linear concentrations of basaltic vents within calderas in 
the ESRP occur chiefly where well-developed volcanic rift zones, 
as collinear continuations of major range-front faults, extend into 
or cross calderas; major examples are seen where the Spencer
High Point volcanic rift zone crosses the Kilgore caldera and 
where the Menan volcanic rift zone extends IS km into but does 
not completely traverse the Kilgore caldera (Fig. 18). Several 
concepts may partly explain these field relationships. 

1. The regional stress direction in the ESRP (N.4soE.) is 
evidently deflected and reoriented by the northwest margin of tbc 
Taber caldera, producing fracture-controlled basaltic vents within 
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Figure 14. Na2O + KzO vs. SiO2 (nrt, percent) for the 70 analyses listed in Tables 2,3,tnd 4.
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the Rock Conal Butte volcanic rift zone that are oriented nearly
parallel to the regional shess direction and, presumably, above
and parallel to the caldera margin.

2. The anomalous north-south and northeast*outhwest
orientation of fracturecontrolled basaltic vents occun at the in-
tersection of the southeast boundary of the Blue Creek caldera
and the center of the Lava Ridge-Hells Half Acre volcanic rift
zone (Fig. l7). We suggest that regional stress patterns are de-
flected near the intersection to cause the north-south-trending
vents and that the boundary (ring fractures?) of the Blue Creek
caldera has controlled the orientation of the northeast-southwest-
trending vents.

3. Lowdensity roclcs in calderas may be barrien to the
ascent and eruption of basaltic magmas to the surface. As de-
scribed by Kuntz (this volume), this relationship may explain the
termination of the Arco-Big Southern Butle volcanic rift zone at
the northwest margin of the Taber caldera (Fip. 16 and l7).

4. Fracture pathwap for magma ascent are rnct abundant
in volcanic rift zones that extend into or cross the calderas. The
two volcanic rift zones that cross or partly cross the Kilgore
caldera are extensions into the caldera of the two major renge-
front fault s],stems near its borders (Fig. l9).

5. Calderas may be affected by basaltic eruptions only after
subcaldera plutons have cooled and solidified sufficiently that
regional stresses can create faults in the plutons (Christiansen,
1982). The time span for the cycle of caldera formation, cooling
of subcaldera plutong subsequent fracturing, and basaltic volcan-
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Figure 15- Chondrite-normalized rare<arth element (REE) plot of sam-
ples from 23lava flows from the Craters of the Moon lava field and eight
lava flows from latest Pleistocene and Holocene lava fields of the ESRP.
Data from Tables 2 and 3. Chondritic abundances rsed to normalized
REE are those of Haskin and othen (1969).
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Figure 14. Na20 + K20 vs. Si02 (wt percent) for the 70 analyses listed in Tables 2, 3, and 4. 

the Rock Corral Butte volcanic rift zone that are oriented nearly 
parallel to the regional stress direction and, presumably, above 
and parallel to the caldera margin. 
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2. The anomalous north-south and northeast-southwest 
orientation of fracture-controlled basaltic vents occurs at the in
tersection of the southeast boundary of the Blue Creek caldera 
and the center of the Lava Ridge-Hells Half Acre volcanic rift 
zone (Fig. 17). We suggest that regional stress patterns are de
flected near the intersection to cause the north-south-trending 
vents and that the boundary (ring fractures?) of the Blue Creek 
caldera has controlled the orientation of the northeast-southwest
trending vents. 

1000.-------~----~--~~----~--------~~ 

3. Low-density rocks in calderas may be barriers to the 
ascent and eruption of basaltic magmas to the surface. As de
scribed by Kuntz (this volume), this relationship may explain the 
termination of the Arco-Big Southern Butte volcanic rift zone at 
the northwest margin of the Taber caldera (Figs. 16 and 17). 

4. Fracture pathways for magma ascent are most abundant 
in volcanic rift zones that extend into or cross the calderas. The 
two volcanic rift zones that cross or partly cross the Kilgore 
caldera are extensions into the caldera of the two major range
front fault systems near its borders (Fig. 19). 

5. Calderas may be affected by basaltic eruptions only after 
subcaldera plutons have cooled and solidified sufficiently that 
regional stresses can create faults in the plutons (Christiansen, 
1982). The time span for the cycle of caldera formation, cooling 
of subcaldera plutons, subsequent fracturing, and basaltic volcan-
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Figure 15. Chondrite-normalized rare-earth element (REE) plot of sam
ples from 23 lava flows from the Craters of the Moon lava field and eight 
lava flows from latest Pleistocene and Holocene lava fields ofthe ESRP. 
Data from Tables 2 and 3. Chondritic abundances used to normalized 
REE are those of Haskin and others (1969). 
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TABLE 5. ilACilA OUTPUT RATES FOR VARIOUS VOLCANOES,
LAVA FIELDS, AND VOLCANIC REGIONSI

Volcarp or volcanlc region Magma O'ttput
Rde

(kms/l,000y0

Comranru, Clortxlxtt-v Beselrrc bve Fruos
Craters of the Moon leva fldd, eastern Sneke

Rlver Plain (15 to 2 ka)
Entire Eastem Snake Rfuet Plain (151o 2l€)
San Frarrcisco volcanic ffeld, Arizona (5 Ma to preen$ 0.2 to 3.3t
SprlrBaruille volcanlc field, Arlzona:

P6ak activity (2 to 1 Ma)
Average 2 to 0.3 Ma

CrxrnelVoLcAxoEs
Etna, ltarly (1759 lo 1974)
Piton de la Fouma'se, Reunion lebnd (1972 to 1981)

Fuego, Chlle
Kilauea, Hawall (1823 to 1975)
Mzuna [oa, Hawaii (1823 to 1975)

Little Lct River, and Birch Creek dong the northwest margin of
the ESRP, (3) near the northwest end of the Circular
Butt+Kettle Butte volcanic rift zones, (4) thesoutheast margin of
the ESRP benreen ldaho Falls and Pocatellq (5) an area
northwest of Teneton, (6) an area between Idaho Falls and the
Menan volcanic rift zone, and (7) the region between the Spen-
oer-High Point volcanic rift zore and Juniper Buttes.

These areas of sparse or no basaltic vents are within the
known or infened boundaries of buried rhyolitic calderas (FiS.
l7 and l8). The concept that fill of lowdensity rocks in calderas
qested densrty banien to the intrusion of basalt magma may
partly explain the distribution of spanc or no basaltic vcnts in
some para of thc ESRP. For example, Kuntz (this volume) sug-

gests that the lack of basaltic vents in the area west of Blackfoot
may be due to a thick accumulation of lowdensity rocks

throughout the deep, piston*haped Taber caldera.
The spatid relationship between the sparsenees or absence

of basaltic vents and lowdensity rocks in underlying calderas

elsewhere in the ESRP is more speculative. Morgan (1988) and
Morgan and others (1989) suggest that thc Blacktail, Blue Creek,
and Kilgorc calderas are shallow structures less than I km deep
and that relatively deep stnrctureg possibly filled by lowdensity
ejecta and/or colluvial materialsr occur as separate, grabenlike
rhyolitic vents along the margins of thesc calderas.If the reliation-
ship between thick fill of lowdensity rocks and spanity of basal-
tic venb holds, then we propose that elongated grabenlike
rhyolitic vents may occur along the northwest margin of thc Blue
Creek caldera in the vicinity of the sinks area of the Big L"ct
River, Little Lost River, and Birch Creek (Fig. l7). A possiHe

caldera-margin rhyolitic vent or vents at this locality may also
explain the absene of bnsaltic vents near the northwest end of the
Circular Butte-Kettle Butte volcanic rift zone (Fig. l7).

The absence of basaltic vents along tbe southeast margin of
the ESRP betwccn ldaho Falls and Pocatcllo (FiS. l0 and 17)
may reflect a real lack of bsaltic venb or may result from the
concealment of older vents by alluvial sediments along the Snake

and Henrys Fork rivers As discussed above, this part ofthe ESRP

lies adjacent to Belt IV of Pierce and Morgan (this volume),
defined by them as an area having range-front faults that werc
active in late Tertiary time but show no evidencc of Quaternary
activity (Fig. I l). By assuming that basaltic volcanism in the

ESRP is roughly coevd with basin-and-range deformation along
its margins, as discussed above, we conclude that basaltic vents in

this region may have formed several million years ago and rnay

be covered by younger alluvial sediments
Subtle topographic lows generally coincide with areas of

sparse or no basaltic vents at four localities in the ESRP: (l) the

area northwest of Terreton, (2) the area between Idaho Falls and

the Menan volcanic rift zong (3) the area between the Spencer-
High Point volcanic rift zone and Juniper Buttes, and (4) the

Taber caldera (Figs. 17 and l8). We suggest that these four
regions may be areas of sparse basaltic vents and low elevation
because they are adjacent to basaltic vents concentrated in higtr
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ism can be estimated from radiometric data for rocks in and near
the 4.3-Ma Kilgore caldera and the 1.3-Ma Henryn Fork caldera
(FiS. 9 and l8). Gerritt Basalt flows that cover the floor of the
Henrys Fork caldera were erupted Lt 200 ka from vents in thc
southwest part of thc caldcra (Christiansen, 1982). Thc Morgans
Crater lava Frel4 erupted from one of the oldest vents in the
central part of the Spencer-High Point volcanic rift zone, has a

K-Ar age of 355 t 68 ka (G. B. Dalrymple, U.S. Geological
Survey, written communication, 1980). These ages suggpst that
the Spencer-High Point volcanic rift zone had formed and was
the locus of erupions within the Kilgore caldera before 350 ka
and extended into Henrys Fork caldera about 200 ka, when the
caldera was 1.1 million yean old. From this we conclude that
roughly one million years was necessary for sufficient cooling to
take place before subcaldera plutons were cut by faulb-

Relationships between bw dansity or absctw
of basaltic vents and wdolying aWeros

Variors parts of the ESRP, even within volcanic rift zones,
contain few or no basaltic vents (Figs. 10, 17, and l8). Notable
examples are: (l) the area within the inferred boundaries of the
Taber calderq (2) the area of the sinls of the Big Lnst River,
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TABLE 5. MAGMA OUTPUT RATES FOR VARIOUS VOLCANOES, 
LAVA FIELDS, AND VOLCANIC REGIONS* 

Volcano or volcanic region Magma OUtput 
Rate 

(km3/1 ,000 yr) 

CONTINENTAL, DoMINANTLY BASALTIC LAVA FIELDS 

Craters of the Moon lava field, eastern Snake 
River Plain (15 to 2 ka) 2.4 

Entire eastem Snake River Plain (15 to 2 ka) 3.3 
San Francisco volcanic field, Arizona (5 Ma to present) 0.2 to 3.3t 

Springerville volcanic field, Arizona: 
Peak activity (2 to 1 Ma) 2.5 
Average 2 to 0.3 Ma 1.5 

CENTRAL VOLCANOES 

Etna, Italy (1759 to 1974) 9.5 
Piton de la Fournaise, Reunion Island (1972 to 1981) 9.5 
Fuego, Chile 16 
Kilauea, Hawaii (1823 to 1975) 22 
Mauna Loa, Hawaii (1823 to 1975) 22 

LAROE VOLCANIC RIOIONS 

Iceland (last 10,000 years) 500 
Columbia Plateau, USA 1,000 

*Data from Kuntz, Champion, and others, 1986; Tanaka and others, 
1986: and Condit and others, 1989. 
tRange for various time intervals. 

ism can be estimated from radiometric data for rocks in and near 
the 4.3-Ma Kilgore Clldera and the 1.3-Ma Henrys Fork caldera 
(Figs. 9 and 18). Gerritt Basalt flows that cover the floor of the 
Henrys Fork caldera were erupted at 200 ka from vents in the 
southwest part of the caldera (Christiansen, 1982). The Morgans 
Crater lava field, erupted from one of the oldest vents in the 
central part of the Spencer-High Point volcanic rift zone, has a 
K-Ar age of 365 ± 68 ka (G. B. Dalrymple, U.S. GeologiCll 
Survey, written communication, 1980). These ages suggest that 
the Spencer-High Point volcanic rift zone had formed and was 
the locus of eruptions within the Kilgore caldera before 350 ka 
and extended into Henrys Fork caldera about 200 ka, when the 
caldera was 1.1 million years old From this we conclude that 
roughly one million years was necessary for sufficient cooling to 
take place before subcaldera plutons were cut by faults. 

Relationships between low density 0' absence 
oj basaltic vents and untlerlying calderas 

Various parts of the ESRP, even within volcanic rift zones, 
contain few or no basaltic vents (Figs. 10, 17, and 18). Notable 
examples are: (I) the area. within the inferred boundaries of the 
Taber caldera, (2) the area of the sinks of the Big Lost River, 

Little Lost River, and Birch Creek along the northwest margin of 
the ESRP, (3) near the northwest end of the Circular 
Butte-Kettle Butte volcanic rift zones, (4) the southeast margin of 
the ESRP between Idaho Falls and Pocatello, (5) an area 
northwest of Terreton, (6) an area between Idaho Falls and the 
Menan volcanic rift zone, and (7) the region between the Spen
cer-High Point volcanic rift zone and Juniper Buttes. 

These areas of sparse or no basaltic vents are within the 
known or inferred boundaries of buried rhyolitic calderas (Figs. 
17 and 18). The concept that fill oflow-density rocks in calderas 
created density barriers to the intrusion of basalt magma may 
partly explain the distribution of sparse or no basaltic vents in 
some parts of the ESRP. For example, Kuntz (this volume) sug
gests that the lack of basaltic vents in the area west of Blackfoot 
may be due to a thick accumulation of low-density rocks 
throughout the deep, piston-shaped Taber caldera. 

The spatial relationship between the sparseness or absence 
of basaltic vents and low-density rocks in underlying calderas 
elsewhere in the ESRP is more speculative. Morgan (1988) and 
Morgan and others (1989) suggest that the Blacktail, Blue Creek, 
and Kilgore calderas are shallow structures less than 1 km deep 
and that relatively deep structures, possibly filled by low-density 
ejecta and/or colluvial materials, occur as separate, grabenlike 
rhyolitic vents along the margins of these calderas. If the relation
ship between thick fill of low-density rocks and sparsity of basal
tic vents hol~ then we propose that elongated, grabenlike 
rhyolitic vents may occur along the northwest margin of the Blue 
Creek caldera in the vicinity of the sinks area of the Big Lost 
River, Little Lost River, and Birch Creek (Fig. 17). A possible 
caldera-margin rhyolitic vent or vents at this locality may also 
explain the absence of basaltic vents near the northwest end of tte 
Circular Butte-Kettle Butte volcanic rift zone (Fig. 17). 

The absence of basaltic vents along the southeast margin of 
the ESRP between Idaho Falls and Pocatello (Figs. 10 and 17) 
may reflect a real lack of basaltic vents or may result from the 
concealment of older vents by alluvial sediments along the Snake 
and Henrys Fork rivers. As discussed above, this part ofthe ESRP 
lies adjacent to Belt IV of Pierce and Morgan (this volume), 
defined by them as an area having range-front faults that were 
active in late Tertiary time but show no evidence of Quaternary 
activity (Fig. 11). By assuming that basaltic volcanism in the 
ESRP is roughly coeval with basin-and-range deformation along 
its margins, as discussed above, we conclude that basaltic vents in 
this region may have formed several million years ago and may 
be covered by younger alluvial sediments. 

Subtle topographic lows generally coincide with areas of 
sparse or no basaltic vents at four localities in the ESRP: (1) the 
area northwest of Terreton, (2) the area between Idaho Falls and 
the Menan volcanic rift zone, (3) the area between the Spencer
High Point volcanic rift zone and Juniper Buttes, and (4) the 
Taber caldera (Figs. 17 and 18). We suggest that these four 
regions may be areas of sparse basaltic vents and low elevation 
because they are adjacent to basaltic vents concentrated in high-



standing volcanic rift zones. Alternatively, these areas may overlie
parts of underlying calderas that were once filled with low-
density materials and have since compacted, reaving collapsed
parts of calderas unrelated to caldera-forming eruptions.

Relationships betwen high density
oJ basaltic ven6', rhyolite domes, and underlying calderas

within the Arco-Big southern Butte and Howe-East Butte
volcanic rift zones, the highest concentration of basaltic vents
occurs near their centers where they intersect the western and
southern boundary of the Blue creek caldera (Fig. l7). This
relationship suggests that interaction between fractures of the rift
zones and the caldera boundary (ring fractures?) has localized
basaltic vents. The rhyolite domes that form Big Southern Butte,
Middle Butte, East Butte, and an associated, unnarned dome also
are located along this same segment of the Blue creek caldera
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boundary (Fig. l7). The Arco-Big Southern Butte and Howe_
East Butte volcanic rift zones and the southwestern boundary of
the Blue creek caldera rnay have concentrat€d heat for partial
melting of deep crustal rocks, which would have led to formation
of rhyolite magma and emplacement of the domes (see Leeman,
1982d, for details of this process). This concept is supported by
the general correlation between the ages of the rhyolite domes
(300 ka to < 1.0 Ma) and the ages (200 to 7@ ka) of most nearby
surface basaltic lava flows (Kuntz and othen, 1992).

The rhyolite dome complex at Juniper Buttes (Figs. lg and
19; Kuntz, 1979) is distinctly different from the rhyolite domes of
Big Southern Butte, Middle Butte, East Butte and the unnamed
dome in several respects: (l) it is much larger, (2) it is cut by a
ditinctive pattern of rectilinear faulrs, (3) it contains a modified
crestal graben, and (4) it does not lie on a volcanic rift zone. with
respect lo factors 1,2, and 3, the Juniper Buttes dome complex is
similar to resurgent domes of cauldron complexes (compare
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standing volcanic rift zones. Alternatively, these areas may overlie 
parts of underlying calderas that were once filled with low
density materials and have since compacted, leaving collapsed 
parts of calderas unrelated to caldera-forming eruptions. 

Relationships between high density 
oj basaltic vents, rhyolite domes, and underlying calderas 

Within the Area-Big Southern Butte and Howe-East Butte 
volcanic rift zones, the highest concentration of basaltic vents 
occurs near their centers where they intersect the western and 
southern boundary of the Blue Creek caldera (Fig. 17). This 
relationship suggests that interaction between fractures of the rift 
zones and the caldera boundary (ring fractures?) has localized 
basaltic vents. The rhyolite domes that form Big Southern Butte, 
Middle Butte, East Butte, and an associated, unnamed dome also 
are located along this same segment of the Blue Creek caldera 

boundary (Fig. 17). The Arco-Big Southern Butte and Howe
East Butte volcanic rift zones and the southwestern boundary of 
the Blue Creek caldera may have concentrated heat for partial 
melting of deep crustal rocks, which would have led to formation 
of rhyolite magma and emplacement of the domes (see Leeman, 
I982d, for details of this process). This concept is supported by 
the general correlation between the ages of the rhyolite domes 
(300 ka to < 1.0 Ma) and the ages (200 to 700 ka) of most nearby 
surface basaltic lava flows (Kuntz and others, 1992). 

The rhyolite dome complex at Juniper Buttes (Figs. 18 and 
19; Kuntz, 1979) is distinctly different from the rhyolite domes of 
Big Southern Butte, Middle Butte, East Butte and the unnamed 
dome in several respects: (I) it is much larger, (2) it is cut by a 
ditinctive pattern of rectilinear faults, (3) it contains a modified 
crestal graben, and (4) it does not lie on a volcanic rift zone. With 
respect to factors 1,2, and 3, the Juniper Buttes dome complex is 
similar to resurgent domes of cauldron complexes (compare 
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Smith and Bailey, 1968). Morgan (1988) sugg€sted that Juniper
Buttes represcnts I resurgent dome or uplifted hult block in the

Kilgore caldera
Relatively high densities of basaltic vents unrdated to vol-

canic rift zones occru at several localitics within or along thc
margins of the Kilgore caldera: atTable Buttg kwisvr'lle Knolls,
and northeast of Hamer (Fig. l8). The basaltic vents at Table
Butte and Lewisville Knolls are not obviously elongatd thrs
they are probably not related to regional foacture patterns, and
they do not lie on volcanic rift zones. The basaltic vents northeast
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Figure 17. Simplified map of central part of eastern Snake River Plain showing basaltic vents, volcanic 
rift zones, boundaries of buried calderas, and other features referred to in text Compiled from Kuntz and 
others (1992), laPoint (1977), Pierce and Morgan (this volume), and Morgan (this volume). Map in 
this figure overlaps southwest boundary of map shown in Fig. 18. 

Smith and Bailey, 1968). Morgan (1988) suggested that Juniper 
Buttes represents a resurgent dome or uplifted fault block in the 
Kilgore caldera 

Relatively high densities of basaltic vents unrelated to vol
canic rift wnes occur at several localities within or along the 
margins of the Kilgore caldera: at Table Butte, Lewisville Knolls, 
and northeast of Hamer (Fig. 18). The basaltic vents at Table 
Butte and Lewisville Knolls are not obviously elongated; thus 
they are probably not related to regional fracture patterns, and 
they do not lie on volcanic rift zones. The basaltic vents northeast 
of Hamer are elongated east-west, parallel to one of the fracture 
sets in the Juniper Buttes dome complex. At present, we have no 

explanation for the high concentration of basaltic vents at these 
three localities that might relate to structures or other features of 
the Kilgore caldera except to note that these vent concentrations 
occur along inferred caldera margins (Lewisville Knolls, Hamer) 
or at the intersection of caldera boundaries (Table Butte). 

CONCLUDING REMARKS 

The formation and petrologic evolution of the ESRP in
volves extremely complex, large-scale volcano-tectonic processes 
that have been described in detail only recently (see, for example, 
Leeman, 1982a, 1989; and Pierce and Morgan, this volume). 
From these studies, it is clear that the physiographic depression of 
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the ESRP formed initially as a resurt of earlier rhyolitic volcan-
ism. The rhyolitic volcanism caused high heat flow, thinning and
decreased rigrdity of the crust, and progressive formation of a
topographic trough along the chain of calderas.

The ESRP has been the site of dominantly shield-building
basaltic eruptions for the last 4 m.y.; basaltic volcanism followed
rhyolitic volcanism after subcaldera plutons first cooled and then
fracturcd in response to regional northeast-southwest extension.
Regional extensional strain has been concentrated in basin-and-
range faults beyond the margins of the EsRp and in volcanic rift
zones within the ESRP. concentrated extension in volcanic rift
zones has reulted in greater amounts of magma production, per-
hap by decompression merting. Both of these pi**o, in turn,
increasd the number of suitabre fractures for inlnrsion and extru-
sion of magma. The mechanical+hermal feedback nature of the
rnechanism created volcanic rift zones that were long-lived and

Figure.l8--Simplificd map of northeastern part of eastern Snake River plain showing basaltic vents,volcanic rift zones, boundaries of buried calderas, and other features rcfened 19 in reir Compiled fromunpublishcd mapping by M. A. Kuntz and G. F. Embree and from lapoiillgii, Kuntz (tg7g),Piere and Morgan (this- volume), and Christianseo (1982)-For simplicity, b"oili;;;nb and strucruresin thc spencer-High Point volcanic rift zone 
"te 9-iit o i{Fls rtguri uut'are srrown in rigure 9. Map inthis figure overlaps northeast boundary of map shown in rigurc rz.

self-perpetuating zones of dike emplacement and surface
volcanism.

The ESRP is a unique basalt province in a tectonic sense:
Eruptive fissures and volcanic rift zones are oriented essentially
perpendicular to the long axis of the physiographic depression of
the ESRP, and thus the ESRp is not an intracontinental, fault-
bounded, volcanic-rift province, such as the African rift valleys
and the Rio Grande rift. Rather, the ESRp is an intracontinental
basalt province created through a combination of an earlier his-
tory dominated by rhyolitic volcanism that formed the ESRp
depression and a more recent history that consisb chiefly of basal-
tic volcanism. The origin of basalt magmas may be due to de-
compression melting controlled by the timing of strain release,
and the location of basaltic vents is controlhdly the orientation
of contemporary regional stress patterns and iesulting fracture
pathways.

I
or.L,,,
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Figure 18. Simplified map of nonheastern pan of eastern Snake River Plain showing basaltic vents, 
volcanic rift zones, boundaries of buried calderas, and other features referred to in text Compiled from 
unpublished mapping by M. A. Kuntz and G. F. Embree and from LaPoint (1977), Kuntz (1979), 
Pierce and Morgan (this volume), and Christiansen (1982). For simplicity, basaltic vents and structures 
in the Spencer-High Point volcanic rift zone are omitted in this figure but are shown in Figure 9. Map in 
this figure overlaps northeast boundary of map shown in Figure 17. 

the ESRP formed initially as a result of earlier rhyolitic volcan
ism. The rhyolitic volcanism caused high heat flow, thinning and 
decreased rigidity of the crust, and progressive formation of a 
topographic trough along the chain of calderas. 

The ESRP has been the site of dominantly shield-building 
basaltic eruptions for the last 4 m.y.; basaltic volcanism followed 
rhyolitic volcanism after subcaldera plutons first cooled and then 
fractured in response to regional northeast-southwest extension. 
Regional extensional strain has been concentrated in basin-and
range faults beyond the margins of the ESRP and in volcanic rift 
zones within the ESRP. Concentrated extension in volcanic rift 
zones has resulted in greater amounts of magma production, per
haps by decompression melting. Both of these processes, in turn, 
increased the number of suitable fractures for intrusion and extru
sion of magma. The mechanical-thermal feedback nature of the 
mechanism created volcanic rift zones that were long-lived and 

self-perpetuating zones of dike emplacement and surface 
volcanism. 

The ESRP is a unique basalt province in a tectonic sense: 
Eruptive fissures and volcanic rift zones are oriented essentially 
perpendicular to the long axis of the physiographic depression of 
the ESRP, and thus the ESRP is not an intracontinental, fault
bounded, volcanic-rift province, such as the African rift valleys 
and the Rio Grande rift. Rather, the ESRP is an intracontinental 
basalt province created through a combination of an earlier his
tory dominated by rhyolitic volcanism that formed the ESRP 
depression and a more recent history that consists chiefly of basal
tic volcanism. The origin of basalt magmas may be due to de
compression melting controlled by the timing of strain release, 
and the location of basaltic vents is controlled by the orientation 
of contemporary regional stress patterns and resulting fracture 
pathways. 
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